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SUMMARY
A combined numerical-experimental study has been carded out to investigate the structure and
propagation characteristics of turbulent premixed flames with and without the influence of
buoyancy. Experimentally, the premixed flame characteristics are studied in the wrinkled regime
using a Couette flow facility and an isotropic flow facility in order to resolve the scale of flame
wrinkling. Both facilities were chosen for their ability to achieve sustained turbulence at low
Reynolds number. This implies that conventional diagnostics can be employed to resolve the
smallest scales of wrinkling. The Couette facility was also built keeping in mind the constraints
imposed by the drop tower requirements. Results showed that the flow in this Couette flow
facility achieves full-developed turbulence at low Re and all turbulence statistics are in good
agreement with past measurements on large-scale facilities. Premixed flame propagation studies
were then carried out both using the isotropic box and the Couette facility. Flame imaging
showed that fine scales of wrinkling occurs during flame propagation. Both eases in lg showed
significant buoyancy effect. To demonstrate that micro-g can remove this buoyancy effect, a
small drop tower was built and drop experiments were conducted using the isotropic box. Results
using the Couette facility confirmed the ability to carry out these unique reacting flow
experiments at least in lg. Drop experiments at NASA GRC were planned but were not
completed due to termination of this project.
The parallel numerical study developed a new subgrid combustion modeling approach for large-
eddy simulation (LES) of turbulent combustion. This LES model was then applied to simulate
both non-reacting and reacting flows in the Couette flow facility. Validation of the non-reacting
LES was accomplished by comparison with past data and it was demonstrated that the present
LES could capture all turbulence statistics using very coarse grid resolution. Simulation of
reacting Couette flow with and without buoyancy showed that the effect of gravity is quite
significant at low Reynolds number. Analysis showed that heat release significantly changes the
flame-vortex interaction process. The buoyancy effect was found to depend strongly on the
direction of propagation relative to the direction of gravity. Overall buoyancy increases the
tangential strain in the plane of the flame. The overall fuel consumption is decreased but the
contribution of the subgrid scales towards creation of the turbulent flame area is more in the
presence of buoyancy.
These studies have established a unique experimental-computational capability to study fully
resolved turbulent premixed flames. Many issues such as the impact of varying the Karlovitz,
Damkohler, Lewis and Reynolds numbers can be studied using these facilities.
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1. Introduction
The structure and propagation of turbulent premixed flames have been investigated for
some time A regime which occurs in numerous combustion systems is called the wrinkled
flamelet regime In this regime, chemical reactions occur in thin sheets and the flame thickness is
much smaller than the smallest turbulent (Kolmogorov) eddy. Thus, turbulence does not change
the flame structure and only wrinkles the flame The resulung increase in flame area has been
used to estimate an effective "turbulent" flame speed ut as a function of the laminar flame speed
• ' t
," --J -'-- ,---'-.,_.... ;-*,'-_i*" u' However the exact form of the relatton: ut-_S_, u _)has not ye
b°_,en'_utl'_yr'e's_l"v'_alth'ou'gh'_nany models have been proposed. A key reason forthis_uncertainty
is the inability to experimentally resolve in a typical high Reynolds number (/_e) tiow, all the
scales of motion that could contribute to flame wrinkling. Experimental verification in real
devices is almost impossible to achieve both due the difficulty in resolving the entire range of
turbulent scales and due to the ,,complexity of the flow. As a result, most experiments are
conducted using relatively "clean flows such as stagnation point flows, premixed flames in
diverging ducts, etc. The typical test conditions are such that the Reynolds number is too high to
allow resolution of all the turbulent scales.
Experimentally, turbulent fluctuations at the small scales can be resolved only if the Re is
reduced (e.g., by reducing the flow velocity). A flow field that provides sustained turbulent flow
in a relatively low Re is Couette flow. As shown earlier, stationary turbulent Couette flow is
achieved at Re (based on belt speed and spacing) as low as 1800. However, with heat release, the
turbulent stresses responsible for momentum transport can be overwhelmed by the buoyant
stresses in normal gravity. Since this phenomenon is not present in realistic high Reynolds
number devices, a microgravity environment is required to suppress the buoyancy effects while
still maintaining reasonable operating pressure, temperature and observable scales at all sizes.
The experiments carried out under this project were leading towards a series of drop
experiments that would have been unique under the microgravity program. However, since thi.'s
project was not renewed the final series of drop experiments were not possible. The delay m
carrying out these experiments were due to the complexity of the test configuration and the
problem attempted under this project. In spite of this, we have been successful in achieving all
our goals except the final drop experiments. In fact, as a prelude to the planned drop experiments
at NASA, an isotro_ic turbulence flow device was bu!!t and successfully dropped in our
laboratory. This facdity provided an additionm capanmty to investigate premixed flame
propagation in turbulent flow and was also used for some of the studies.
The present study investigated turbulent premixed flames in the wrinkledflamelet regime
where the preheat zone is undisturbed by turbulence. The wrinkled flamelet regime can be
characterized by high Ret where I is the integral length), high Damkohler number Da >>1 and a
Karlovitz number, Ka < 1. In practical combustion systems, other regimes can occur. A regime
of interest is the distributed reaction regime which in its extreme range is characterized by low
Re, low Da and Ka>>l. In this regime, the flame thickness is much larger than the integral scale
and transport within the reaction zone is modified by the turbulence. An intermediate range
within this regime, called flamelets in eddies regime or thin reaction zones, often occur in
practical combustors. This regime, approximately characterized by moderate-to-high Da, high Re
and Ka>l, contains turbulent eddies that penetrate into the preheat zone, but not into the reaction
zone of the flame structure. Eddies mix the unburned reactants with the burnt products causing
si niflcant transport of heat upstream of the flame. This thin reaction zone regime falls within the
og:erational range for the present Couette flow facility and therefore, provides us with a unique
opportunity to extend the current investigation (possibly in the future) to this equally important
regime in turbulent premixed combustion.
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2. Experimental Facilities and Codes Developed Under this Project
Here, a brief description is given of the flow facilities that have been built and planned for
this research. This report also summarizes all the effort carded out under this project. Most of the
results were presented earlier (copies of all presentations are included as appendices).
2.1 N0n-Rea_eting Couette Flow Facility:
A non-reacting Couette facility was built to carry out the turbulence measurements and to
demonstrate that sustained turbulence can be achieved in this device. This device has been
_e;:,..,oa ,,, g, ;,,_;a,, the NASA Lewis 2 2's droo tower rig and therefore, is much smaller than
'_aci_litie'suse_Oin]a'boratoryCouette flow studies. For example, the current length to gap ratio
is 14 compared to 30-158 of the earlier devices. In addition, the current device operates in a
closed loop, (i.e., turbulent flow is forced to re-enter the test section) whereas, classical devices
transition the flow from laminar to turbulent. In addition to demonstratinlg that turbulent Couette
flow can be achieved in a compact device, the experience gained in th_s facility helped in the
integration of the device into the drop rig.
The maximum Reynolds number (based on belt speed and spacing) that can be achieved in
this device is 30,000 based on the belt speed and spacing. Thus, this device can achieve both low
turbulent Re values where buoyancy is dominant and high Re values where buoyancy can be
ignored. Details of this facility Is reported in the papers included in the appendix (Menon et al.,
1997, Disseau et al., 1997).
2.2 Constant Volume Reactor:
To investigate safety issues and to study issues involving flame measurement during the
drop, a device that generates nominally isotropic turbulence was also built. This device is
essentially a rectangular box with fans in the chamber that are used to churn the premixed
reactants. This device is quite similar to devices used earlier by many researchers to study
premixed flame propagation in isotropic turbulence. However, unlike the Couette facility, the
turbulent decays m this device. Drop exp.eriments have been carried out at Georgia Tech using an
in-house facility that was recently built. Measurements indicate that we get low-gravity of
around 0.01g for around 0.3 sec which is adequate. This device is another tool to address
turbulent premixed flames.
Results were reported earlier (Menon et ai., 1997; Disseau et ai., 1998). These papers are
included in the appendix.
2.3 Reacting Couette Flow Facility:
Using our experience with the non-reacting studies in the Couette facility and the drop
experiments with the isotropic box, we built a reacting Couette facility. Due to the safety
requirements that must be met during the drop experiments at NASA, some chan_es to the non-
reacting design had to be carried out. However, in most aspects, this facility m_mics the non-
reacting facility. Unfortunately, this project was not renewed and the mierogravity drop
experiments had to be terminated. However, with some bridge funding support from NASA
LERC we were able to carry out a limited series of tests in lg of reacting Couette flow. The
primary goal of this series was to demonstrate that (a) premixed flame propagation in Couette
facility can be successfully accomplished and Co) imaging of the premixed flame in the flow can
be carried out. Recent results obtained in this facility are summarized the appendix of this report
later.
_.4 Submid Combustion based LES Methodolo_:
A parallel large-eddy simulation (LES) solver has also been developed and used to study
turbulent premixed flames. In this methodolo_p/turbulent combustion is simulated in the subgrid.
The key advantage of this method is that, given the subgrid turbulence and the laminar flame
speed, the model predicts the turbulent flame brush structure and the effective propagation speed.
Thus, the experimental data on the turbulence and reactant composition can be used for model
validation. The results obtained so far with this method have demonstrated its ability to capture
thin flames accurately without requiring exorbitant LES grid resolution (since the flame is
resolved in the small-scales). This new subgrid combustion, model-based LES provides an
unique new capability to study high Re wrinkled flames that cannot be fully resolved in the labo-
ratory.
The current development of a new subgrid combustion model for LES has been reported in
the past (Menon et al., 1997; Chakravarthy and Menon, 1997, 1998) and therefore, avoided here
for brevity. Briefly, this approach simulates the flame propagation, molecu!ar diffusion, chemical
reactions, heat release and small-scale turbulent mixin_ as inaepenacm rut concurrem processes
all occurring within the subgrid. This approach is physically consistent with the actual process of
combustion since molecular _oth mass and heat) transport occurs at scales that cannot be
resolved on a conventional grid. Furthermore, this process occurs only when the species have
been mixed at the small scales. For premixed combustion using the G-equation approach, this
translates to simulating laminar propagation and heat release (and volumetric expansion) within
the subgrid while the subgrid eddies wrinkle and inc_ase the local flame surfacc_ Dct_ls:ouf th!as
approach have been given elsewhere 0Vlenon et aJ., l_:s; Menon ano _alnoon, 1_>,0; o.,L. ,,.,u
Menon, 1996; Chakravarthy and Menon, 1997).
Many fundamental issues had to be resolved to carry out accurate simulation of turbulent
premixed flames using this approach. A key issue that had to be addressed was the coupling
between the LES-resolved large-scale motion (obtained by dynamic simulation of the
momentum equations) and the subgrid-resolved flame propagation, heat release and turbulent
mixing processes. The problems in coupling occur primarily because an Eulerian scheme is used
for the LES equations while the transport of the subgrid fields across LES cells is carried out
using a Lagrangian approach. The latter approach is a key requirement in our approach since it
allows us to capture both co- and counter-_adient effects on the flame without requiring _y.ad
hoc modifications (in contrast, conventional LES would allow only gradient diffusion).
Furthermore, the combination of the Lagrangian scheme for large-scale transport and the m_xmg
and propagation models in the subgrid allows us to capture premixed flames within one-two LES
cells (whereas, conventional approach would numerically diffuse the front).
Most of the earlier results were reported in the papers cited above. A more recent paper
being revised for submission to a journal (Combustion Science and Technology) is also included
in the appendix. This paper summarizes our results of LES of Couette premixed flames and the
im act of buoyancy on the flame propagation characteristics. As reported, even in theP • • " " nc effects are encountered This
configuratmn chosen for our experiments, .slgmficant b.uoya y . .. . -
further justified our original project goal of doing these stuoies in mlcrograwty envlronmem.
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3. Summary of Results from the Reacting Couette Experiments
The effect of gravity on turbulent pre-mixed flame propagation was investigated in two
different facilities, a stirred, constant volume reactor and a Couette flow reactor. Results for
these studies are summarized here. More details are in the papers included in the appendix
(Disseau et al, 1999).
3,1 Premixed flame studies in the Constant Volume Reactor
In this device the flammable mixture was stirred with a fan in an enclosed cube with
optical access. Once the flow was fully turbulent the fan was. switched off and the, mi_'x_r_dW_e
ignited using a spark located at the center of the reactor, ints comDusuon cnamDer cou
d_opped in a drop tower at the Aerospace Engineering Combustion Laboratory on the Georgia
Tech campus.
The stirred reactor has the advantage of being relatively simple to operate and producing
a comparatively simple flow field. The fact that it can be dropped in-house allows us to carry out
orders of magnitude more runs at negligible cost compared to what could be done at NASA
Lewis. However, the level of turbulence is harder to control since it starts to decay as soon as the
fan is switched off. In addition, turbulence is no longer generated (by the fan) once the
flammable mixture has been ignited. In the confined reactor, the propagating flame must then be
expected to affect the level of turbulence ahead of itself. This must somehow be corrected for.
Because of the short duration of the drop,, even in the NASA drop tower, the diagnostics
that can be carried out under conditions of m_cro gravity are limited to Imaging of flame
radiation, Schlieren, shadow and, possibly, image velocimetry. It was, therefore, decided to fill
the reactor with air and fully characterize the turbulent flow field under conditions of gravity
using laser Doppler velocimetry. The air was then replaced by a flammable mixture, which was
ignited. The ignition process as well as the flame spread was then imaged under conditions of
gravity and micro gravity. From comparisons between the resultant images it was then
anticipated that the effect of gravity on the turbulent, reacting flow field could be determined.
Laser Doppler velocimetry studies on the stirred reactor indicated the turbulence decayed
relatively slowly. It was, therefore, possible to disconnect the fan just prior to the drop and still
have relatively high turbulence intensities during ignition and propagation of the flame.
Turbulence intensity, however, did decay throughout this time. In addition, the turbulence was
not totally isotropic although very little mean flow remained during the tests. In addition, the
degree to which the flame f_ont propagatin[g in the confined chamber affected the turbulence
level ahead of the flame remains to be quantified. In light of the above it was concluded that it
would be necessary to construct a four fan facility in order to obtain more reliable results.
Nevertheless, it was possible to obtain shadowgrams of lean, turbulent, premixed
methane-air flames in lg and micro gravity environments, Comparisons of the images obtained
under the two conditions showed that the effect of gravity was essentially eliminated during the
drop. The results also seem to indicate that gravity has an effect on the turbulent flame speed.
However, the precise nature of the interaction between turbulent flame propagation and gravity
appears to depend on the level of turbulence and the stoichiometry of the flame. This work is
being continued. However, further studies are no longer funded under this contract.
3,2 Premixcd flame studies in the Reacting Couette Flow Facility
The Couette flow was generated using an endless Mylar belt running between a set o£
rollers. The entire apparatus was enclosed in an explosion proof housing with optical access.
This facility was designed to be dropped in the 2.2 second micro gravity drop tower on the
NASA LRC campusin Cleveland OH. It is too big to be dropped in the drop tower on the
Georgia Tech campus.
The Couette reactor has a constant turbulence level across most of its flow field (unlike
the constant volume reactor where turbulence always decays). Nearly constant turbulence is
achieved in both space and time; the former because of the nature of the Couette flow and the
latter because new turbulence is constantly being generated by the moving belt. The flow,
however is much more complex and its interaction with the propagating flame is, therefore, more
difficult to quantify.
The flow in the Couette facility was found to be largely two-dimensional with constant
turbulence intensities near the core. Slight flow asymmetnes were introduced by the non-
symmetric recirculation of fluid outside the test region. Belt flutter was reduced by adding a pair
of guide plates. The confined nature of the flow caused the turbulence level to be somewhat
higher than previously observed in open Couette flows. The spatial resolutions of the
experimental techniques used were determined to be su_cie_nt tor.es_ve flow ,s.t..ruct_resdow_., t_o
the Kalmogorov scale for Reynolds numbers up to 10,000. For tins Ilow conmuon me uaruu_=a=
velocity fluctuations were four times the magnitude of the laminar flame speed for a lean
methane-air mixture. Thus, a wrinkled, premixed turbulent flame could be produced in the
Couette facility. When a low density l_lasma was introduced into the flow tracking its interface
with the cold air showed that even tot this turbulent flow buoyancy, and thus, the effect of
gravity persists.
Ignition and flame spread in the turbulent Couette flow was visualized using high speed
Schlieren. An in-house developed analysis program was used to identify the flame front in the
images. This capability permitted us to follow the flame front as it progressed through the
turbulent flow. It was noted that an initial, smooth flame kernel was formed by the ignition
process which then transformed into a wrinkled, turbulent flame. The effects of the flow field
and that of gravity were clearly noted. Work is continuing on these experiments to the extent
possible without NASA support.
Results obtained so far are summarized in the appendix.
APPENDIX
The Appendix contains copies of the papers and presentations given during the course of this
research project. Some of the papers are currently under revision for publication in archival
journals.
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1. Premixed flame studies in the Constant Volume Reactor
1.1 Experimental Facility and Methods
The stirred constant volume combustion chamber, which is used in the GT drop tower, is shown in Fig. 1. It
was fabricated out of steel and designed to withstand pressures up to 150 psi. A stirrer(1), which consists of a 6
inch in diameter 4-blade fan, is mounted on one side. It is supported by two bearings, and scaled with an o-ring.
A Lovcjoy connector is attached to the cod of tile drive shaft to allow, not only easy alignment with the motor,
but also quick disconnect. Two quartz windows (5) allow optical access to the turbulent flame in the chamber.
The two mirrors (6) attached to the device are part of shadow-graph system described below. The stirred
reactor is filled with a combustible mixture through a port located at the bottom (4). The partial pressure method
was used to calculate the stoiehiometry of the mixture. A homemade spark plug (1) and its ignition system are
located on the side opposite the stirrer.
A small drop tower was designed and constructed in the Aerospace Engineering Combustion Laboratory on the
Georgia Tech campus, see Fig. 2. The constant volume combustion chamber discussed above (1) is raised to its
starting position using a winch (not shown for simplicity). Here it is lined up with an electromagnet (hidden in
this view). Once the magnet is powered, its 175 lbs. lifting capacity holds the device tightly in place. The
i/Ring cables arc then disconnected. Turning off the power to the magnet results in a clean release of the
¢ombustor. At the end of the fi-ce-falling drop the device is decelerated in a box filled with expanded
polystyrene pellets (2), kindly donated by TechPak, Inc. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the shadow-graph system that
is used to track the flame front during the drop. Light from a 0.95mW HcNc laser (3) is expanded and
collimated by a set of lenses (4), into a 4 inch beam. This beam is sent down, through the combustion chamber,
and then back up, using 3 mirrors (5), one fixed on the drop tower and two attached to the tower. The beam is
then imaged onto a screen (6). (The lines starting with the HeNe laser and ending on this screen represent the
light path taken by the laser light) A Kodak Hktaprointensified digital camera (7) running at 1000 frames per
second records the images. These images can then be downloaded to a PC where they can be enhanced and
processed to obtain flame speeds, shapes, and thickness.
Once the device is in position, the overall drop procedure consists of first turning on the ignition circuit. This
prcvcnts a spark generated by turning on the circuit from igniting the flanunablc mixture prcnmturcly. Next the
methane is injected into the chamber, and the gasses are given time to mix. The pressure in the reactor is
monitored by a pressure gauge. The external piping is then disconnected. The motor is connected to the shaft
and turned on to the desired speed. After the flammable mixture has been stirred for about one minute, and the
desired level of turbulence has been reached in the chamber, the motor is disconnected. Any excess pressure is
then relieved. The camera is turned on, and the power to the electromagnet is turned off. Because the
electromagnet does not release the experiment immediately after its power has been turned off, switching off
the magnet could not be used to trigger the igniter. Instead, a Hall effect sensor, positioned on the magnet
docking guide (Figs. 1 - 3), senses the instant the experiment is separated from the electromagnet, and triggers a
pulse. After a 50 msoc delay, during which the dropping experiment has ample time to stabilize, a pulse
triggers the ignition transformer. A small neon light DC transformer connected to the spark plug is used to
ignite the flanunable mixture. It is powered by two 9 volts DC batteries and provides 1500 volts AC at 20KHz
_=
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and 5 mA, sufficient to create an ignition spark After the run, the combustion chamber is retrieved, purged,
checked for poss_le problems, hoisted back up in position, and prepared for a new ru_
A Kistler K-BEAM capacitive accelerometer is attached to the device to be able to monitor the degree of
microgravity experienced by the combustion process. This accelerometer has a range of +/- lg with a
sensitivity of 1959 -v/# and can survive a maximum of +/- 40g_ The manufacturer's guaranteed precision
around 0 g, is +/- 3xl0"g.
The mechanics of the drop tower facility were extensively tested and the microgravity environment was
quantified. It was ascertained that the 60 inch drop of this facility provides 0.4 sec at - 10"3gor better. Gravity
level traces obtained during each of the runs show that levels of 3x103g and below are being achieved for all
runs. The experimental device sinks about 30 inches into the polystyrene during its deceleratiorL Overall the
facility behaved exactly as planned and was found to be relatively user friendly. Several vibration problems
associatedwiththestartofthedropwereidentified,andcorrected.
The stirredconstantvolumecombustorwas firstestedwhilestationary.Two-dimensionalLDV carriedout
withinthefirstcoupleofsecondsafterthefanwas turnedoffshowedturbulencewithan rmsvelocityof6 to7
cm/sec.The reactorwas thenfilledwithamethane-airmixture,stirredandignitedatIg.A typicalsequenceof
imagesfromthesetestsisshown inFig.3.The wrinklesoftheflameareclearlyidentifiable.Flamespeedscan
be determinedfromthesequenceofimages.Most importantly,itcanbe clearlyseenthatthisflameballis
raisingwithtime,itsupper flamefronthavingtraveled10% fartherthanthe lowerone. This clearly
demonstratestheeffectofgravity.
Figure4 shows a typicalsequenceofimagesofa turbulentpremixedmethane-airflameobtainedwhilethe
stirredconstantvolumereactorwas droppingintheGT droptower.Herealsothewrinklesintheflamefront
areclearlyvisibleand theflamespeedcanbe determined.Measurementsofthelocationoftheflamefront
clearlyindicatethathecenterofthisflameballremainedatthepointofignition.Thus,theeffectofgravityon
this turbulent flame has been drastically reduced, if not totally eliminated.
Figure 5 shows a plot of normalized turbulent velocity versus turbulent intensity for different stoichiometries,
with and without, gravity. Such a plot allows the reader to quickly grasp the effects of turbulence on flame
speed. From this specific plot it can be observed that for one stochiometry gravity enhances flame speeds,
while for the other it has the opposite effect. In addition the effects of turbulence, quantified as the ratio of
turbulent flame speed to laminar flame speed, vary from being higher than found in literature, for the specific
range of turbulence intensities, to having no effect, Nevertheless the expected _end of increase turbulent flame
speed with increased turbulence intensity was observed. In addition, gravity does appear to have a significant
effect on the burning velocity. However, the nature of this effect seems to strongly dcpend on small changes in
equivalence ratio. This led us to suspect the validity of the data.
LDV results had pointed to several problems with our turbulence generating device. Turbulence levels were
limited and there was a slight non zero mean flow. In addition, the data in Fig. 5 raised a number of questions
(see previous paragraph). For this reason it was decided that future studies would use a modified stirring
system. The selected system consists of 4 opposing fans rotating continuously at the same speed. This will
create a central region in the flow where the turbulence will be quasi-isotropic with little net flow. The
advantages of such a setup, in which the fans will no longer be turned off prior to taking data, are the
elimination problems in timing that resulted in possibly unpredictable decay rates and thus a lack of
repeatability. The new device will also produce a more uniform flow pattern and higher turbulent levels.
Similar facilities have been used by at least four research teams going as far back as 1975, and possibly
earlier_'7. Efforts have alroady been made to retrofit our existing combustion chamber with four fans. This will
be the first of its kind to be tested in microgravity.
A stirred,constantvolumecombustionc'hamber for studying turbulent premixed flames in a microgravity
environment was designed and built. A drop tower capable of producing 0.4 seconds of microgravily at a level
103g was developed and constructed. A shadow-graph set-up that permits constant observation of the flame
front during a drop was integrated into the drop tower. The entire system was checked out. Slmdow-graplm of
lea,, turbulent, premixed ,netl,.'me-airflnmes were obtained in Ig and microgn,vily environme,lls. Comp:Lrison
of the images obtained under the two conditions showed that the effect of gravity was essentially eliminated
during the drop. Gravity was shown to have an effect on turbulent flame speed. Analysis of the LDV and the
combustion data pointed to some problems with the turbulence generated by a single fan. A four fan system is
under construction.
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Figure 1. Stirred Constant volume Combustion Chamber. 1) Stirrer; 2) Igniter; 3) Electromagnet
Docking guide; 4) Input and output ports; 5) Mirrors; 6) Quartz windows
Figure 2. GT AerospaceEngineering Combustion Laboratory's drop tower facility with stirred
constant volume combustion chamber. (The lines represent the light path of the shadow-graph
system). 1) Stirred constant volume combustion chamber; 2) Expanded polystyrene pellets; 3) HeNe
Laser; 4) Expanding and collimating lens set; 5) Mirrors; 6) Screen; 7) High speed intensified
camera.
L
Figure 3. Typical Combustion results in the stirred reactor for the following conditions:
lg; _ = 0.90; turbulence level approximately 7 cm/sec
Figure 4. Typical Combustion results in the stirred reactor for the following conditions:
-10 _ g or better; _ -- 0.90; turbulence level approximately 7 crrdsec
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Figure 5. Non-dimensionalized turbulent flame speed verses non-dimensionalized
turbulence intensity. Collection of data points from the stirred reactor:
rhomboid _ = 0.8; square _ = 0.9; solid = Fg; open = lg
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2. Premixed flame studies in the Reacting Couette Flow Facility
2.1 Experimental Facility and Methods
Two Couette devices were designed and built for this research. The first one was used to perform a cold flow study
in order to understand, a priori, the turbulent flow field: it is shown in Fig. 6. The device consists of a conlinuos
Mylar belt (I) which provides the "two parallel plates" moving in opposite directions. The belt runs over a series of
rollers, two of which drive the belt while four are used to adjust the spacing in the test section. A set of plates (10) is
positioned on the outside of the belt to eliminate poss_le belt vibrations. These vibrations had been found to cause
higher levels of turbulence with peaks in the frequency spectrum. An adjustable DC motor (2) connected to the drive
roller by a set of pulleys and a v-belt (3) drive the Mylar belt. The rotational speed of the motor is sensed by a
magnetic proximity sensor (4). Knowing the pulley ratio and the roller diameter, the speed of the belt can easily be
determined. To prevent belt walking and to ease the insertion of a new belt, a set of tensioning screws (5) help
position the far roller. The Reynolds number for the device, Rek, can be changed by either changing the speed of the
belt, Us,u, or by changing the belt spacing, h. The device is surrounded by a Plexiglas box to prevent any external
influence on the flow without disturbing optical access to the experiment
Acetone PLIF can be performed in the Couette facility using a tunable Lambda Physik excimer laser running with
KrF, to produce a laser pulse at a wavelength of 248nm. The beam is used to create a sheet that enters through the
quartz window (6). It penetrates in-between the Mylar sheets through a cut in the flame (9), and is turned by a
mirror (8), to nat along the mean flow direction A micro-tube 0.254mm in diameter and with a hole cut in its side,
is positioned perpendicular to the flow. Liquid acetone is introduced through the tube into the center of the flow.
Here a droplet of acetone stays suspended on the tube while it vaporizes. When the excimer beam encounters the
acetone vapor the latter fluoresces broadband in the blue (350-550nm), with peaks at 445nm and 480nm. The
fluorescence is tracked with a Princeton Instruments Inc. intensified camera with a resolution of 384x576 pixels_ At
this resolution the camera can operate at a rate of two frames per second. The rate can be increased by decreasing
the resolution, yielding 10 frames per seconds with a resolution of 192x288 pixels, and 20 frames per second with a
resolution of 96x144 pixels. A 55mm macro glass lens is used on the camera in order to absorb any scattered UV
light from the beam. Images are background corrected to remove noise created by fluorescence due to UV
scattering off parts of the chamber. This fluorescence is very prominent close to the belt and close to the needle.
Therefore, these regions were not imaged.
Before the Couette flow could be used to study turbulent flame propagation under microgravity it had to be
established that the effect of gravity would be noticeable in this turbulent flow field. To this end a gas of lower
density was inlIoduced into the flow and its interface with heavier air was tracked using shadowgraphy as it
progressed though the flow. Helium was injected through a hypodermic needle along the centerliae of the Couette
flow. The needle was equipped with micro-machined holes on four sides to limit the directional biasing associated
with one hole injection. However the strong shear of the Couette flow, along with the high diffusivity of the helium
caused the gas to mix with air almost instantaneously. No clearly visible helium-air interface could, therefore, be
observed in these test.
Better results were obtained when a density gradient was produced by focusing a laser beam into a small volume at a
point located along the centerline between the two belts. The energy furnished by the laser was suiticient to ionize
the air and thus form a spark. The propagation of this point source of hot gases was then tracked with the help of a
high speed Schlieren system. The laser used to generate the spark is a 300mJ per pulse tunable Lambda Physik
excimer laser running with KrF, to produce a laser pulse at a wavelength of 248nm. This laser was chosen because
it not only offered enough power per pulse to ionize the air, but being in the UV, scattered light did not affect the
Schlieren. The Schlieren light source was a .95 mW HeNe laser. The beam stop was an opaque dot, lmm in
di/_meter, to avoid directional biasing. Schlieren images were captured using a Kodak Ektapro intensified digital
camera nmning at 1000 frames per second.
To identify the center of the hot gas volume the Schlieren images were first of all processed. Each captured image
was turned into its negative and the background was then subtracted from both the positive and negative images.
This was done to accurately catch both the above background and the below background structures. The resulting
imageswerethenadjustedforcontrastBecanseofthezeromean flowthatthisCouettefacilityprovidesalongits
centerline, the mid-section of the kernel remains stationary in the horizontal direction. This means that for late
images the vertical instantaneous location of the bottom and top edges of the kernel can be used to locate the
position of the center of the hot gas products. At first, the location of the edges were identified visually and the
results used to calculate the position of the center for both the positive and negative images. The data were then
averaged over multiple runs.
Later, a more quantitative method was adopted. The pixel intensifies were plotted along a vertical axis through the
point of origin of the kernel. Such a plot and the image used to obtain it are shown in Fig. 7. In these plots the dark
and bright regions corresponding to the hot gas boundaries are clearly defined. The mid-level noise regions,
corresponding to the background, are also clearly identifiable. Thus, the edge of the kernel was defined as the point
where these two regions met. Here again, centers were determined (by the method described above) for both the
positive and negative images and the results were then averaged.
The second Couette device was used to perform combustion experiments. Technical design details on this facility
have been reviewed by the 2.2 second drop tower staff. Michael Dobbs furnished us with some good
recommendation on possible changes and improvements. These have been considered and the necessary ones have
been adapted. Figure 8 shows schematics of the combustion chamber inside the NASA Lewis 2.2 sec drop tower
test rig A combustion proof enclosure now surrounds the Couette device. It is made of 606 l-T6 4 in. aluminum
channel with a thickness of 0.247 in The top and bottom plates are made of ½ in. 7075-T651 aluminum This
combination coupled with Aramid/Nitrile gaskets and held together with 104 - ½ in. bolts, allows the chamber to
sustain 150 psig. The motor is located outside the combustion chamber, and an o-ring seals the shaft at the walL
Fuel and air are introduced through a fuel port consisting of a stainless NPT swagelock fitting. Two Plexigias
windows positioned on the top plate furnished optical access. Quartz was considered at first, but during the review
process with the drop tower staff, it was found that it would not be suitable, due to high stress levels. Some
additional modifications had to be made to the original design in order to fit the combustor in the test rig. The belt
width was narrowed from 12 in to 8 in, a change that did not affect the two dimensionality of the flow field since the
cold flow study had proven that the flow was two dimensional as close as 1.2 cm from the edge of the belt. The four
milers that were used to adjust the spacing of the beR were eliminated since the plates that had been added to
eliminate vibrations could do the same job. The new plates were machined out of UHMW Polyethylene to decrease
weight and friction. The Mylar was found to be surprisingly resistant to the flame, but its seam did not withstand the
thermal shock and broke at the end of every run. Therefore, the Mylar belt was replaced by a continuous urethane
coated fabric conveyer belt, with a seamless-z-splice. Possible concerns arose from the change of material,
especially with regard to the possible slight increase in surface roughness. However, results by Aydin and
Lcutheusser showed that even changes of surface roughness produced by 5.8 mm bumps, produced relatively small
effects on the Couette flow field [8]. For this reason the difference between the Mylar and the methane coated belt
was deemed not to seriously affect the Couette flow field under investigation.
Light f_om a 0.95mW HeNe laser, expanded and collimated by a set of lenses into a 4 inch beam, was used as a
shadowgraph light source for optical diagnostics. The fight is channeled through the combustion chamber with the
hclp of a pair of mirrors and windows onto an image screen Images are then captured by the Kodak Ektapro
intensified digital camera, which runs at 2000 frames per second half screen. Images were downloaded to a PC. A
MATLAB code, written in house, extracts a flame contour that can be subsequently used to analyze the combustion
flows. The MATLAB code first imports biUnaps into matrix form and prompts the user to input the ignition point.
It then proceeds to look at radial light intensity profiles. Based on a user selected light intensity threshold it
determines the edge of the flame and moves to the next radial location. Here it repeats the process, but is further
constrained by a continuity factor, which prevents the code from picking brighter internal fiames. After having
processed the whole flame the user is given an opportunity to adjust possible trouble spots. The data can then be
exported into a maa-ix or a bitmap for furtherprocessing.
Like in the stirred reactor the equivalence ratio of the mixture was determined by partial pressures. The chamber was
evacuated and a predetermined amount of methane was introduced. Air was then added to obtain the desired
mixture at the selected initial pressure. The motor was run up to speed to achieve the desired turbulence level.
Finally the mixture was ignited using a spark located at the centcr of the flow field. The ignition source was
comprised of the electric circuit from a butane lighter and a home-made spark plug was designed to minimize the
disturbance of the. Runs presented in this report were performed at 1 arm initial pressure, a stoichiometlic ratio of
approximately 0.87, and a belt speed of 7 m/see.
2.2 Results
Nomenclature:
x,y,z
h
w
L
tl
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D
U
F
Ut
U,=,
V,=,
v"
cl
Reh
ReL
ro
= axis system
= height of channel
= width of channel
= integral scale
= Kolmogorov scale
= magn/tude of large scale turbulent velocity
-- magnitude of small scale turbulent velocity
= x component of mean velocity
= y component of mean velocity
i_ component of mean velocity
= U_ = belt velocity
= x component of root mean _uare velocity
= y component of root mean square velocity
= it_component of velocity fluctuation
= shear or friction velocity
= coefficient of friction
= Us,_h/v
=WL/v
= shearstress
r,,a_= wallshearstress
/_= viscosity
v = kinematic viscosity
p = density
k = wave number of spectra
f = frequencyof
u_2 (f) = power in frequency space, for the # velocity component
#.. = spectral density
2,2. I VelociWField Mapt)in_:
Figure 9 shows the velocity distribution and, therefore the two dimentionality of the flow. The z/w = 0 location
corresponds to the edge of the belt. It can be seen that the velocity profile is constant for z/w up to 0.04, which
corresponds to 1.2cm, from this edge. This yields a nsable, twoMimensional test area that is 28.0cm wide. As a
result most velocity data were obtained 2cm off=center, which gave better optical access.
Figure I0 shows the velocity distribution across the flow rid& Careful inspection of this plot shows that the
velocity profile is not totally symmetric. The U component of velocity should go through zero aty/h = 0.5, but in
reality it doe,* so at y/h = 0.45. It was hypothesized that this was due to an asymmetry in the end regions where the
driving rollers are located. To prove this the motor was set in reverse and, as expected, the crossing moved to y/h =
0.55. This feature does not seem to have any affect on the rms velocity as seen in Fig. I I, and as long as it is kept in
mind while analyzing the combustion data, it is not deemed to be a problem.
As mentioned in the experimental section, there was a slight fluttering of the belt during early testing. This flutter
was not visible to the naked eye, but was detected by frequency analysis of the velocity spectrum. A non-excited
frequency spectrum should decay smoothly. The measured excited frequency spectrum had peaks in the 100 Hz
region, as shown in Fig. 12. A microphone placed in the flow showed corresponding pressure oscillations at that
frequency. These oscillation were increasing the turbulence intensity, but their frequency was dependent on the belt
tension,whichcouldnotbeaccuratelymeasured or reproduced. Thus this situation was deemed unacceptable.
With the plates in position the fluctuation were almost stopped completely. Figure 13 shows the worst case
encountered where the oscillations were not fully damped.
To discuss the results furtherthe following quantifies have to be introduced. The shear stress _'0is given by
I_ U, + c_ UL_
The first term represents the viscous stresses and the second leprescnts the Reynolds stresses, in a pure Couett¢
flow the shear stress is consiant; though the Reynolds stresses are mainly concentrated in the center of the flow, and
the viscous stresses are mainly present near the wail. Another useful quantity is the shear velocity U"
_ fr,_l'_ (3)u"- -FJ
The velocity and positions in the flow field are commonly non-dimesionalized as follows:
u + u v + v (4)
U" U"
U.., V,,,_ (5)
v,:.=
y+= (6)
l#
Figure 14 shows U+as a function ofy +. The data clearly show the expected behavior for a wall bounded shear flow.
The flow can be divided into two regions i°, the viscous sublayer (y+<5), and the inertial sublayer (30<y+<IO00) •
The flow correlates well with the linear behavior at the wall in the viscous sublayet. The logarithmic behavior in the
inertial sublayer is also clearly present. However, the data at different Reynolds numbers do not exactly collapse
into one single fine when non dimesionalized, as predicted by theory and seen by others. This is probably due to the
smaller dimensions and re-circulating nature of the present device.
Figure 15 shows U,,_ + and V,w + as functions of non-dimensional distance from the belt. As expected, U,_ + has a
turbulence peak close to the wall before it reaches a uniform distribution in the core, and V,w + gradually increases to
a uniform distribution in the core. Figure 16 shows how velocity fluctuations vary for different devices. Except for
Clark's device, which was actually not a Couette, but a channel flow, it would seem that the flow in this device is
more turbulent than those in other devices. This feature is also seen by looking at the Reynolds stresses.
R is conventional to non-dimcnsionaliz¢ Reynolds stresses by U"z. Inspection of Equations (2) and (3), and the
velocity profile, shows that in theory the non-dimensional Reynolds stress should level out at a value of 1. Figure
17 shows that in this flow the turbulent stresses are higher then expected in a pure Couette flow. This is an
advantage in this case since higher turbulence is produced at lower Reynolds numbers. In addition, a peak in
Reynolds stress near the wall is seen at the higher Reynolds number. Such a peak has not been reported elsewhere
in the literature.
A way of quantifying the shear stresses is by measuring the coefficient of fi-iction.
r¢ (7)
cs Uw_
In general the coefficient of friction is more meaningful at the wall, and thus usually represents the viscous stresses.
Since pure Couette flow has uniform shear, the coefficient of friction measured at the center is supposed to be
approximately the same then that at the wall. Figure 18 shows the coefficient of friction measured in this device
compared to those in previous investigated Couette flows. Cs calculated from the center measurements of shear
stress for this flow field are higher than the ones calculated at the wall. This is due to the higher than expected
Reynolds sa-esses. Deviations from more ideal Couette flow are, once again, probably due to the recirculating
nature of the flow in this compact device.
A___.elcomputationalstudy of this flow assumes the existence of an inertial range in which the flow follow the
k law. The experimental validation of this assumption requires the determination of a wave number spectrum for
this flow. Since LDV measurements are single point, wave number spectra can only be obtained from frequency
spectra using Taylor's hypothesis s. One of the criteria for Taylor's hypothesis to hold is that U/U,_>I. This is
clearly not the case, in what can be considered the inertial range of this device. However, it might still be interesting
to examine the wavelength spectrum to obtain some q-_litative information, while keeping in mind the assumptions
made in its calculation.
Following Taylor's hypothesis a wave number can be defined as followsg:
t_= 2_f
U
The absolute value of spectral density in wave number space is given as:
f ui2 (f)
_' - kly U*
(8)
(9)
If one now plots Ouj versus k:y, where y is the position from the wall, one can look at spectra for different regions in
the flow and note which ones follow the k"s/_law.
Figure 19 shows _uu (ki) and _ (kl) versus/O' for different regions in the flow. These velocity spectra are for the
case of Re_10,09L The U, and V spectra for the y+-- 207 location follow the inertial layer law, but those for the y+
= 10.5 location do not. As a matter of fact the inertial behavior can only be seen in spectra for the y+ > 60 locations,
which correspond to the region of constant U,,,_ Thus the assumption of the existence of an inertial layer necessary
for the parallel computational study is valid in the region of interest.
2.2.2 Rcs01ution 0f Scales:
One of the premises of this study was the need to have access to a wide range of scales, to allow a better
understanding of the turbulent combustion process. It is, therefore, important to consider the ability of the cold flow
study to resolve these scales. L, the integral length scale, can be approximated as the significant length scale in the
flow, which, in this case, is the belt spacing, h, and equals 25.4mm. The Kolmogorov scale, r/, can be calculated
fi'om
L / rI = (Rel.,)TM (10)
where the Reynolds number is determined from the turbulent velocities measured in the core of the flow. They were
found to be 0.23ram for the Reh = 4,366 case and 0.13ram for the Reh = 10,091 case.
For to the LDV measurements, the integral length scale can definitively be resolved by traversing the measurement
volume though the test section. The Kolmogorov scale, on the other hand needs to be more carefully considered.
The seed panicle size is sub-micron, much smaller than r/, while the LDV probe volume is of the order of q. This
implies that the scale can just be spacially resolved during two point correlation measurements. However smaller
scales may be temporally resolved. Since the scales are moving, residence time inside the probe volume is a more
accurate measurement of scale resolution. The velocity of the scale can be estimated by using the relation between
the Kolmogorov velocity scale and the magnitude of turbulent velocity:
u '/v = (Rez) TM (11)
Based on the probe volume dimensions and Equation (10) a residence lime and, therefore, a frequency can be
calculated to be 590Hz for the Re, = 4,366 case and 1,030Hz for the Re, = 10,091 case. This means that the data
rate for the LDV should be grater than 2,060Hz to resolve Kolmogorov scales temporally. Because of the high noise
levels in the system, this is difficult to achieve. It thus requires considerable attention to alignment and seeding to
obtain information on the smallest scales in the flow.
For scalar measurements using imaging techniques the integral length scale again can be resolved without problem.
However, the full resolution of the camera combined with the macro lens used yields a pixel dimension of 0.05 nun
!=
-/
=
squared. This results in approximately 3 x 3 pixels per Kolmogomv scale, for Reh= 10,091, and 5 x 5 pixels per
Kolmogorov scale for Reh = 4,366. Decreased resolution to achieve higher frame rates would of course decrease
these estimates. However, reduced areas of interest can be viewed with higher magnification lenses, which would
increase the resolution significantly.
2.2.3 Vi_ali7_tion _f_ulent Diffusion:
The hypodermic needle carrying the acetone drop was placed below the centedine where the flow runs from right to
left. The fluorescence of the acetone in the region to the left of the needle was recorded. Flow in the lower half of
the picture is expected to be acetone laden, while flow in the upper half of the picture is expected to be free of
acetone. Figure 20 shows a snapshot of the resulting turbulent diffusion process. The fight marking correspond to
the presence of acetone. As expected high concentration of acetone is seen in the lower half of the image. Some
large scales structures can be seen in rids picture. It is not certain whether these are Couette flow structures or
whether vortices are shed off the acetone supply line. The Reynolds number based on the diameter of the needle is
of the order of 10, thus it is safe to assume that the needle does not produce structures. However the Reynolds
number associated with the droplet is of the order of 150, thus making it very possible for it to shed vortices.
For the feasibility study reported here, the fluorescence measurements of acetone were carded out under steady
conditions. In order to better determine the influence of turbulent passive scalar diffusion processes, it will be
necessary to observe the leading edge of the acetone as it begins to diffuse into the flow. This will require a higher
framing rate and a more sophisticated timing of the injector and camera. However, the test reported here did show
that it is possible to visualize diffusion in this flow using acetone PLIF.
2.2.4 Density Gradient Study:
As mentioned earlier, test were run to determine whether the effect of gravity persist in this turbulent (Reh = 10,000)
environment by tracking a pocket of hot gasses as it was convected through the flow field. A spark generated by an
Excimer laser created a kernel of hot gasses which during the first two milliseconds after its generation expanded to
50% of the belt spacing. This initial expansion was so fast that it was not affected by gravity. However, it was also
too fast to be considered a good representation of what would happen to a methane-air flame. After this period,
however, the remains of the hot kernel of gasses were left to move and mix with the flow. When these hot gasses
were fmlher tracked they were seen to interact with the turbulent mean flow which strongly deformed the shape of
the kemd. At the same lime it was noted that the center of the hot gas volume rose about 5% of the total belt
spacing above the centedine of the flow, in a period of 20 msec, indicating that buoyancy persists even in this
turbulent flow.
2.2.5 Combustion Study:
Figure 21 shows a typical series of images of ignition followed by the propagation of a turbulent, premixed flame
through the Couette flow under conditions of I g. The initial flame kernel grows relatively unaffected by the flow
field, but then rapidly develops into a lightly wrinkled turbulent flame. Both the effects of the flow field (upon the
left and down or the right) and that of gravity are clearly noticeable.
By analyzing a number of runs at different equivalence ratios and turbulence levels, it was determined that the initial
flame kernel remains completely smooth before it starts to develop wrinkles. This transition occured a given time
(6 msec) rather than once the kernel has grown to a given diameter. This suggests that the initial smoothness is
caused by the unsteady ignition process.
An image analysis software package (described earlier)was written in house, which is able to isolate the outermost
flame front with very little input from the operator. Examples of the results are shown in Fig. 22. From these traces
it is clearly possible to determine flame properties, such as flame speed, thickness and wdnldedness.
It is interesting to note that some runs produced images that seem to point to possible local extinction of the flame. It
has not yet been determined if rids is just an optical anomaly of the shadow-graph system or if it is real. Additional
experimental runs are currently planned to obtain a statistically significant set of data from which flame properties
andhowtheyareaffectedbygravity,canbedetermined.These will then be compared with results obtained from the
parallel computational studies. Drop tower experiments can currently not be carded out using this facility since we
are not under contract with NASA.
2,3 Conclusions:
The need for a cold flow study in the Couette reactor was two fold. Of first and foremost importance was the
validation of the nature of the flow in this new facility. Thus the flow field was thoroughly investigated using laser
Doppler velocimetry. The flow was found to be largely two dimensional with constant turbulence intensifies near the
core. Slight flow asymmetries were introduced by the non symmetric re-circulation of the fluid outside the test
region. Belt flutter problems were remedied by adding a pair of guide plates to the belt. In general, the flow field
was found to be quite similar to previously investigated Couette flows. However, turbulence levels and associated
shear stresses were higher. This is probably due to the confined re-circulation zone reinlxoducing turbulence into the
test section. Turbulence scales were compared with the spatial and temporal resolution of the experimental
techniques and it was determined that for Reynolds numbers of about 10,000 structures down to the Kolmogorov
scale could be resolved.
Having resolved the resolution issues, the next step was to verify the need for microgravity. The wrinldedness of a
turbulent premixed flame depends upon the ratio between the turbulent velocity fluctuation and the laminar flame
speed. In the Rek = 10,091 flow the core has a U,_ of 0.75 m/see, which is 4 times bigger than the laminar flame
speed for lean limit methane air combustion. Since this Reynolds number also lies at the limit of the Kolmogorov
scale resolution, this flow regime was identified as the region of interest. For this reason tests were also carried out
to determine whether the effect of gravity could influence the turbulent reacting flow under investigation in the
Couette facility. When a low density plasma was inlroduced into the cold Couette flow tracking its interface with the
cold air showed that even at the relatively high turbulence intensity present in a Couette flow at Reynolds number of
10,000 buoyancy, and thus, the effect of gravity persists.
Ignition and flame spread in the turbulent Couette flow was visualized using Schlieren. An in-house developed
analysis program was used to identify the flame front in the images. This capability permitted us to follow the
progress of the flame front as it spread through the turbulent Couette flow. An initial smooth kernel was formed by
the ignition process, which then changed into a wrinkled turbulent flame front. The effect of the flow field and that
of gravity was clearly noted. Additional results continue to be obtained to demonstrate that meaningful results can
be obtained for a flame propagation in this turbulent flow field. These results will then be compared with those
obtained from the computational work reported herein
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Figure 6. Couette device used for the cold flow study. 1) Mylar belts; 2) DC motor; 3) Pulley system; 4) RPM sensor; S) Tensioning screws;
6) Windows for optical diagnostics; 7) LDV seeder; 8) Mirror used for acetone PLIF; 9) Input port for UV beams; 10) Vibration platm.
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Figure 8. Schematics of the Couette reactor inside the NASA Lewis drop tower rig.
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Figure 9. Velocity distribution showing two dimesionality of the flow in the Couette
device, Reh = 2100.
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Figure 10. Velocity distribution across the flow in the Couette device <>Reh =
10,091, O Reh = 4,366.
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Figure 11. Turbulent velocity fluctuation distribution across the flow in the Couette device:
OReh -- 10,091, O Reh = 4,366.
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Figure 12. Frequency spectrum of velocity fluctuations in the Couette flow for the case
without plates. .....
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with plates.
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Figure 14. Non-dimensionalized mean flow velocities in a Couette flow and their curve fits:
OReh -- 10,091, O Reh -- 4,366, Y_ - U _, U _ --5.4+ 3.41nY _ and -- U_=3.9 + 3.31nY _ for present
study; U_--5.2+ 2.551nY _ for El Telbany et aLg°; U+=5.6+ 2.431nY _ for Robertson et al.lt; and
-- U*-'--5.5+ 2.51ni/" for Aydin et aL7.
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Figure 15. Non- dimensionalized turbulent velocity fluctuation in the Couette flow for
present study: ORes = 10,091, o Reh = 4,366.
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Figure 16. Non-dimensionalized turbulent velocity fluctuation in the Couette flow: Aydin
at aLT; Clarkg; El Telbany at alt°; Hussain at a/.6; Robertson at a/Y; present study.
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Figure 17. Non-dimensionalized Reynolds stresses in the Couette flow for present study:
ORek = 10,091,and O Rek ffi4,366.
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Figure 18. Coefficient of Friction distribution for experimental Couette flows: + Couette in
water", :_ Couette in air", _ Robertson in air (center)", V Robertson in air (wall)",
<> Robertson and Johnson in air", • present study in air (wall), and o present study in air
(center).
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Figure 20. Picture of acetone PLIF signal as it diffuses in the Couette flow. The light regions
correspond to the presence of acetone in the flow. To the right of the picture is acetone injection
system. The arrows correspond to directions the belt is moving.
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Figure 21. Typical Couette combustion images. Flow conditions: lg; 1 atm initial pressure;
stoichiometric ratio of approximately 0.87; belt speed of 7 m/sec and belt spacing 1". Images
are displayed 1.5 msec apart.
Figure 22. Raw and processed pictures of flame fronts in the Couette combustor. Top is 9
msec after ignition; bottom is 11 msec after ignition.
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Abstract
A modified version of the Linear Eddy model within a large eddy simulation that accounts
for non-uniform grid spacing and non-unity grid aspect ratios is presented. This model
is used to analyze the structure and evolution of a premixed flame in the core region of a
low speed turbulent Couettc flow in tile presence and absence of gravity. It is seen that
heat release significantly changes thc flazne-vortex interaction process. These findings
provide a perspective oil how close simulation of passive scalar flamelet modeling is to
the rral flames. The buoyancy effects are found to del)end strongly on the direction of
i_ropagation relative to the direction of gravity. Overall, buoyancy increases the tangential
strain irk the plane of the tlame. The overall consumption of the fuel in decreased but the
contribution of the subgrid scales towards creation of the turbuk:nt flame area is more
in the presence of buoyancy.
1. Introduction
A prcmixcd flame in turbulent flow where thc flame thickness (5) and laminar l)rop-
agation speed (St) are smaller than the smallest significant fuid dynamic length and
velocity scales (Kolmogorov scales _l and v,_ respectively), offers a simplification that cart
bc utilized for computational modeling. Thc rcgion in the paramcter space character-
ized by the above stated properties is termed as the flamelet regime. In this l'egime, the
turbulcnt'e wrinkles the tlame producing a turbulent flame brush which is an ensemble
of locally laminar flamelets. For flames that are chemically stable (i.e., mixture prop-
erties within the flammability limits) and have no differential diffusion effects, one can
approximate laminar flame propagation at a constant speed using a Huygen's propaga-
tion based equation called the G-equation (Kerstein et al. 1988). This model equation
is used within a subgrid approach in this study. The subgrid implementation (Menon
et al. 1993, 1994; Smith and Menon 1998; Chakravarthy and Menon 1997) is based on
the linear eddy model (Kerstein 1988, 1989, 1990) and is a method of nmltiple scales
(two scales) for spatio-temporal integration. The large scale equations are integrated us-
it,g a tinitc dith_rence or linite vohnne numerical scheme and constitute the hu'ge-cddy
simulatitm (LES) equations. The small scales (SClmratcd front large scales by a scale that
equals grid spacing) are integrated locally using an Eulerian-Lagrangiazl algorithm based
on the linear eddy mixing model (LEM). The form of this model is briefly explained in
the next section since more detifiis are available elsewhere (Menon et al. 1993;'Calhoon
and Menon 1997; Smith and Menon 1998).
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Theeffectsofheat release on turbulent premixed flames is one of the primary concerns
in this study. In the past, considerable amount of work has been done in flamelet modeling
using passive scalar models (Ashurst and Shepherd 1997). The present study attempts
to identify the similarities (or dissimilarities) between real flames (i.e., with heat release)
and these earlier passive scalar studies.
The effect of turbulence on the flame structure and propagation is another focus of
this study. It is difficult to resolve this issue in typical high Reynolds number (Re) flows
since it is nearly impossible to resolve (experimentally and numerically), all the turbulent
scales at which the flame is being wrinkled. A device in which all the length scales in a
turbulent flow can be resolved is the Couette flow facility. In such a facility, fully developed
turbulence can be attained at relatively low Re and especially, in the core region, the
turbulence fluctuations are nearly gradient free (when compared to configurations such
as channel flow, flows in ducts and most free shear layer). However, due to the low
flow speed, the turbulent stresses will become overwhelmed by the buoyant stresses in
normal gravity. Experimentally, a resolution to this problem is to study this flow in
microgravity and is the focus of a current study. Numerically, this issue can be addressed
by choosing appropriate parameters so that the gravity effects become noticeable. The
present study also addresses the impact of gravity on the flame structure in a Couette
flow configuration.
2. Subgrid model
Simulations are carried out using Navier Stokes equations under zero Mach number ap-
proximation, formulated using a second order finite difference scheme on a non-staggered
grid. The momentum equations are closed using a localized, dynamic, variable density
subgrid kinetic energy model [10] which solves a transport equation for the subgrid ki-
netic energy (a quantity that is also needed for the subgrid LEM closure) along with the
LES equations.
The scalar evolution is simulated within the subgrid using LEM (Menon et al. 1993;
Menon and Calhoon 1996; Smith and Menon 1998) In this approach, the turbulent stir-
ring of the scalar field and laminar propagation are accounted for distinctly in an one-
dimensional (1D) domain within each LES cell. This 1D domain represents a ray in the
direction of maximum scalar gradient across the turbulent flame brush and is discretized
into cells each representing a fraction of the total volume of the LES cell. The present
study extends the earlier model employed on uniform grid (Chakravarthy and Menon
1997) to arbitrary cartesian grids. This involves a redefinition of the subgrid domain
length and is determined as follows. Consider a planar flame propagating at a arbitrary
angle and at a constant speed on a cartesian grid. Without loss of generality, it is assumed
that the flame is moving in the direction of increasing computational coordinates. The
distance the flame propagates normal to itself in the time it takes to consume the volume
of a cell whose diagonal is given by a line connecting computational nodes (ij,k) and
(i+lj+l,k+l) is given by the projection of the diagonal vector onto the flame normal.
Thus, the length of the subgrid domain is given by absolute value of the scalar prod-
uct of the diagonal vector and the unit flame normal. Tests showed that this ensures
planar laminar flame propagation at any angle with the correct speed. Furthermore,
the interpretation of the subgrid domain as the direction of maximum scalar gradient
is still retained. This prescription is termed the aspect ratio correction. It is found that
significant errors occur in flame propagation if this correction is not used.
The scalar G here, is a representation of the rate of advancement in a premixed re-
action. It has a binary representation on the subgrid one-dimensional domain with G
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= 1 representing an unburnt state and G = 0 representing a burnt state. The interface
between two dissimilar adjacent cells is considered to be an infinitely thin flame that
propagates into the unburnt zone at a specified flame speed. The temperature rise due
to the reaction is modeled by assuming that the temperature is a linear function of G
and density is an inverse function of T (since the thermodynamic pressure is constant in
the present formulation). Thus, the G-equation replaces the reaction-diffusion equations
for both species and temperature.
The effect of subgrid velocity (turbulence) is modeled separately using a stochastic
process. A Lagrangian rearrangement process (termed stirring) is used to model the
effect of turbulent eddies on the scalar field. The length scale of the eddy (segment size
on which this rearrangement process is to be conducted) and the frequency of stirring
at that length scale are determined using isotropic inertial range (assumed to exist in
the subgrid scales of the LES) scaling laws. The details of this stirring process have been
reported earlier and therefore, are omitted here for brevity. A key point to emphasize is
that, turbulent stirring is implemented based 3D inertial range scaling laws and therefore
mimics the effect of 3D turbulence on the scalar field even though the domain is one-
dimensional.
Advection due to the supergrid velocity transports the scalar field from a LES cell into
it's neighboring cells using a using a procedure termed "splicing" (Menon et al. 1993;
Smith and Menon 1998) The scalar flux across each LES cell face is computed using the
filtered velocity on the cell face. The number of subgrid cells corresponding to the scalar
flux are transfered from one cell to it's neighbor in accordance with the direction of the
scalar flux.
The splicing algorithm models advection and should not create artificial flames in the
subgrid (this is possible whenever a G = 0 cell is placed adjacent to a G = 1 cell). So
whenever such an artificial flame is created, the present algorithm rearranges the spliced-
in cells to remove the extra flame. The only exception to this procedure is the case of
burning initiation in a fully unburnt cell in which case one flame caused at the interface
is retained (this is necessary to initiate flame propagation into a completely unburnt
mixture). This approach ensures that the correct laminar flame speed is obtained on the
supergrid especially in case of curved flames (cylindrical and spherical). In the turbulent
case, the stirring causes multiple flames to exist in the same subgrid domain. There is
no restriction on this occurrence and is considered a stochastic representation of flame
brush in each cell.
3. Results and analysis
A 129x65x65 grid is used for LES of the Couette flow simulations. Two simulations,
with two different values of the body force (per unit mass) but otherwise identical axe
conducted. The two cases correspond, respectively, to a zero body force case 0 and a
(+9) case with earth's gravity acting in the wall normal direction. The Reynolds number
of these simulations is chosen to be 5000 based on distance between the walls and their
relative speed.
A LEM resolution of 100 cells (corresponding to volume of LES cell at the center of
the domain) is used and this adequately provides for implementation of stirring process
at the Kolmogorov length scale. The wall normal grid spacing at the wall (to resolve the
wall layer) is set at 0.3y +. Grid is then stretched out using a hyperbolic tangent function.
In planar Couette flow, the turbulence intensities are nearly gradient free. Flame prop-
agation in this region has approximately the same characteristics of a flame kernel in
homogeneous turbulence. The intensity of turbulence in the core region can be used as
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FIGURE 2. Axi_ velocity fluctuations in Couette flow
a reference (incident turbulence) in order to characterize the effects of turbulence on the
flame kernel evolution. The simulations are stopped once the flame reaches out of mid
60% of the domain. Flame growth beyond this region is affected strongly by the higher
turbulence intensity (in the vicinity of the wall) and the flame wall interactions (which
can not be modeled using the G equation).
Figure 1 shows the prediction of axial velocity profile (non-dimensionalized using the
wall speed) along with corresponding results from earlier studies (Bech et al. 1995; Aydin
and Leutheusser 1987). Shown in Fig 2 are the axial rms velocity fluctuations non-
dimensionalized using the wall friction velocity. The predictions compare favorably with
earlier results to within relatively small errors which indicates that the flow is adequately
resolved on the grid used.
For the stagnation point simulations, a jet of 50mm diameter is used to supply the
premixed reactants. This jet is surrounded by coflowing laminar stream at the same
speed. A planar plate is placed at a distance of 100mm from the jet. The stagnation
point flow thus created anchors a planar turbulent flame brush. A uniform and isotropic
grid (with grid spacing of 0.8mm) is used in the core region of the flow where the flame
is anchored. In other regions, the grid is stretched out to provide problem free boundary
conditions to the simulations.
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The configuration used here is similar to those used in the experiments by Cho et al.
(Cho et al. 1986, 1988), Cheng et al. Cheng and Shepherd (1991). Grid turbulence is
used for the inflow in these experiments. In this study, velocity fluctuations that have a
von-Karman energy spectrum ( k4 at small wavenumbers and k- _ at large wavenumbers)
are added to the mean inflow velocity using Taylor's hypothesis. A rapid decay is seen in
the turbulence intensity close to the inflow. This can be attributed to the fact that the
component of specified inflow turbulence that is incompatible with the finite difference
equations describing the interior of the computational domain gets filtered out. After this
decay, a gradient free turbulent stream is established. This value of turbulence intensity
is used as reference turbulence level that the flame encounters. Five different simulations,
each corresponding to a different parameter set, are conducted. The conditions/parameter
sets for these simulations are shown in Table 1.
There are some measures that are conventionally used to characterize the geometry
and dynamics of turbulent premixed flames. The wrinkling of any surface at any given
point is characterized by the local curvature which is obtained mathematically as follows.
02G 1 1 aG #G 02G (3.1)
h,j -- -0x,_zj IVGI + iVGI 3 "axi axk Ox_axj
The two non-zero eigenvalues of the curvature tensor hij give the two principle curva-
tures Ashurst et al. (1987). Positive curvature is defined in the present study as concave
to the fuel side. The sum of the two eigen values is the mean curvature. The inverses
of these eigen values give the two principle radii of curvature. A ratio of the smaller
of these two eigen values, magnitude wise, to the other eigen value is called the shape
factor. Given that it is the ratio of principle radii of curvature, it determines the local
shape of the surface. A shape factor of 1.0 indicates a spherical shape and 0.0 indicates
a cylindrical shape, locally. A negative value of shape factor indicates a saddle structure
of the surface. The absolute value of the shape factor, by it's definition, is bounded by
1.0.
The effect of fluid dynamics on the flame structure can be measured in terms of the
strain rate on the tangent plane of the flame surface. A positive strain rate on the flame
surface is indicative of the tendency of fluid dynamic eddies to wrinkle the flame surface.
Also a self propagating surface tends to replanarize if the curvature is positive. These
two effects contribute towards the overall change in flame area locally which is measured
using flame stretch. The flame surface area is the primary factor in determining the
consumption rate in the flamelet regime of combustion. The overall stretch on a self
propagating surface is given as follows.
Ouk SL (3.2)
= _ - rliS_jrlJ R
7//in the above equation, is the flame normal. The first two terms on the right side of the
above equation give the local tangential strain rate and the last term is the replanarizing
effect of self propagation. Physically, the flame stretch is defined as the rate of change of
a Lagrangian flame surface element. Flame stretch has the unit of inverse time and hence
in all the illustrations included here, it is non-dimensionalized using the Kolmogorov time
scale. In some sense, it represents an inverse time scale characterizing planarization. The
flame stretch is found to change the flame speed and thickness of a laminar flame and
these are usually accounted for by the famous Markstein correction. The flame stretch is
also found to be main reason for local flame extinction observed mostly in lean premixed
flames in high intensity turbulence. These two issues are not considered here due to the
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limitationimposedby the G equation. These two issues deal with dynamic aspects of
the flame structure that cannot be reproduced while using the G equation. Also these
issues are only of secondary importance in the flamelet regime. The tangential strain rate
depends the interaction of the flame surface with the turbulent structures. Kinematically,
this interaction can be quantified in terms of the relative alignment of the surface gradient
with the vorticity vector and the principle directions of strain.
The kinematic response of the flame to fluid dynamics plays an important role in
determining the flame structure and the tangential strain rates discussed above. In cold
premixed flames, it is seen that the flame normal has a tendency to align itself along the
direction of most compressive strain rate. The most compressive strain rate is given by
the least eigen value of the strain rate tensor. The sum of the eigen values of strain rate is
zero due to continuity equation in case of incompressible flows. So atleast one of the eigen
values is negative. This need not be the case in real flames with volumetric dilatation in
which case the phrase "most compressive" is to be interpreted as "least tensile". The unit
eigen vector corresponding to this eigen value gives the direction of most compressive
strain (7). Similarly, the direction of maximum positive strain rate is denoted by a. By
aligning itself with the most compressive strain direction, a premixed flame surface is
subject predominantly tensile strain rates on it's tangent plane. The consequence of this
is a constant tendency to wrinkle.
The amount of heat release and the ratio of turbulence intensity to the laminar flame
U r
speed are two factors that effect the turbulent flame structure. The value of E in the
Couette flow simulations (u' is the axial rms velocity of the core region turbulence) is
set at 5.7 (to mimic a typical parameter in the experimental part of the program).
values of 1.6 and 0.65 are used for the stagnation flame simulations. The heat release is
chosen to give a temperature rise of 7 times which is typical of real flames.
In experiment, the turbulent jet flow that creates the stagnation point flame is moving
vertically upwards. The turbulent flame thus creates hot products that are above cold
reactants. The buoyancy forces are expected to be stabilizing in this case. The simulations
that correspond to this setup are referred to as the "+g" simulations. The simulations
that do not have a body force term are called the "/_g" simulations. The "+g" and
"pg" simulations are conducted at both _ values. For the case with _ of 1.6, -
g" simulation is also conducted. In this case, the direction of gravity ana the jet flow
direction are both vertically downward. This creates hot products below cold reactants,
which, at first glance, is expected to be stabilizing.
Since the characteristizations discussed above are local and vary from one location
to another, probability density functions (PDF) of these quantities (as resolved on the
LES-grid) over the whole flame surface are constructed for analysis. For presentation,
the strain rate (flame stretch) and the mean curvature are non-dimensionalized by the
Kolmogorov time and length scales, respectively. Also, to obtain statistical stationary
results, 16 Couette flow simulations (using different initial realizations) are used in order
to obtain these PDFs. Typically, each realization provides more than 1400 data points
on the flame surface. In case of stagnation point flames, 80 to 100 realizations at equally
spaced time intervals within 5 flow through times (defined as axial distance from the jet
exit to the wall divided by the average velocity) are used. To avoid edge effects (due to
reactants-coflow air interface at the sides) on the statistics, only the core region of the
flow (75mmx75mm) is used for analysis. This gives a sample space of atleast 400000 for
flame analysis.
Each of the turbulent flame characteristics discussed above are difficult to study ex-
perimentally. The numerical studies have so far been restricted to flames with no heat
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FIGURE 3. Flame normal alignment with direction of maximum strain rate
release, the primary focus here is on the changes brought about by the presence of heat
release. Also of importance is the role played by buoyancy forces on premixed flame
structure. Each of the flame characteristics is discussed separately in the following.
3.1. Flame alignment
The alignment of the flame normal with the vortical structure of turbulence is found to
determine the topological structure of the flame brush. It was shown ) that the flame
normal tends to align near perfectly with direction of minimum (principle) strain rate
in isotropic turbulence. In shear flows, the most likely angle between the flame normal
with the most compressive strain direction is found to be 30 °. LEM-LES of cold flames in
hi s
Couette flow ) predicted these two features at high and low values of _ respectively. The
PDFs of flame normal (r/j) alignment with maximum strain rate direction are shown in
Fig3. In the presence of heat release, it is seen that the flame normal tends to align more
with the most tensile strain rate direction. The reason is that there is rapid straining
induced due to the steep density drop across the flame in the direction of the flame
normal. In the limit of low turbulence, the flame normal aligns more with direction
of highest acceleration. As the turbulence is increased relative to SL, the wrinkling is
more three dimensional and fine grained. The local flame orientation is more randomly
distributed over all possible directions. Due to fine scale nature of wrinkling, the zone of
heat release is also broadened. This smearing is partly numerical. The heat source term
computed from subgrid averaged quantities is highly discontinuous due to thin front
tracking used here. As explained earlier, this source term is filtered in space to facilitate
the convergence of the implicit numerical scheme used here. This filtering renders a finite
thermal thickness to the local flamelets. This filtering reduces the correlation between
the actual flame normal (computed using VG) and the direction of acceleration induced
by the flame. These factors lead to a reduced tendency for the flame to align with the
direction of most tensile strain rate when the turbulence is high.
The predominant structures in the flow are still cylindrical. This can be ascertained
from Ashurst et al. (1987) the fact that the vorticity vector is aligned most with the
intermediate strain rate direction.
3.2. Flame geometry
A recent study of the flame front curvature distribution suggested that the curvature PDF
normalized by it's own variance is fairly independent of volumetric dilatation when the
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overall flame shape is perpendicular to the propagation direction. The LEM predictions
from the present and earlier studies are in agreement with this hypothesis. The mean
curvature PDF is slightly skewed to the positive side and fairly symmetric about it's
mean. However, the distribution of curvature is found to change across the turbulent
flame brush. To analyze this, the flame brush is divided into two zones: the front (0.65
_< G _ 0.95) and the rear (0.05 _< G _< 0.35) ends. The mean curvature PDF for these
Us
zones, in Couette flow and stagnation point flow (_ = 1.6), are plotted m Fig4. and
Fig5. respectively. It can be seen that the front end of the flame has a higher likelihood
of having positive curvatures when compared to the rear end.
The PDFs of the shape factor, defined as the ratio of lower to higher (magnitude
only) curvatures are shown in Fig6. Only the results from stagnation point flames with
U r
= 1.6 are shown here. This is because of better convergence of the PDFs in this case.
Locally, the flame structure seems to tend to be cylindrical. However, there is a shift in
the most likely value from positive to negative across the flame brush. This indicates that
either negative curvature increases across the flame brush or positive curvature decreases
or both. These results are consistent with recent results obtained in simulations of passive
premixed flames. It is inferred from these results that the flame structure varies within
the flame brush. As a result, flame speeds with reference to hot and cold regions cannot
be related simply by the expansion ratio as pointed out by Mishra et al. (Mishra et al.
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1997). Hence the velocity at the leading edge of the flame is not a true measure of
turbulent flame speed (as assumed by Cho et al.). The flame surface density is found to
vary across the turbulent flame brush ,i.e. the projected surface area of the isosurface
G = 0.2 would be different from that of isosurface G = 0.8. The structure of the whole
flame brush contributes to the overall burning rate. Some of the flux entering the flame
brush does not exit in the normal (to the flame brush) direction, flow divergence causes
some transverse exit flux.
Since the gravity is vertically downwards here, the upper portion of the flame in Cou-
ette flow is propagating against gravity, while the lower portion is propagating just the
opposite. Thus, the effect of gravity is hidden when one constructs a PDF using the
whole flame surface. The lower portion has hot products above the cold reactants which
corresponds to the "+g" case. The upper portion, under similar arguments, corresponds
to a "-g" case. The PDFs for each portion are constructed by dividing the Couette flow
domain into two halves in the vertical direction. Since the flame moves up due to buoy-
ancy, the upper region of the flame has more points on it's surface than the flame in
the lower half. Also the expected unstable (cold reactants over hot products)state of the
upper portion of the flame kernel could lead to faster growth of flame area on the top
portions. So the PDFs come out little coarser for the lower region (however, there is
sufficient data for reasonable accuracy).
The differences in mean curvature PDFs between the "-g" case and the "+g" case for
the Couette flow flame kernels and turbulent stagnation point flames are presented in Fig.
I1 t
7 and Fig. 8, respectively. The stagnation point flames with low _ (0.65) are unaffected
by gravity as far as the curvature distributions are concerned. It is seen that the "+g"
cases have longer tails for PDFs indicating the presence of more small scale wrinkling.
The tendency of small scale wrinkling is also seen to increase with turbulence intensity
(_') This means that small eddies, in the presence of gravity, are more successful in
wSr_mkling the flame at the bottom than at the top. This is in contrast to the expectation
that stable stratification makes the density interface (flame surface) more stiff and the
smaller eddies (that have low energy) may not be able to penetrate it. Previously, it was
shown that a stably stratified non-reacting density interface is more penetrable at low
Froude numbers. Froude number is defined as follows. .....
Fr = ga--_3 (3.3)
F
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In the above equation, a is the eddy size and F, it's circulation. Note that the Froude
number is defined for an eddy unlike the Richardson number which is defined using the
mass flux. If the incoming turbulence is considered an ensemble of eddies with certain
size and energy distributions, the observation of the mean curvature PDF indicates that
the Froude number for smaller eddies is smaller than that for larger eddies. It is however
to be noted that, the study by Marcus is not fully relevant to the present study. The
self propagative nature of premixed flames adds additional stiffness to the density front.
Also the entrainment of a lighter fluid into the heavier fluid, as noticed by Marcus, is not
possible in premixed flames.
It is conceivable now that a flow with low integral length scale is less effected by
stabilizing effects of gravity. This is because the Froude numbers for typical eddies in
this flow are low and hence the penetration of a density interface (flame surface) is much
easier. Large eddies on the other hand cannot penetrate the flame surface as easily. In
the limit of a single isolated eddy in laminar flow ?), the flame generated vorticity acts
to hinder penetration of the flame surface. Further study is needed to study the effects
of integral length scale on the flame dynamics in the presence of gravity.
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3.3. Fluid dynamic effects on flame evolution
The buoyancy effect on the growth of the flame kernel is to be significant. The tangential
strain rate PDFs for flame kernels in Couette flow are plotted for the cases with and
without gravity in Figg. As expected (from the mathematical.expression), the strain rate
is typically positive in the presence of heat release due to non-zero volumetric dilatation.
It is seen that buoyancy induces increased postive strain rates on the flame surface. The
mean curvature PDF is changed by the presence of gravity, but due to the near symmetric
nature of the mean curvature PDFs, the contribution of self propagation towards flame
stretch is negligible. So the rate of change of flame area is primarily determined by the
tangential strain rate.
The bottom portion of the flame kernel can be thought of to be stably stratified due
to the presence of hot products above cold reactants. Stable stratification is expected
to reduce the flame wrinkling. Since the upper portion has has cold reactants above
hot products, it could be under unstable stratification with high wrinkling. If this is
the case, there is faster growth of flame area on the top portion of the flame than at
the bottom. As a consequence, all PDFs characterizing the overall flame surface would
likely be skewed more towards the corresponding PDF constructed for the top portion
of the flame kernel. This however is not the case for the tangential strain rate PDF. The
overall PDF is skewed to the right in the presence of gravity. This means that a flame
brush with reactants above hot products does not necessarily experience a (statistically)
reduced strain rates on the surface. It is perhaps relevant at this point to note the fact
that, in case of laminar flows with vertical variations of density, the Richardson number
(a stratification parameter that weighs buoyancy force against the inertial forces) of 0.0
is not an absolute stability limit (Taylor and Schlitchting). Hence, one cannot judge the
effects of gravity on stability (or instability), consumption rate and tangential strain
rates of the flame brush based on the alignment of mean density gradient and direction
of gravity.
The tangential strain rate and flame stretch PDFs for the case of SL = 0.76 seem to be
independent of gravity. The simulations with (+9) and without gravity (pg)produce vir-
tuaily indistinguishable results. The tangential strain rate PDFs for the turbulent flames
with SL = 0.4m/s are shown in Fig. 10. The three simulations, under discussion here,
are identical in every aspect except for the values of body force input into the numerical
code. So, any small differences that are seen in the results can only be attributed to the
differences in buoyancy forces. Buoyancy, in general, seems to increase the tangential
12
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strain rate in the presence of gravity. This increase in positive tangential strain rate is
more pronounced in the case where the products are on top (+g case). While this could
be attributed to possible stable stratification, it is not clear as to why the tangential
strain rates are higher also in the "-g" case.
3.4. Heat release and buoyancy effects on turbulence
The stationary nature of turbulent premixed flames aids in calculation of velocity statis-
tics using LES. Steep gradients in density field exist across the flame surface in the
flamelet regime of premixed combustion. Mass conservation law then demands a very
high velocity rise across the flame front. Unsteady oscillations of flame surface causes
high level of velocity intermittency in the flame brush. The rms value of axial velocity
is increased due to this intermittency (see (Cho et al. 1986, 1988; Cheng and Shepherd
1991)). If a finite difference of finite volume scheme is used to model premixed flames
(G equation), several grid points are required to resolve the flame profile. The density
gradient and the subsequent flow acceleration across the flame are reduced greatly as a
consequence. So the correct increase in velocity fluctuations cannot be predicted.
The current LEM-LES predictions of u' and v' along the jet axis, for the case of
U j
= 0.65, are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. Like in the experiments Cheng and Shepherd
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(1991), the u' is amplified to more than twice it's value within the flame brush. The
turbulence level downstream of the flame brush settles down to almost twice the incident
value. While the overall turbulence generation by the flame is unaltered in the presence
of gravity, it is seen that the peak in u' is reduced significantly by gravity. This is a
consequence of the stabilizing effect of gravity due to the fact that products are on top of
reactants. This can further be established from the unconditioned mean velocity variation
shown in Figl3. The reduced flame oscillations have led to a reduction in the width of
the flame brush by about 10%. Gravity seems to make the pockets of product in the
flame brush more buoyant thus increasing the peak velocity at the rear end of the flame
brush. From this Figure, it might appear that the turbulent flame speed is higher in the
case with gravity ("+g"), but the correct evaluation (discussed later) would prove to the
contrary.
Ig I
The effect of gravity on unconditioned mean velocity in case of _ = 1.6 is shown in
Fig. 14. It is seen that the o,_erall axial volume flux across the flame brush is higher in
"+g" case. Also, the turbulence levels within the flame brush are slightly higher. The
u' and v' predictions along the center line are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. Although
-rAw _!__.,_._ ?
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hot products are above the cold reactants much like in the earlier case (_-L = 0.6), the
wrinkling is not reduced by gravity.
The process of flame generating turbulence is associated with two distinct mechansims:
distortion of incoming turbulence by velocity strain rate and flame generated vorticity
due to flame wrinkles. The vorticity generation mechanisms were discussed earlier in the
context of a single (large) eddy interaction with laminar premixed flame by Driscoll et
al. While there may be nothing unphysicai about visualizing turbulence as an ensemble
of eddies of different sizes, the interaction of a premixed flame with turbulence cannot be
deduced from the physics of it's interaction with each of those eddies. This is because,
an eddy in laminar flow is isolated and hence it's interaction with a flame has some
permanence associated with it. In turbulence, there are birth and death rates for each
eddy size and so there is a finite time for which an eddy interacts with the flame. Hence the
observations made by Driscoll et al. about the effects of gravity on fuel consumption, flame
generated turbulence, using a laminar flame vortex interact.ion study, are not extendable,
in general, to all regimes of turbulent premixed combustion. In fact, experiments using
turbulent V-flames (Cheng et al.) show that the burning rate increases even when the
configuration is supposedly stable (hot products over cold reactants).
The passage of turbulence through a near planar density interface (flame) causes rapid
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distortion of turbulence. This is the first of the mechanisms of turbulence generation by
the flame mentioned above. All turbulent eddies have finite time scales associated with
them. The time taken for the flow to pass through a very thin flame (that is used here)
at any finite speed would be much lower than any of the eddy time scales. The turbulent
thus undergoes what is termed as "rapid distortion". The RDT was used to compute the
amplification of turbulence intensities across a sharp density interface. It was seen that
a thin density interface causes significant amplification of turbulence.
IA r • •In the wrinkled flamelet regime (E _<<_1), the flame sheet is not highly convoluted.
The flame sheet has low wrinkling an_ is a simply connected surface. In this regime, each
vortex structure impinges on a relatively planar flame surface with laminar propagation.
The baroclinic torque (due to flame induced vorticity mentioned earlier) generated as
a consequence has a preferred direction. It acts to inhibit the impingement and passing
through of the eddy. As explained earlier, although the case with continuous impingement
(in turbulence) is not topologically similar to the laminar-single eddy interaction, the
preferred direction of flame generated vorticity is more likely to be the same. So, at
low turbulence levels, the flame wrinkling by turbulence is inhibited by the stabilizing
effects of gravity. Since the flame sheet is only slightly curved and near planar, the
density gradient is abrupt across a single surface in space. So the turbulence generation
is expected due to distortion of turbulence like in [7. It can now be concluded that, for the
tl elow E case, the rapid distortion amplifies turbulence but this is countered to a certain
extent by the stabilizing effects of gravity.
When the turbulence is higher (corrugated flamelet regime) the wrinkling is at a finer
scales and more three dimensional. The flame, in this regime, can have a multiply con-
nected structure. Large tongues which are thin protrusions of reactants that extend into
the product zone are formed. Separated pockets of reactants can be found surrounded by
products on all sides. The density, in this case, is more a continuous function in space.
The rapid distortion assumption is not valid any more. Thus the largest contributor to
flame generated turbulence is missing. Given the higher (than in the wrinkled flamelet
regime) turbulence intensity, the eddies in this case could lead to flame generated vortic-
ity of very high magnitudes. But the local fiamelets (flame normals) are very randomly
oriented in space. So there is no overall preferred direction of the torque. So the gravity
effect is not as stabilizing in this case as in the wrinkled flamelet regime. In the current
- ?d #
study, the turbulence levels for _ = 1.6 case are increased due to gravity even in the
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"+g" case (which was earlier supposed to be stabilizing). As one approaches the dis-
tributed reaction zone of premixed combustion, the turbulence generated by the flame
may be quite insignificant. Also, the effect of gravity on this generation would be quite
negligible.
3.5. Burning rates and turbulent flame speeds
The burning characteristics are also affected by buoyancy. It is not easy to compute the
turbulent flame speed for the Couette flow kernels. Hence only qualitative observations
are made in this case. The average number of flames in each of the subgrid domains con-
tained in LES cells inside the flame brush is calculated in time for each of the simulations.
Starting from the same initial state, LES with buoyancy has more flames per LES cell for
the case of Couette flow flame kernel. This number is indicative of burning rate increase
caused by subgrid (unresolved curvature) turbulence on the flame. This number times
the laminar burning velocity is seen as the effective burning velocity by the supergrid
scales. Thus, the effective _ at the supergrid level which is given by the ratio of rms
resolved velocity fluctuations to the effective burning velocity at the supergrid level (ve-
locity based on consumption rate in the subgrid as a consequence of laminar propagation
and subgrid stirring) is more with zero gravity. As a result, more flame wrinkling is seen
at the supergrid level for this case. This conclusion cannot be made by visualization alone
and requires analysis of the subgrid information. For two nearly similar flames (i.e., the
same size based on burnt volume), the number of supergrid points in the flame brush
are more in case of zero gravity indicating that this flame is more wrinkled at supergrid
level. It is seen that small scale wrinkling leads to creation of more flame area in the case
of premixed turbulent flame kernels under the influence of gravity.
The mean reaction rate, in the standard Favre-averaging notation, is given as follows.
w = -_-_,
Here, c is the progress variable given as (1 - G). The reaction rate computed from the
above equation is utilized to define a consistent definition of a turbulent flame speed
as follows.
f_°°cc_dx (3.5)
_t _- --
Pr
p_ is the density of the reactants. From this, the values of _ is computed for the five
stagnation point simulations.
For stagnation point flame with SL = 0.76m/s, the turbulent flame speed is found to
be 2.63m/s. In the presence of gravity, this is reduced to 2.58m/s. This is due to the
stabilization mechanisms explained earlier.
At SL = 0.4m/s, the turbulent flame speeds for the "#g" , "+g" and "-g" cases are
respectively 2.41m/s, 2.7m/s and 2.53m/s. It is surprising that both directions of gravity
lead to an increased burning rate. A similar trend was seen in experiments on V-flames
Cheng et al. (1999). Further work is necessary to explain this. A general trend, however,
emerges for the dependence of burning rate on the body forces. A flux Richardson number
needs to be defined to present this trend. In the context of turbulent premixed flames, it
should be defined as follows.
Ri = h6' (3.6)
_tp 2 -- _r 2
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Ri is the Richardson number defined for a hot flame, fb is the body force that can be
both postive or negative. St, u_ and Ur are respectively the flame brush width, velocities
at the leading and rear edges of the flame brush. In the limit of no turbulence, there is
acceleration of the flow across the flame. So the denominator in the above expression is
finite. The turbulent flame thickness has to be replaced by the laminar flame thickness
which in the flamelet regime is very small. Hence, laminar flames have extremely low Ri,
for reasonable values of the body force whether it is positive or negative. It was reported
by Cheng et al. Cheng et al. (1999) that laminar flames do not seem to be affected by
gravity (for both "+g" and "-g" cases). The reason is because, all the laminar cases
correspond to Ri near zero. The turbulent case is now discussed by fixing the absolute
value of the body force and varying amount of turbulence. As turbulence level increases,
the flame brush increases in size and the increase in mean flow velocity across the flame
brush is found to drop. This means that Ri goes up as turbulence is increased. As tur-
bulence is increasing from a zero level, first the wrinkled flamelet regime is encountered.
In this regime, as explained earlier, the flame generated vorticity mechanisms stabilize
the flame surface. The turbulent consumption rate is thus reduced as a consequence. In
the corrugated flamelet regime, the fine scale and highly convoluted flame surface does
not experience these gravity induced stabilizing mechanisms. So the burning rate starts
to increase as Ri increases. For the "-g" cases, the gravity always leads to more wrin-
kling due to an inherently unstable configuration. The growth in burning rate, however,
cannot be indefinite with increasing magnitude of Ri. This is because gravity is seen to
increase positive strain rates on the flame surface in both "-g" and "+g" cases. Once the
distributed regime in encountered, the strain rates start to affect the propagation speed
and internal flame structure. So the burning rate is expected to level off to a certain
value. The possible variation is provided in Fig. 17. Increasing strain rates on the flame
surface is also given as a possible explanation for the bending of the turbulent flame
speed versus the turbulent intensity curve at high intensities. The data from experiments
Cheng et al. (1999) seems to support the current explanation. The data on the negative
Ri side of the above curve is reflected laterally to the positive side by Cheng et al. Cheng
et al. (1999) in their presentation. So far, it is clear that stabilizing mechanisms of gravity
18
are reduced as turbulence intensity is increased. Further research is still required at this
point to explain why the burning is increased.
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Ove 
improve understanding of turbulent premixed
combustion as found in practical combustors
generate a turbulent reacting flow in which one can:
• measure flame wrinkles, speed, thickness
• resolve complete range of turbulent scales
without the effect of buoyancy
!, I _i
• Couette flow combustor in _tg environment
• stirred combustor in pg environment
' _?'.i,'
Couette Combustor
Belts create sustained high levels of turbulence
® complex
© NASA LeRC drop tower
© high levels of turbulence
fluctuations _ 70 cm/sec
© sustained constant turbulence
Needs & Approaches
practical combustion systems are highly turbulent
high turbulence increases wrinkledness
high Re h decrease turbulent scale size - difficult to
resolve
¢" Couette flow produces high turbulence at
relatively low Re h
buoyancy affects low Re h reacting flows
¢" microgravity eliminates buoyancy - requires drop
tower
Cold Flow Study Experimental Considerations
Compact facility to fit drop tower: is it really Couette Flow?
¢" In depth velocity characterization using LDV
Identify best regime for hot flow testing:
• Turbulence level required for wrinkling
• Associated scales of turbulence
¢" Identify best turbulence condition using LDV
¢" Determine scale resolution capabilities using PLIF of
vapors from acetone drop suspended in Couette flow
Is pg still needed ?
¢" Track laser generated hot kernel of gas in Couette flow
using high speed Schlieren to identify gravity effects
.,"old Flow Experimental Setup
\
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88.9 cm.
® Mylar belt
® Adjustable DC motor
® Drive system
® Magnetic proximity sensor
® Tensioning screws
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® Optical access windows
® LDV seeding injection system
® UV Mirror for acetone PLIF
® Optical port for acetone PLIF
Vibration dampening plates
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Cold Flow Results
velocity field shown to be largely two dimensional
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Section B-B'
Schlieren diagnostics
* High temporal and spatial resolution 16mm camera
* Fiberoptic light source on top of tower for space and weight
constraints
Stirred Combustor
Ill
Stirrer creates isotropically decaying turbulence
© simple
© dropped in house
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Needs & A roaches
3_need for facility with short turnaround time
¢" simple in-house reduced gravity facility 0.4 sec of
.._10-3g or better capability
3_ dropped package to be small with minimum
umbilicals
¢" combustion facility small and light weight
¢" stirrer detached before drop
¢" diagnostic instrumentation off-board
¢" ignition with timing circuit on-board
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®®
Drop Facilty
O) Stirred combustor
® HeNe Laser
® Expanding optics
_) Collumating lens
® Mirrors
® Screen
® High speed intensified digital camera _ --
® Deceleration box - filled with expanded polystyrene pellets
®
®
Typical 1g and _tg Results
1g - d_- 0.90 - turbulence level =-
X Denotes ignition location
7 cm/sec
-_10.3 g or better - d_= 0.90 - turbulence level =- 7 cm/sec
Preliminary Results
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Note: The authors would like to warn the readers that these results have yet to be validated.
Current Accomplishments,
3, Couette Combustor
• cold flow study completed
• hot flow facility built and being assembled and tested
3, Stirred Combustor
• 1g and pg results obtained
* two parameter have been varied in both 1g and pg
• turbulence intensity
• stoichiometric ratio
* initial results show right trend,, but further investigation
needed for validation of magnitudes
Future Work Plans
3, Stirred Combustor
* acquiring and processing flame velocity, thickness, and
wrinkledness data for full test matrix varying:
• stoichiometry • turbulence levels • fuel types
during 1g and _tg combustion
>, Couette Combustor
. thoroughly test reacting flow facility and associated
diagnostics
* complete approval process for drops at NASA LeRC
. acquiring and processing flame velocity, thickness, and
wrinkledness data for full test matrix varying:
• stoichiometry • turbulence levels • fuel types
during 1g and lag combustion
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H0menda_ Ab_ct
x,y,z '=axissTslem(seeFig.3)
h = heightofchannel
L = integralscale
rl= Kolmogorovscale
r._t = wallshear stress
u' = magnitudeoflargescaleturbulentvelocity
U, = ie'componentofmean velocity
U = x componentofmean velocity(i=l)
V = y componentofmean velocity0=2)
U.on ffiUb,tt = belt velocity
U,. = xcomponentofrootmean squarevelocity
V,..,= y componentofrootmean squarevelocity
ffi ffishear orfrictionvelocity
U,U[ ffi--= non-dimensionalU,
U'
y÷ = yU._.._"= non-dimensionaly
v
Reh = U_t_h/ v
ReL = u'L/ v
v ffikinematicviscosity
/7= density
Turbulent premixed combustion, while of increased
practical importance, is still not fully understood. A
serious barrier to further progress in this area lies in
the fact that at the high Reynolds numbers encountered
in most turbulent reacting flows the Kolmogorov scale
is too small to resolve experimentally. When tests at
lower Reynolds number are run, the effects of buoyancy
become important. The goal of the present study is to
remove the effect of buoyancy from two different
turbulent combustion facilities by testing them under
microgravity condition. One facility uses a stirrer to
create isotropic turbulence in a constant volume
combustor. I has been dropped in house. The other
uses a Couette flow to create sustained turbulence and
will be dropped at NASA Lewis. In the work reported
here, the isotropic turbulence facility was tested in the
GT Aerospace Combustion Laboratory drop tower.
Shadowgraph images were obtained under lg and _g
conditions. The effect of buoyancy v._s seen to
essentially disappear under microgravity conditions.
Additional test were carried out to determine whether
the turbulent flow under investigation in the Couette
facility could be influenced by gravity. Such an effect
was clearly observed emphasizing the need for future
microgravity tests.
Introduction
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Recently there has been a rising interest in premixed
combustion because of the ability to control local
temperatures and thus reduce NOx emissions. Practical
premixed combustors are turbulent, however, and there
are still a number of unresolved issues related to
turbulent premixed combustion. This means that these
types of reacting flows are not accurately predictable I.
The overall objective of this study is to increase our
understanding of turbulent premixed flames by
characterizing their behavior. Particular attention is
1
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beingpaidto flame speeds, flame wrinkles, and flame
thickness.
A number of important factors have to be considered
when studying turbulent reacting flows. First of all it
is important to have access to all the scales involved:
fi'om L, the integral length scale, to ri. the Kolmogorov
scale. Their relative magnitudes change with ReL by
the relation
L / _ = (Ref/' (I)
For a given experimental flow field the integral length
g:ale is fixed. At the same time experimental
resolution considerations limit the smallest
golmogorov scales that can be measured. As a result
only relatively low Reynolds number flows can be fully
investigated. However, turbulence in practical devices
is usually associated with high Reynolds numbers. An
additional problem is encountered when U3'ing to
simulate a high Reynoldsnumber reacting flow by one
with low Reynolds number. At high Reynolds numbeis
large scale turbulent stresses are responsible for
momentum transport. These stresses, however, can be
overwhelmed by buoyancy forces in lower Reynolds
number flows.
To remove the effect of buoyancy in a low Reynolds
number turbulent reacting flog' field a microgravity
en',dronment is required. As stated by King 2
microgravity has numerous benefits in combustion
science including, but not limited to: increased scalar
resolution by allowing the use of larger scales, t_y
one dimensional geometries, or at least geometries not
deformedbybuoyancy,and more uniformflames, since
buoyancyistemperaturedependent,and thusaffects
different areas of the flame differendy. Th/s enables a
more accurate study of the combustionprocesses,
whichleadstoan increasedunderstandingofturbulent
combustion.
In this study two approaches where taken to investigate
turbulent premixed flames. The first more simple
approach, involved using a stirred constant volume
combustion vessel. Prior to combustion the stirrer was
stopped leaving decaying isotropic turbulence for the
flame to propagate in. A high speed shadow-graph
was used to visualize the propagating flame front,and
these images where subsequently analyzed to obtain
flame properties.
tests. This drop facilityallowscontinuos high speed
shadowgraphimagesof the experimentto be taken
duringthedrop.
Sincethissetupcan notproducesustainedhighlevels
of turbulencea second,more elaboratefacilitywas
developed.A Couetteflowconfigurationwas selected
since it generates a sustained turbulent flow at
relatively low Reynolds numbers. A Couette flow is a
classical .shear layer flow produced between two
parallel plates moving in opposite directions, each at a
fixed velocity U,,,a. This flow has the benefit that the
shear stress is constant though-out the cross-section,
and that the intensity of turbulent fluctuation is
constant for most of the cross-section. In addition,
such a flow can be generated in the confined space
available in the drop tower facility at the NASA Lewis
Research Center.
The NASA Lewis2.2SecondDrop towerwas chosen
asthesiteforthemicrogravityexperimentsusingthe
Couettefacility.This drop towerfacilityallowsa
40.64cmby 96.52cmby 83.g2cmexperimentalrigto
experience2.2secondsof~ 10"4gfollowedby 0.2sec
deceleration(at15 to30 g). Due tothe spatialand
temporalrestrictionimposed by thisexperimental
facility4many diagnostictechniques,likelaserDoppler
velocimetry(LDV) orOH" fluorescence,cannotbe used
tostudytheflowfield.To interprettheresultsfrom
more basic diagnostictechniques,like Schlieren
imaging,itisessentialto firstunderstandthe non-
reactingflowfield.Velocityand sheardistributionin
thecoldflowfieldmeasuredby LDV werepreviously
mapped fordifferentflowconditions3. The feasibility
of carryingout 2D image mapping of a spreading
scalarintheflowwas testedby injectingacetoneata
pointintotheflow fieldand visualizingitsspread
using passive species planar laser induced
fluorescence. In addition, the effect of gravity at the
Reynolds numbers under investigation were evaiuated
by generating a low density plasma in the flow and
tracking the resulting density gradient using high
speed Sddieren.
This paper willreportthe capabilitiesof the new
facilitiesand preliminarymJcrogravitycombustion
resultsobtainedin the GT drop tower. It will also
presenthecontinuingcoldflowstudyresultsof the
Couettefacility.
Thisfacility,beingofmoderatesizeand requiringless
thanhalfa secondofmicrogravity,was droppedatthe
GeorgiaTech AerospaceEngineeringCombustionLab
ina droptowerfacilityespeciallydevelopedforthese
2
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Experimental Facility l_ndMethods
A small drop tower facility was designed and
constructed in the Aerospace Engineering Combustion
Laboratory on the Georgia Tech campus, fee Fig. 1.
The experimental device to be dropped is raised to it's
starting position using a winch _. Here it is lined up
with an electromagnet ®. Once the magnet is
powered, its 175 lbs. li_ing capacity, holds the devioe
tightly in place. The lifting cables are then
disconnected. Turning off the power to the magnet
results in a clean release. At the end of the fi'ee-falli_g
drop the device is decelerated in a box filled with
expanded polystyrene pellets _, kindly donated by
TechPak, Inc. Also shown in Fig. 1 is the shadow-
graph system that is used to track the flame front
during the drop. Light from a 0.95mW HeNe laser ®
is expanded and collimated by a set of lenses ®, into a
4 inch beam. This beam is sent down, through the
box, and then back up, using 3 mirrors @, one fixed on
the drop tower and two attached to the dropping
facility. The beam is then imaged onto a screen _. A
Kodak Ektapro intensified digital camera ® running at
1000 frames per seconds records the images. These
images can then be downloaded to a PC where they are
enhanced and processed to obtain flame speeds, shapes,
and thickness.
A stirred constant volume combustion chamber, which
is used in the GT drop tower, is shown in Fig. 2. It is
SIDE VIEW
® ®
®
®
® ®
Figure 2 - Stirred Constant Volume Combustion
Chmber
fabricated out of steel and designed to withstand
pressures up to 150 psi. A stirrer _, which consists of
a 6 inch in diameter 4 blade fan, is mounted on one
side. It is supported by two bearings, and scaled_th
an o-ring. A Lovejoy connector is attached to the end
of the drive shaft to allow, not only easy alignment
with the motor, but also a quick disconnect. Two
quartz windows ® allow optical access to the turbulent
flame in the chamber. The two mirror _ attached to
the device are part of the aforementioned shadow-
FRONT VIEW
/
®
60"
Figure 1 - GT Aerospace Engineering Combustion Laboratory'= Drop Tower Facility
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graphsystem.The _rred reactor is filled with a
combustible mixture through a port located at the
bottom ¢_. The partial pressure method was used to
calculate the stoichiometry of the mixture. A home
made spark plug _ and its ignition system are located
on the side opposite the stirrer,
Because the electromagnet does not release the
experiment immediately after its power has been
turned off, switching off the magnet could not be used
to trigger the igniter. Instead, a hall effect sensor,
positioned on the magnet docking guide ®, senses the
instant the experiment is separated from the
electromagnet, and triggers a pulse. After a 50 msec
delay, during which the dropping experiment has
ample time to stabilize, a pulse triggers the ignition
transformer. A small neon light DC transformer
connected to the home made spark plug is used to
ignite the flammable mixture. It is powered by two 9
volts DC batteries and provides 1500 volts AC at
20KHz and 5 mA, more than enough to created an
ignition spark.
A Kistler K-BEAM capacitive accelerometer is
attached to the device to be able to monitor the degree
of microgra%ity experienced by the combustion process.
This accelerometer has a range of :t lg with a
sensitivity of 1959 ,_v/, and can survive a maximum of
± 40g. The manufacturer's guaranteed precision,
around 0 g, is e3xl0"=g.
Once the device is in position the overall drop
procedure consist of turning on the ignition circuit
first. This prevents a spark generated by turning on
the circuit from igniting the flammable mixture
prematurely. Next the methane is injected in the
chamber, and the gasses are given time to mix. The
pressure in the reactor is monitored by a pressure
gauge and excess pressure is relieved. The external
piping are then disconnected. The motor is connected
to the shaft and turned on to the desired speed. After
the flammable mixture has been stirred for about one
minute the motor is disconnected. Then the camera is
turned on, and the power to the electromagnet is turned
off. The ignition circuit ignites the mixture as
discussed above. After the run the combustion device
is retrieved, purged, checked for possible problems,
hoisted back up in position, and prepared for a new
run,
The Couette device used in this study is shown in Fig.
3. The device consists of a continuos Mylar belt
which provides the "two parallel plates" moving in
opposite directions. The belt runs over a series of
rollers, two of which drive the belt while four are used
to adjust the spacing in the test section. A set of plates
is positioned on the outside of the belt to eliminate
possible vibration of the belt. These vibrations had
been found to cause higher levels of turbulence with
peaks in the frequency spectrum. The belt is driven by
an adjustable DC motor ® connected to the drive roller
by a set of pulleys and a v-belt _. The rotational speed
of the motor is sensed by a magnetic proximity sensor
®. Knowing the pulley ratio and the roller diameter,
the speed of the belt can easily be determined. To
prevent belt walking and to ease the insertion of a new
belt, a set of tensioning screws @ help position the far
roller. The Reynolds number for the device, Re,, can
be changed by either changing the speed of the belt,
U_t,, or by changing the belt spacing, h. The device is
surrounded by a Plexiglas box to prevent any external
influence on the flow without disturbing optical access
to the experiment.
Before the Couette flow could be used to study
turbulent flame propagation under microgravity it had
to be established that the effects of gravity could
survive in this turbulent flow field. To this end a gas
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Figure 3- Current setup of the experimental device.
Call-euts described in the text.
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of lower density was introduced into the flow and its
interface with heavier air g_s tracked as it progressed
though the /low. Helium was injected through a
h)l_:lermic needle along the centerline of the Couette
flow. The needle _s equipped with micro-machined
holes on four sides to fimit the directional biasing
associated with one hole injection. However the
strong shear of the Couette flow, along with the high
diffusivity of the helium caused the gas to mix with air
almost instantaneously. No clearly visible helium-ah"
interface could, therefore, be observed in these test.
Better results were obtained when a density gradient
g_s produced by focusing a laser beam into a small
volume at a point located along the centerline between
the two belts. The energy furnished by the laser was
sufficient to ionize the air and thus form a spark. The
propagation of this point source of hot gases was then
tracked with the help of a high speed Schlieren system.
The laser used to generate the spark is a 300mJ per
pulse tunable Lambda Physik excimer laser running
with K,rF. to produce a laser pulse at a wavelength of
248nm. This laser w_ts chosen because it not only
offered enough power per pulse to ionize the air, but
being in the UV, scattered light did not affect the
Schlieren. The Sctdieren light source was a .95 mW
HeNe laser. The beam stop was an opaque dot, lmm
in diameter, to avoid directional biasing. Schlieren
images were captured using a Kodak Ektapro
intensified digital camera running at 1000 frames per
second.
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Figure 4 - Velocity distribution across the flow ORe+ =:
10,091, o Re, = 4,366.
_e_ul_ _d Discussio,
previously R;poned Results
Previously reported data for this facility have proven
the velocity flow field to be two dimensional _.
Therefore, the analysis of subsequent data is performed
using centerline profiles. Figures 4 and 5 show
dimensional and non-dimensional mean and turbulent
profiles" at two different Reynolds numbers,
respectively. Figure 4 clearly indicates constant levels
of turbulence throughout most of the flow field, while
the data in Fig. 5 clearly shows the expected behavior
for a wall bounded shear flow. The flow can be
divided into tWOregionss, the viscous sublayer 0,+<5),
and the inertial sublayer (30<),+<1000). The flow
correlates well with the linear behavior at the wall in
the viscous sublayer. The logarithmic behavior in the
inertial sublayer is also clearly present. However the
data at different Reynolds numbers do not exactly
collapse into one single line when non
dimeusionalized, as predicted by theory and seen by
others. This is probably due to the smaller dimensions
and re-circulating nature of the present device. Figure
5 also shows U,,, + and V,,, + as functions of non-
dimensional distance from the belt. As expected, U,,,f
has a turbulence peak close to the wall before it reaches
a uniform distribution in the core, and V,. + gradually
increases to a uniform distribution in the core. Most of
this information was presented in the reference 3.
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Figure 5 - Non-dimensionalized velocity distribution
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The stmcan'e and propagation characteristics of turbulent premixed flames have been invesligated for some time. For example,
the turbulem flame speed has been typicatly estimated intenns ofthe laminar flame speed S L and the local turbulence intensi_
u. However, the exact form of the functional relation: Ur/S L = f(SL,u ) has not yet been determined although various
models have been proposed (rff. I). A key reason for this uncertainty is the inability to experimentally resolve all scales of
motion that could contribute to the wrinkling of the premixed flame and hence, to an increase the effective burn speed. In a
typical high Reynolds nnmber flow, the small scales are imposs1"ole to resolve in an experiment (e.g., using LDV). However,
turbulent fluctuations at the small scales (e.g., Kolmogomv scale) could be x_olved ff the Reynolds number is reduced (for
example, by reducing the flow velocity). A flow field that provides sustained turbulent flow in a relatively low Reynolds
nnmber is Couette flow. h has been shown in past studies that stationa_ turbulem Couette flow could be achieved at Reynolds
nnmber as low as 1800. Once combustion is included, however, the large-scale tmbulent stresses respons_le for momentum
transport can be overwhelmed by the buoyant stresses in lg. Since this phenomenon is not present in realistic high Reynolds
nnmber devices, a micmgravity environment is required to suppress the buoyancy effects while still rr_im_inino reasonabk
operating pressure, temperaoae and observable scales at all sizes.
This paper summarizes the results obtained so far in this study. Both experimental and numerical studies are being performed to
investigate turbulent premixed flames. The experimems so far have focused on characterizing the turbulent flow field in this new
Couelze flow facility. A major reason is that the current device has been designed to fit inside the NASA Lewis 2.2 s drop tower
rig (ref. 2). As a result, this facility is much smaller than the facilities used in the past (ref. 1-3). For example, the current
length to gap ratio is 14 compared to 30-158 of the earlier devices (refs. 3-7). In addition, the current device operates in a closed
loop, i.e. turbulent flow is for_ed to reenter the test section whereas earlier devices transition the flow from laminar to turbulent.
Thus, it is essential to quanfi_ the turbulence properties of this device.
The mnnerical study employs large-eddy sinndation (LES) technique. In this approach, all scales of motion larger than the grid
resolution is captured in the simulation without modeling and only scales smaller than the grid are modeled. A localized
dynamic subgrid model for the subgrid kinetic energy is used in this study to model the subgrid stresses. However, since the
flame thickness is much smaller than the typical grid resolution employed in LES, conventional LES of species equations will
not capture the true features of the flame. Here, a new subgrid combustion methodology has been developed to simulate the
burning process within the small scales (refs. 8,9). In this approach, the local laminar burning, wrinkling due to the loc_
subgrid turbulence and volumetric expansion due to heat release are explicitly included within the subgnd scales. This approach
also predicts the local (turbulent) burn speed provided the local turbulent field is known. The experimental data on the
turbulence provides the required information to (l_pefully) accurately evaluate the propagation characteristics of lurbulent
pr_mixed flames using this simulation approach. Thus, the presentstudy combines the capabilities of both ext_rimental and
numerical methods to investigate premixed flames.
Exoerimental Faciliw
The exper_nental device shown in Fig. 1 consists of a cominnos My_- belt "moving in opposite directions over a series of
milers, two of which drive the belt while four are used to adjust the spacing in the test section. It is driven by an adjustable DC
motor connected to the drive roller by a set of pulleys and a v-belL To prevem belt walking and to ease the insertion of a new
Work funded by NASA Grant NAG3-1610
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belt, a set of tensioning screws help position the far roller.Two plates are placed on the outside of the belt to reduce belt
vibration- The Reynolds number for the device, Reh, can be changed by either changing the speed of the belt, Ubelt, or by
changing the belt spacing, h. The device is mrmunded by a Plexiglas box to pmveut any e_cternal influence on the flow without
d_-turbing optical access to the _nt.
The velocity flow field was mapped .with a TSI 9100-7 two component laser Doppler velocimeter, which uses the 514.5 nm and
488 nm wavelengths of an 5 watt Ar_" laser. After going through an expander and focusing using a 14 mm aperlme lens, with a
750 mm focus, the probe volume was 0.13 mm in diameter and 1.3 mm long. The system was used in back scauer mode. The
output signals were analyzed by a TSI IFA656 digital burst correlator, which can cope with lower signal to noise ratios than a
tradifion_ counter. One beam of each pair was frequency shifted by a Bragg cell to allow for measurement of negative
velocities. Sub-mlcron TiO2 particles were used to seed the flow. After passing though a fluidized bed, TiO2 laden air is
inserted into the device through a tube which produces a cloud of seed around the moving belts that is then entrained into the
flow. This eliminates the poss/bility of biasing the data with artificial seeding velocities. FIND software, from TSI, was then
used to stafi_cally process the 50,000 samples obtained at each location. Data was velocity bias corrected according to the
algorithm provided in FIND.
Numerical Method
A nxxiified version of a subyid model proposed earlier (refs. 8,9) is used in the present LES. The kinematic _ of
premixed flames was investigated earlier (ref. 9). The model is extendeA here to include heat release. Within each LES cell a
representative one-dimensional domain is used to stochastically represent a local ray through the flame brush The G-equation
flame propagation model (refs. 9,10) is solved on this ID line. The G-equation allows for propagation of the flame as a sharp
from (negligt_le flame thickness) corresponding to a case of fast chemical kinetics (ref. 10). The effect of turbuleut eddies onthe
species field is modeled stochastically using a scalar rearrangement process on segments chosen on the one-dimensional domain.
More details is given elsewhere (fefs. 9-12).
For heat release, the temperature is assumed to be a linear _on of G. The obvious implication is that the uans_rt and
diffusive properties of the reactive scalar and the thermal energy are closely correlated (conespouding to a often used physical
assumption of a constant Lewis number) in the subgrid domain. Transport of species and heat across LES cells is modeled using
a "splicing" procedure (refs. 11,12). The thermodynamic pressure in each of the _ ceils is assumed to be constaut since it is
well known that the second order reaction mechanisms do not cause a change in _c pressure a_ross the flame. It is
further assumed that the thermodynamic pressure is gradient free through out the physical domain. Any acoustic disunbance
created by the flame is assumed at have small amplitude (zero Math mmber approximation) and is conu_cated at infinite
speed through out the domain The LES-resolved temperature field can be obtained by filte_g the local subgrid temperature
fields. However, this procedure can lead to sharp discontinuity and hence, to numerical instability. Therefore, to locally
smooth the LES-resolved temperature field (which is needed to close the _ equations), a diffusion equation for temperatme is
solved on the LES-grid at each LES time step using the subgdd-avceraged field as an initial condition.
The numerical method is a fourth-order accurate finite-difference scheme in space and second order accurate in time. Since the
thennodymmic pressure is constant, a zero Ma_h nnmber version of the fractional step method (ref. 13) is used to integrate the
LES equations.
Results and Dis_ssion
Experimental Results: Figures 2a and 2b shows respectively, the mean and rms velocity distn'bution in the flow field, k can be
seen that the profiles are not totally anti-symmetric, k was determined that this was due to an asymmetry in the end regions
where the drive rollers are located and could not be avoided. However, this asymmeuy did not appear to have any significant
effect on the rms velocity. More importantly, the data shows a nearly constant rms fittc'tuatious in the core which is of
here. Figme 3 shows U+ as a function ofy +. The data shews the expected behavior for a wall bounded shear flow. Both the
viscous sublayer 0, + <_) and the merfiaI sublayer (30<y+<1000) can be clearly observed. However, due to the noted asymmetry,
the data at different Reynolds nnmbers do not exactly collapse as predicted by theory.
Figure 4 compares the measured streamwise fluctuations in various devices. The peak location in the present facility is in good
agreement with earlier data but turbulence intensity magnitude is somewhat higher. This is probably due to the confinnous
nature of the flow and the compact nature of the device and is unavoidable here. Figure 5 compares the skin friction coefficient
measured in this device to those in earlier devices. Deviations from the more ideal Couette flow are, once again, probably due to
the recirculati_ nature of the flow in this compact device.
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However, these results clearly establish tim stationary turbulence with nearly constant turbulent fluctuations in the core of the
flow exists in the present facility. Furthermore, the overall nature of the flow is in good agn_qneut with theory and past studies
in _ devices.
The experimental data can be utilized to estimate the resolved scales of motion. Using the belt spacing, h = 2.54 cm as the
typical integral length, the Kolmogorov scale, 17,is estimated in the core to be 0.23 mm for the Reh = 4,366 case and 0.13 mm
for the Reh = 10,091 case. For the LDV syslem, the seed particle size is sub-micron, much smaller than 77,while the LDV probe
volume is of the order of 17. This implies that the smallest scale can be nearly resolved. However, due to flow motion, the
residence _rne inside the probe volume is a more accurate measure of the rmohtio_ The velocity of the scale can be estimated
by using the relation between Kolmogorov velocity scale and the magnitude of tm_uleut velocity: u"/ V = (ReD TM. Based on
the probe volume, a residence lime and, therefore, a frequency $90H2 for the Reh = 4,366 case and 1,030Hz for the Reh =
10,091 case is ¢stimmed. This means that the dam rate for the LDV should be greater than 2,060Hz to resolve Kolmogorov
scales temporally. Because of the high noise levels in the system, this is difficult to achieve. Therefore, the best estimate is
that the resolution is of the order of 11. or larger.
These studies have clearly established the turbulent flow prope_ies in this facility. Although hot flow studies cannot be carried
out using this devic,¢ (an identical hot flow facility is currently under constm_on), a preliminary study of buoyancy was carried
out by using an ¢xcimer laser to ionize a small region of air in the flow. This produced a hot gas kernel that propagated into the
flow. Using high speed Schlieren imaging, it was possible to observe the effects of shear caused by the Coueue flow and the
apparent distortion caused by buoyant stresses. This preliminary study suggested that buoyam effects should be obsewed in the
actual reacting flow case. This is the focus of cun_nt study and the results will be reported in the near fntnre.
Numerical Results: I.F..S of non-reacting and reacting Conette flow corresponding to a Reynolds munber (as defined earlier) of
10,000 have been conducted on a 49x49x33 grid. The mean velocity profile is compared with the corresponding result from the
experiment in Fig 6. The LES profile is anti symmetric about the centedine whereas (as noted) there is some asymmet_ in the
experimental data. The nns velocity in the strmmwiso direction is compared to the experimental data in Fig. 7. The expefimem
indicates a peak in urms more closer to the wall than obtained in the LES. Assuming that the experimental results in such close
vicinity of the moving belt arc free of any error, one might be able to capture the peak in urms by increasing the near wall
resolution- However, some uncertainty in the rms estimate is inevitable in the LES, since, the unresolved part of the turbulent
kinetic energy (grid dependent) is captured only approximately as the subgrid kinetic energy. In any event, the propagation of the
flame in the central core region with constant rms fluctuations is of interest in this study and this feature is captm_ here.
I_rease in the resolution in the core region captm_ the constant rms region more accurately, as shown earlier (ref. 9).
For reacting flows, the grid is rapidly stretched out from the wall but in the core region (mid 78%) a uniform grid is used to
allow proper resolution of the propagating flame ball. The grid width is 10_ in the core region and the simnlation is stopped
once the flame crosses this region All simulations described here are for a reference u'/S Lof 4.0. Temperature me factors of 4
and 7 were studied Comparison with a model simulation using Yakhot's model for the turbulent flame speed (ref. 9) were also
carried out to evaluate the predictions by the new subgfid LES method. Some representative results are reported below.
Five contours corresponding to equally spaced values of G between 0 and 1 are shown for each case in Fig. 8. As can be seen,
the subgrid approach tends to capture the thin premixed flame quite well (usually within 2-3 grid points) when compared to
conventional LES (i.e., solving the G-equation with the LES equations). As seen earlier (ref. 9), in the conventional approach
significam numerical diffusion of the scalar gradients in G occurs and overwhelms the burning rate. This error is expected in all
simulations that evolve the species equations on the LES grid using finite difference or finite volume schemes. Flame surface
tra¢Idng methods can be implemented for cold flames but cause problems when heat release is added. The flame generates
velocities normal to the flame surface because of the expansion behind it. The vertical currents are however curtailed by the
presence of the wall, so the flow velocity tends to increase greatly in the streamwise and spanwise directions leading to
flattening of the flame. A iso-level of G-surface corresponding to a value of 0.5 predicted by the subgrid approach is shown in
Fig 9. This figure shows visually an approximate shape of the wrinkled flame front.
To investigate the effect of gravity, two %imulations (using the subgrid model) were conducted with heat release corresponding
to a temperature ratio of 7.0. The first case is run with conditions corresponding to gravity on earth, the second with zero
gravity. The density gradients caused due to heat release tend to compress the flame in the upper region and diffuse the flame in
the lower regions in the presence t)f gravity. This is not very noticeable in the present simulations because of very high burning
rate causing the flame to reach the wall very quickly. In Fig. 10, ten equally spaced contours of G at the same cross plane
location are ploUed for the cases with and without buoyancy. The whole flame tries to lift up in the presence of gravity due to
buoyancy, although it is not very noticeable in the figure. However, it can be seen that the two simulations diverge in time
indicating an observable buoyancy effect on premixed flames.
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There are many _ and propagation properties of prem/xed flames that can be analyzed to characterize the flame stmctme.
Figure 11 shows the pdf of the stretch in the plane of the flame (caused by flame curvavae and mte-of_ effects) for the two
cases. Clearly, the flame _ under lg exhfoits increased positive stretch compared to the 0g case. Further study using
finite-rote kinetics model is underway to understand the effect of buoyancy on such low Re tudmlent premixed flames.
A facility in which tmbulent Conette flow could be generated in a microgravity environment was designed and built To fit
the NASA Lewis drop tower the device had to be very compact This means that edge effects and flow re-circulation were
expected to affect the flow. The flow was thoroughly investigated ruing LDV and was found to be largely two dimensional away
fzom the edges with constant turbulence intensities in the core. Slight flow asymmeuies are inuoduced by the non symmetric re-
circulation of the fluid outside the test region. Belt flutter problems were remed/ed by adding a pair of guide plates to the bell
In general, the flow field was found to be quite similar to previously investigated Couette flows. However, tmbulence levels and
associated shear stresses were higher. _ is probably due to _e confined re-circulation zone _ turbulence into the
section. An estimate of the length scales in the flow showed th_ the measurements were able to resolve nearly all the length
scalesof interest
Using a new LES method for subgrid combuslion it has been aemonstrated that the new procedure is computational fca._le
even on wo_,stafion type environment. It is found that this model is capable of capturing the propagation of the pzemixed
flames by resolving the flame in the LES grid within 2-3 grid points. In contrast, conventional LES results in numerical
smearing of the flame and completely inaccurate eslimate of the turbulent propagation speed. Prelimina_ study suggests
there is observable effect of buoyancy in the Ig environment suggesting the need for microgravity experiments of the upcoming
ext_rimcmal combus_on studies.
With the cold flow properties characterized, an identical hot flow facility is under construction. It is assumed that the turbulence
properties ahead of the flame in this new device will closely match the results obtained here. This is required since the hot
facility will not enable LDV measurements. The reacting flow facility is also being constructed with planned drop tower
experiments in mind. Therefore, issues related to safety and _ integrity are being take imo account. Funber development
of the numerical model will also be carried out to include finite-rate kinetics for representative premixed cases. More detail
analysis of the flame su'ucture and propagation nature will be investigated. Simul_ons will also be compared to the flame
properties observed in the experiments.
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Abstract
A modified version of the linear eddy model (LEM) for
subgrid combustion is developed and used for studying
the properties of turbulent premixed flames in the core
region of Couette flow. The handling of the burning
(diffusion/reaction) and specie transport, in this new ap-
proach, is fully deterministic. The model is, therefore,
found to predict the correct laminar flame speed in the
limit of zero turbulence. The effect of three dimensional
eddies on scalar fields at the subgrid scales is modeled
using a stochastic Lagrangian rearrangement procedure.
The derivation of this procedure from the inertial range
scaling laws necessitates a calibration procedure since
the numerical values of the constants in these laws are
unknown. The present LEM approach relates the con-
stant needed to the coefficient of eddy viscosity that is
evaluated in a LES. under the assumption of constant
turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers. The new ap-
proach is found to predict the turbulent flame speed with
fair amount of accuracy. The chemistry is modeled us-
ing a self propagating scalar field (G-equation) approach
and within the limitations of this model, LEM is found to
capture the right trends in evolution of flame structure,
effects of heat release and turbulence. The encouraging
results obtained here warrant further research into ex-
tending this subgrid model for cases of finite rate chem-
istry and inclusion of thermodiffusive mechanisms such
as the Lewis number effects.
1 Introduction
The simulation of turbulent phenomena in engineering
is, in the present day greatly limited by the available
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computational resources. This neccesitates the develop-
ment of modeling tools that would enable us to simulate
these phenomena within the realm of available resources.
One such approach is Large Eddy Simulation (LES) in
which the large scale structure of the flow is determined
by solving the governing equations that are augmented
with additional (approximate) model terms to account
for the effect of small scales. Dissipation of kinetic en-
ergy is the only physical phenomenon of importance in
non-reacting flows that occurs at small scales. Separat-
ing these small scales and the large scales (of the size
of the characteristic geometric length in the flow) is the
inertial range which acts purely as an energy cascade
for supplying kinetic energy to the small scales from the
large scales. The near universal behavior of the iner-
tial range along with the assumption of local small scale
isotropy has aided the modeling of turbulent flows using
the eddy viscosity assumption.
However, there is no universally valid form of the
scalar spectrum at small scales. There exist several forms
of the of scalar spectrum depending on the local Schmidt
number (for species) or Prandtl number (for temper-
ature). Independent of these parameters, scalar mix-
ing using an eddy diffusivity, nevertheless, is often used
in the present day modeling studies. This approach is
severely in error in cases where scalar counter gradient
diffusion occurs. Further, if the fluid is reacting, the
interaction between the molecular mixing and chemical
reactions occuring at smallest of the scales (Kolmogorov
and Batchelor scales) have significant effects on large
scale fluid/flame structure. The additional non-linearity
in the governing equations in case of reactive systems
also needs to be handled perhaps with greater care for
accurate modeling of reacting flows.
In many practical engineering systems, combustion
takes place in a regime of parameter space called the cor-
rugated flamelet zone. The flame thickness is very small
as compared to an)" relevant fluid dynamic length scales
(Kolmogorov length scale). In this region of parameter
space, the flame is wrinkled by turbulence but tile lo-
cal burning is laminar. The turbulent flame consists of
a,_ ensemble of locally laminar flames whose self prop-
agation speed (laminar flame speed) is governed b.v tile
balance between temperature and specie diffusion. The
probability density function (PDF) and moment closure
approaches are, at the present day, inadequate in han-
dling the diffusion processes and hence it is difficult to
predict the correct reaction rate in the subgrid when
these approaches are used.
When the reaction s,vstem is dominated by one physi-
cal phenomenon, there are several models that work well.
Yakhot's model [1] and Fractal models [2](for thin pre-
mixed flames with low or no heat release) that concen-
trate on the kinematic structure of the flame and charac-
terize the model in terms of incoming turbulence, Fureb,v
and Moiler model [3] which uses tile turbulent reaction
rate based on local turbulent and chemical time scales.
are a few examples. Approaches such as these could be
used to arrive (often empirically) at simple inexpensive
models that. on calibration over certain regions of pa-
rameter space, could work for specific class of flows.
Tile Linear Eddy Mixing (LEM) model seeks to sep-
arate and model independently tile effects of molecular
mixing from the turbulent effects on the flame. The
implementation is on a one-dimensional domain which
considerabl.v reduces the modeling cost. By carrying
these one-dimensional domains in each of the LES cells
to account for tile effects of unresolved turbulence on
scalar transport and production/destruction, this ap-
proach has been extended for use in LES [4]. The lin-
ear eddy model(LEM) is further capable of accounting
for the thermodynamic effects such as volumetric dilata-
tion, differential diffusion, viscosity variation with tem-
perature etc. There is yet another important feature
of this model that is very advantageous in modeling re-
acting flows once the advection (due to resolved scales)
is modeled correctly. That is the adequate numerical
resolution of the flame. Thin flames produce steep gra-
dients in flog" properties that could become very difficult
to handle computationally if one uses finite volume or fi-
nite difference schemes. If not adequately resolved, most
numerical schemes cause unphysical oscillations near the
flame that threaten to destabilize the numerical solution.
Generally used robust schemes usually are dissipative in
nature and smear out the physical gradients, thus, artifi-
ciall.v thickening the flame. The LEM approach handles
tile scalar transport in a Lagrangian manner circumvenl-
ing this problem.
Tile Linear eddy model has been used in several nu-
merical combustion studies. The kinematic structure of
premixed flames was modeled earlier by Menon et al.[4]
and this approach was extended for modeling the kine-
matics of a self propagating scalar interface in a wall
bounded shear flog"using LES with dynamic K-equation
model [5]. This study utilized the G-equation [6] which
models the motion of self propagating kinematic surface
(model for cold flame). A subgrid kinetic energy equa-
tion model with dynamic evaluation of the model co-
efficients is used as the subgrid model for momentum
transport. This study proves the feasibility of an online
implementation of the LEM approach in a 3D LES but
asks for further research into species advection modeling
and inclusion of heat release effects. Some inadequacies
in the advection algorithm were overcome b,v Calhoon
and Menon [7] in their two dimensional simulation of
reacting mixing layers including effects of heat release.
However, as noted in [8], the inadequacies in this advec-
tion seem to cause significant errors in premixed flames
as against non-premixed flames. A modified version of
the advection algorithm is reported here.
The present research seeks to validate {independent Iv)
and combine the various different modeling procedures
(for each of the underlying physical phenomena) to arrive
at a comprehensive modeling approach for use in LES.
Using this approach, the structure of premixed flames
in turbulent Couette flow at Re (based on channel width
and wall velocity difference) of 20000 is anal,vsed. Exper-
imental data from [9] is available at that Re for valida-
tion of cold flow LES. The Couette flow has a wide core
region where the mean flow is small and tile turbulent
intensity is nearly constant. The turbulent intensity in
this region can be used as a parameter against which the
flame characteristics (like turbulent flame speed, flame
stretch etc.) could be characterized. Also reported here
are the effects of heat release on the flame structural
properties.
The flame generated turbulence is found to be a signif-
icant factor in determining the flame speed. The piecise
nature of it's effects needs to be studied can be studied
using a stationary flame probhm. To this end, a pre-
mixed turbulent stagnation point flame is under study
using LES. Some preliminary observations are reported
here.
An eddy viscosity approach based on tile model /_'-
equation (subgrid kinetic energy" equation), discussed in
section 2. is used to model momentum transport. A zero
Mach number fractional step method is used to numer-
icall.v integrate the LES equations on a non-staggered
grid. The version of the LEM approach used here is out-
lined in section 3. The results are analysed in section 4
and directions for future research are discussed in section
5.
2 Governing equations for LES
The Navier Stokes equations on convolution with a spa-
tial filter (after filtering), reduce to the following LES
dp 0_
d-}-d-p_-_-x- 0 (1)
dp , o,..7"°='
_T =-_'_z, ÷ Ozj azj
equations.
(2)
Tile volumetric dilatation a_/cgz, is obtained from
the zero Mach number approximation of the energy
equation arrived at by"assuming a fast acoustic time scale
approximation from the equations. The physical conse-
quence of this is to remove any gradients in thermody-
namic pressure (because of infinite propagation speed).
The normal stress associated with the momentum gra-
dients (as in incompressible flows) is however spatially
dependent.
For a closed set of equations , one needs to approx-
imate the subgrid stresses using a model. The veloc-
it)' variations in the scales below the characteristic filter
width A are unresolved in a LES. Due to the nonlin-
ear nature of the Navier-Stokes equations, these small
scale fluctuations effect the large scale motions. This ef-
fect comes from the subgrid stress, which in the present
study is approximated as r,j : -_pK6ij +2pt-_ij, where
= ½ + is theresolvedstr n ten-
sor,#f is subgrid eddy viscosity (to be defined later)
and K = -½(_ _'/-_) is the subgrid kinetic en-
ergy. Filtered variables are also called supergrid vari-
ables because they carry information about a variables
at all length scales above the filter width (grid spacing).
A K-equation (for the subgrid kinetic energy) model
[10] is used' as the subgrid model. The advantage of this
model is that it solves a single scalar equation for the
subgrid kinetic energy which characterizes the velocity
scale of subgrid turbulence. The subgrid kinetic energy
has in it terms accounting for production, transport and
dissipation. It is a representation of the temporal non-
equilibrium of the subgrid scales because the production
does not neccesarily equal the dissipation (even on an
average).
A variable density" version of the model {for use in
zero Math number equations) is used here. The eddy"
viscosity and subgrid dissipation are given as follows.
p, = pC.K½A, (3)
pK}
c'" = C,-_--- (4)
For the transport term. a gradient diffusion model
based on eddy diffusivity model (with unit eddy Prandtl
number) has been proposed and studied by Menon and
Kim [11]. This approximation was found to adequately
model the transport terms. Hence, this is used in a sim-
ilar form in this study. The dynamic equation for K can
now be written as:
OpK (cgpKT_) c_T_ _,,, o [ azc1
The turbulent dissipation due to compressibility and
dilatational effects is assumed to be insignificant at the
low Mach that are to be encountered. Cu and C, are the
model constants that need to be specified. These con-
stants, however, are not universal and differ with flow
fields in general. This suggests that these constants also
depend on the local (supergrid) structure of the flow
field. It is, then appropriate to refer to them as co-
efllcients rather than constants. A dynamic approach is
applied here to evaluate these coefficients, thus removing
the arbitrariness in prescribing these coefficients. The
approach is based on the concept of subgrid stress simi-
larity supported by experiments in jets (Liu et al. [12]).
In this approach, a test filter (similar to the LES filter) of
characteristic width 2A is defined andthe corresponding
filtered velocity field is denoted by Ui. This new veloc-
ity field is obtained by convolution of the LES filtered
velocity with the test filter. The subgrid stress corre-
sponding to the scales in between the grid filter width
and the test filter width is termed the test filter stress.
Assuming stress similarity between the test filter stress
and the subgrid stress, along with equations similar to
eq.(3) and eq.(4) the test filter variables, one can arrive
atequationsforthemodel coe_cients.Theseequations
can be foundin[13]and areomittedhereforbrevity.
The equationsarediscretizedon a non-slaggeredgrid
(withspacingcorrespondingto the characteristicf lter
width .A)and numericallyintegratedusinga two step
semi-implicitfractionalstepmethod. The Poissonequa-
tioninthismethod issolvednumericallyusinganelliptic
solverthat usesa four-levelmultigridscheme to con-
vergethe solution.The speciestransportbetweencells
ishandledina Lagrangianmanner and thusthespecies
equationneedno integration thesupergridlevel.
3 Linear Eddy subgrid model
A subgrid modeling approach based on linear eddy mix-
ing model (Kerstein, [14-17]) was proposed by Menon et
al.([18].[19],[20]).In thisapproach,the turbulentstir-
ringofthescalarfieldand moleculardiffusion(leadingto
laminarpropagation)areaccountedfordistinctly.The
effectsofeachofthesephenomena on flamecharacteris-
ticscallhencebe studiedinisolation.The modelingpro-
cedurewithapproprialejustificationspresentedherein
brief.
Tile subgrid modeling is conducted on a one-
dimensionaldomain (ineachoftheLES cells)represent-
inga ray"oflength.Aacrosstheturbulentflamebrush.
Thisdomain isdividedintonumber (specificationt be
explainedlater)ofcellseach representinga finitevol-
ume with the totalvolume addingupto thevolume of
theLES cell.
A fieldequationforselfpropagatingscalarinterface
calledthe G-equation[{5]isused to model thelaminar
flamepropagationin thisstudy. This equationisde-
signedto propagatea scalarinterfaceat the laminar
flamespeedinstagnantflowand has thefollowingform.
@G
a-T = SzlrGI (6)
For the caseofmoving fluid,the interfacealsogets
convectedalongwithselfpropagationand a convection
term needstobe added totheabove equation.
The scalarG here,isa representationftherateofad-
vancementina premixedreaction.Ithasabinaryrepre-
sentationon the subgrid one-dimensional domain (later
refered as the linear eddy' domain). G = I represents
an unburnt state and G = 0 represents a burnt state on
each LEM cell. The interface between two dissimilar ad-
jacent cells is considered to be an infinitely thin flame
that propagates into tile unburnt zone at a specified
flame speed. The temperature rise due to the reaction
is modeled by"assuming the temperature to be a linear
function of G. In this way, the G-equation replaces the
reaction-diffusion equations for both species aud tem-
perature (that, in conjunction make the premixed flame
self propagating). In the burnt state, the temperature
rises to the prescribed value of the product tempera-
ture. Since the thermodynamic pressure is assumed to
be constant (which is the case across premixed flames
governed by second order chemical kinetics), the density
varies inversely with temperature. Since the transport
and diffusive properties of G and temperature would be
closely correlated in this approach, it is to be assumed
that these simulations correspond to a case of constant
Le (Lewisnumber),specifically"1.0.
As can be seenintheaboveequation,theG-equation
doesnotincludeany convectiveterm.The effectofsub-
gridvelocity(turbulence)ismodeled separately'usinga
stochasticprocess.A Lagrangianrearrangementisused
tomodel theeffectoffluidynamiceddieson thescalar
field.The lengthscaleoftheeddy"(segmentsizeon which
thisrearrangementprocessisto be conducted)and the
frequencyofstirringatthatlengthscalearedetermined
usingisotropicinertialrange {assumed to existintile
subgridscalesof the LES) scalinglaws. There isno
universalityoftherearrangemeutscheme.Itcan be ar-
bitrarybut itshouldmimic the effectofhydrodynamic
eddieson thescalarfieldand be conservative(retainthe
lowestscalarmoments invariant).
A tripletmap [17]ischosenfortilepresentstudy'.In
thismapping, the chosensegment isdividedintothree
equalparts.Allspatialgradientsareincreasedby a fac-
torof 3 in the portionsat the ends,and a factorof
-3 inthe middleportion.The scalarfieldin thethree
segmentsispiecedtogethertogivea continuouscalar
fieldwithscalarvaluesattheend pointsofthesegment
remaining the same as before and the scalar gradients
increased by 3 times in magnitude (as illustrated in [5]).
These increased gradients cause increased scalar diffu-
sion in accordance with what has been observed as tile
effect of turbulence on scalar transport and dispersion.
The number of finite volume cells in each subgrid domain
is so chosen that a stirring event at the smallest relevant
(energetic possessing} scale could be implemented. This
is assumed to be the Kolmogorov length scale rl. A line
segment needs to have atleast 6 cells to implement a
triplet map, so the cell size should be no less than rl/6.
So the total number of cells is 6.._/q.
The triplet map causes particle dispersion with mean
square displacemenl of 41"_/27, where i is the length of
the segment. The diffusivit.v associated with such a pro-
cess would be 2Ala/27, where A is the frequency per unit
length. The diffusivity due to turbulence for all length
scales below ! can be determined from the inertial range
scaling laws (relevant dimensional analysis) in terms of
the rl, I and v. It can be shown that it has the same form
as eddy viscosity at that length scale, only difference be-
ing the constant of proportionality is now C,,/Pr_ in-
stead of C,. C, is determined as explained in the earlier
section and it is assumed that Prt is 1.0. Thus the con-
stant of proportionality is arrived at from analytical rea-
soning rather than a calibrating procedure undertaken
in [7]. Equating the value of diffusivity to the corre-
sponding integrated effect of triplet mappings at various
length scales, one can arrive at the PDF for length scale i
and the stirring frequency" (using the procedure adopted
in [5]). The stirring procedure in conjunction with the
molecular diffusion has been shown to effectively" model
the effect of three dimensional inertial range turbulence
on thescalarfields[21].
Advectiondue tothesupergridvelocitybringsabout
transportofchemicalspeciesfrom one LES cellintoit's
neighbouringcells.This ismodeled usinga procedure
termedas"'splicing"[17].The scalarfluxacrosseachLES
cellfaceiscomputed usingthefilteredvelocityonthecell
face.The number ofsubgridcellscorrespondingto the
scalarfluxaretransferedfrom one celltoit'sneighbour
acrossthe cellfaceinaccordancewiththe directionof
thescalarflux.
Insteadofpickingthesecellsfrom a random location
on thedonorsubgriddomain likeintheearlierresearch
[5].cellsaretranferedfrom one end ofthesubgriddo-
main.The cellsthataresplicedinareputattheopposite
end ofthe domain. In time,the lineareddy cellsto be
splicedinfirstgetsplicedout first.In thelaminarlimit
{acheivedby removingstirring),the flametravelsfrom
one end toanotherend ofthecellattherateofSt,the
laminarflamespeed.When a LES cellisfullyburntthe
flamecrossesoverto thenextLES celland thisprocess
isfoundtopredictherightlaminarflamespeedon the
supergrid(onan average).The earliersplicingalgoritm
withrandomly chosenlocationsfortransferofsubgrid
segments doesnot ensurethis.Further,the introduc-
tionofcellsplicedintothereceiversubgriddomain can
causeextraflamesattheinterface(betweenthecellsput
in and the existing cells). The splicing algorithm mod-
els advection and is not supposed to create any"scalar
gradients (flames in the present case) on the linear eddy
domain. So, in the event of an artificial flame being cre-
ated at the interface, the spliced in cells are rearranged to
remove this extra flame. The only exception to this pro-
cedure is the case of burning initiation in a fully"unburnt
cell in which case one flame caused at the interface is re-
tained. This procedure prevents the existence of more
than one flame in laminar flows (there is no flame brush
in laminar flames). This approach was found necessary
to obtain the correct laminar propagation on the super-
grid especially in case of curved flames (cylindrical and
spherical). In the turbulent case, the stirring could cause
multiple flames to exist on the same subgrid domain and
this could be interpreted as a stochastic representation
of flame brush in each cell.
Finally the average density" along the subgrid domain
is used as the filtered density"on the supergrid and is used
to compute the volumetric dilatation on the supergrid.
4 Results and Discussions.
The LES numerical code is validated against the experi-
mental results obtained from turbulent Couette flow ex-
periments[9]. Shown in fig. 1 and fig. 2. respectively, are
the profiles of mean velocity and rrns of axial velocity" for
Couette flow at Re of 20000. A 49x49x33 is utilized for
this simulation. Flyperbolic tangent stretching is used
for the grid spacing along the wall normal direction. As
can be seen, the mean velocity profile is anti-symmetric
about the centre-line where as the experimental predic-
tion is not. It was argued that this does not cause any
bias in the u' profile which is in fact found to be sym-
metric. The peak in u' profile is much closer to the walls
in experimental data than in the LES. The cause of this
discrepancy is unknown. It is likely that the wall layer
needs more resolution or the experimental results may
be in error due to moving wall (belt) vibrations which
make the flow noisy. This LES approach has earlier been
validated by simulating turbulent Couette flow at Be of
5200 by comparing with experiments in [5].
In order to ease the implementation of LEM on LES
grid, the mid 78 percent of the grid is made uniform.
The simulations are stopped once the flame reaches the
boundaries of this uniform region. The capability" of lin-
ear eddy subgrid model in capturing thin flames is il-
lustrated in fig. 3. For comparison, starting with the
sameinitial conditions, LES is conducted using a finite
difference implementation of G-equation with turbulent
flame speed obtained using the Yakhot's model [1]. Nine
contours corresponding to nine equally spaced values of
G are shown in fig. 3. The finite difference implementa-
tion of chemistr.v is seen to thicken the flame front, thus,
reducing the gradients. This in turn causes a reduction
in flame speed. As was sought from the conclusions of
earlier LEM research [5], the linear eddy model (with the
new advection modeling approach) now propagates the
laminar flame on the supergrid at the correct flame speed
for both planar and spherical flames. This removes the
arbitrariness in advection algorithm [5] and the calibra-
tion procedure for diffusion/burning [7]. The turbulent
stirring becomes the only stochastic part of the approach
and the onb' arbitrariness is in prescribing Pr,.
The premixed flame propagation is simulated for val-
ues of u°/St : 1.0, 4.0 and 8.0. For all these cases, simu-
lations are conducted for three different values of prod-
uct temperatures (Tr). Tp/T! of 1.0, 4.0 and 7.0 are
used. So there are nine cases in the parameter space.
Since the flames are not stationary, one needs several re-
alizations of the flow at the same time after ignition for
statistical analysis. For each of the above cases, several
LES realizations (starting from different realizations of
non-reacting flow LES as initial conditions before ignit-
ing the flame) of the flow are simulated till the statistics
converge.
The temporal evolution of the flame structure is dis-
cussed first, followed by analysis of effects of increasing
relative (to S:) turbulent intensity. Since the cold flames
have been studied earlier, this analysis is done for flames
ill the presence of heat release. The effects of increasing
heat release are discussed later.
The local structure of the flame can be characterized
using the principle radii of curvature. These are com-
puted from the eigen values of the curvature tensor [22].
The ratio of smaller radius to the higher, is refered to
as the shape factor. It lies between -1 (corresponding
to a saddle point) and 1 (spherical shape). The value
of 0 corresponds to a cylindrical shape. The hydrody-
namic effects on the flame are mainly characterized by
two quantities, the tangential strain rate in the plane
of the flame and the flame stretch which is defined as
the rate of change of a Lagrangian flame surface at a
given location. Mathematical means of computing these
quantities can be found in [22]. The strain rate gives an
estimate of the hydrodynamic force acting in the plane
of the flame. The flame stretch determines tile rate at
which the flame is deforming with the effects of self prop-
agation included. Positive stretch indicates a tendenc,v
of the flame to replauarize thus reducing the curvature
and hence also the turbulent flame speed. In the limil
of a material surface (St = 0), the tangential strain rate
and the flame stretch are highly correlated. Probabil-
ity density functions (PDFs) of each of these local flame
properties are constructed in order to characterize the
gross nature of the flame. The strain rate and flame
stretch are non-dimensionalized using the Kolmogorov
time scale and the curvature is non-dimensionalized us-
ing the integral length scale (prescribed).
In fig. 4, the transition from a spherical to (locallv)
cylindrical nature of the flame is shown for the case of
u'/St of 8.0 and Tr/T.f of 7.0. When the fuel is ignited at
a point source, the initial growth is (globally) spherical.
With increasing time the effect of turbulence is realized
in terms of wrinkles that are characterized b.v increase in
shape factor PDF near c.vlindrical zone. Eventuall.v the
effect of mean velocity comes in and elongates the flame
and the turbulence wrinkles the flame front. This is il-
lustrated graphicali.v to a certian extent in fig. 5. Then
the flame becomes mostl.v cylindrical and finall.v, towards
the end of the simulation, some saddle nature is noticed.
This trend of PDF shifting towards the saddle zone from
mostly cylindrical nature (once the effect of turbulence
is fully realized) is also noticed as the shear laver evolves
spatially in [22]. In fig. 6 is shown tile evolution of
flame stretch PDF with time. The time here is non,
dimensionalized by the total time of the simulation (just
before the flame leaves the domain where LEM is im-
plemented). For an outward burning hot flame, the cur-
vature and volumetric dilatation (expansion) are always
positive leading to positive flame stretch. As the flame
expands, the curvature effect reduces and turbulence ef-
fect is felt more. In isotropic turbulence, the stretch is
nearly symmetric except that the self propagation contri-
bution skews the PDF slightly towards the positive side.
This skewness reduces with increasing u'/St and PDF
is very nearly symmetric for material surfaces [23]. The
flame is indeed found to transition towards this nature
gradually from it's initial state of fully positive stretch.
The simulations with Tr/T ! of 7.0 are analyzed to
study the effects of reducing St with same u' (increasing
u'/St). The tangential strain rate PDFs for three cases
of u'/Si are shown in fig. 7. Increasing the flame speed
causes tile negative curvature to decrease and positive
curvature (concave to the fuel side) to increase. Due to
positive volumetric dilatation on the burnt side, regions
of positive curvature experience high strain rates on the
surface. So the PDF is more skewed to the right for the
case of higher 5':. Alternately. as turbulence intensity
increases relative to S:. the nature of the flame tends
more towards that of a material surface thus reducing
the skewness. As noticed in earlier studies [22] involving
- spatial mixing layers, the mean curvature PDF (fig. 8)
--- is slightly shifted to the right (because of finite Sa) and
is found to be independent of u°/Sj. The flame stretch
(fig. g) is found to behave in much the same fashion
as the tangential strain rate because the curvature re-
mains unchanged. Because of slight positive skewness in
curvature PDF, it is easy to see from the expression for
_: flame stretch, that the fame stretch skewness is slightly
....... reduced as compared to flame strain rate.
The relative alignment of the flame normal with the
direction of most compressive strain rate (eigen vector
.... ; corresponding to the lowest eigen value of tile strain ten-
_-_==_ :SOt) is computed and plotted in fig. 10. Contrary to the
previous reports [24] of the PDF peak at an alignment
angle of 30° in shear driven flows, the peak is closer to 0°
indicating a tendency of the flame normal to align with
the compressive strain rate direction. This was observed
ill isotropic turbulence simulations earlier [24]. Two rea-
sons could perhaps be attributed for this behavior. First,
tile mean shear is very small in the core region and hence
the turbulence may be close to being locally isotropic.
Second. in the presence of heat release, the mean shear
effect may be insignificant because the flow is modified
drastically due to density changes. The volumetric di-
latation tries to accelarate the flame propagation thus
trying to compress the flame brush. In such cases, the
higher two eigenvalues are both most likely positive thus
making the tangential strain rate highly positive for high
heat release cases as noticed in fig. 7.
The effects of increasing heat release on the flame
structure are analyzed using cases with u'/Sj of 4.0. The
tangential strain rate is plotted, for the three values of
heat release under consideration, in fig. 11. As seen ear-
lier. the most compressive principle strain rate aligns
closely with the fame normal at most of the points.
The sum of the three principle strains is positive and
increases with increasing heat release. Since the strain
rate normal to tile flame is negative, it is very likely that
the two higher values of the principle strain rates are
positive leading to an overall positive strain rate in the
plane of the flame. Mean curvature {showzi in fig. 12)
is slightl.v biased towards the positive side: The likeli-
hood of regions on the flame with higher mean curvature
is found to increase with heat release. The heat release
causes faster flame growth due to dilatation but this ac-
celeration could dewrinkle the flame, thereby reducing
the local radii of curvature (increasing curvature). The
fame stretch is plotted in fig. 13 and is found to corre-
late well with the behavior of the tangential strain rate
since the curvature is nearly symmetric.
The turbulent propagation rate of the premixed
flames, while they are in the core region, is character-
ized against the turbulent intensity of the cold flow into
which the flame is propagating. The turbulent flame
speed predictions (experimental and theoretical) exhibit
a large amount of scatter. The key reason for this being
the fact that there may be parameters that are different
in various studies and, hence, comparing the results from
these to arrive at some definite conclusions cannot be
rationalized. Bradley et al. [25] in their survey of avail-
able of experimental results for characterizing turbulen_
flame speed against inflow turbulence, found it necessary
to consider the dimensionless Karlovitz stretch factor as
a relevant parameter. It is a measure of chemical time
against the eddy time and is given as [26]:
K = 0.157(_) R_"°s {7)
where Rl isthe turbulent Reynoldsnumber basedon the
integralengthscale.
The resultsreportedwerethereforeseparatedintodif-
ferentzonesdependingon the valueof thisparameter
timesthe Lewisnumber. They reportresultsthatfall
intotwo zones correspondingto mean valuesof lf.Le
valuesof0.1and 1.0witha scatterofabout 25 precent.
Some oftheseexperimentalresultsareplottedalongwith
the predictionsfrom thecurrentstudyin fig.14. The
valuesoftheabove mentionedparameterare0.01,0.15
and 0.46respectivelyforu'/Sivaluesof1.0,4.0and 7.0.
Alsoincludedarethebestfitlinestoexperimentalpre-
dictionsat K.Le of 0.1 and 1.0. Itisfound that the
coldflamefrontpropagationmatchesthe experimental
data ratherwell.However,the turbulentflamepropa-
gationisnmch fasterin caseswith heat release.The
compounded effectof two factorscouldbe the reason
for the observed increase with heat release. Flames that
are primarily convex (burning outwards from burnt side)
experience some amount of outward accelaration. The
countering effect would be that this increases the flame
stretch thus reducing the fame speed. Also, a wrinkled
exothermic propagating front generates some fluid dy-
namic diturbances which in turn change the flame prop-
agation speed. These disturbances (termed flame gener-
ated turbulence) add onto the incoming turbulence and
one can define an "effective turbulence intensity" [26}
that determines the flame structure. Leisenheimer and
Leuckel [27] were able to measure this effective intensity
in a premixed flame propagating radially. Radial sym-
metry (in their study) on an average allowed for decom-
position of the flow into an average field and turbulence.
There is no way of studying this phenomenon using an
arbitrary non-stationary flames and is left as an objec-
tive for future research.
The LEM approaches is being currently used to sim-
ulate turbulent premixed stagnation point flows. This
fame is stationary and also is two-dimensional on an
average. This presents one with opportunity to study,
statistically, several phenomena in turbulent combustion
at a lowered compututiona] expense. A 65x49x33 grid
is being used to simulate this flow on a domain that is
70mm x 200ram in wall normal and lateral directions.
The width in the third direction is set at 70mm. The
inflow velocity is 5.0m/s with 10.0 percent turbulence.
These parameters are being used with an aim of simu-
lating the flames studied in [27].
With the conditions being used, the turbulent flame
speed turns out to be about 4 times the laminar flame
speed (for S_ = u') which is unusually high. It is found
that this could be reduced by decreasing the frequency
of stirring (when put to zero, the LEM predicts the lam-
inar flame speed). The reason for stirring being higher
than required is that the subgrid kinetic energy that de-
termines the frequency, is probably not being predicted
correctly. The inflow subgrid is set at 0.1 times the tur-
bulence level rather arbitrarily and this may be in error.
The increased stirring rate in LES of stagnation point
flame is found to reduce the wrinkling of the flame on the
supergrid. Some 3-dimensional wrinkling is nevertheless
seen in fig. 15. Contours corresponding to G level of 0.5
are plotted for several locations along the homogeneous
direction, in fig. 16. Instantaneous burning is found to
occur in supergrid cells that are within two grid points
distance from the mean position of the flame. This in-
dicates that the LEM approach is able to capture the
flame brush in just a few grid prints.
5 Conclusions
In summary, it can be concluded that the modified ad-
vection algorithm overcomes the inadequacies noted in
earlier research. The linear eddy subgrid approach, in
the absence of turbulent stirring, is found to model lam-
inar flame propagation correctly. In the presence of stir-
ring (the only non-deterministic part of the approach).
it is found to also predict the turbulent flame speed
with fair amount of accuracy. The trends in evolution of
the spatial structure of the premixed flames are also in
agreement with experimental and DNS predictions. The
present approach is however limited by the G equation
and the corresponding state equation for temperature.
The LEM needs to be extended to flames involving real
chemical kinetics in order to account for effects of ther-
modiffusive mechanisms. Also intended for future re-
search is the subject of flame generated turbulence. The
preliminary results from LES of premixed flames in stag-
nation point flames are found to be quite encouraging. In
fact, this problem could provide the platform necessary
for studying flame generated turbulence.
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Abstra 
Turbulent premixed combustion, while of increased
practical importance, is still not fully undemood. A
serious barrier to further progress in this area lies in
the fact that at the high Ro'nolds numbers encountered
in most turbulent reacting flows the Kolmogorov scale
is too small to resolve experimentally. When tests at
lower Reynolds number are run, the effects of buoyancy
become important. In the present study the effect of
buoyancy is removed from a turbulent Couette flow by
testing it under conditions of microgravity. In the work
reported here the velocity field of the cold flow under
normal gravity forces w_.s fully characterized. The
feasibility of using acetone planar laser induced
fluorescence to measure turbulent passive scalar
diffusion was confirmed. It v,_ determined that the
full range of turbulence scales could be observed
experimentally for Re)molds numbers of interest in
subsequent combustion studies.
Introduction
Recently there has been a rising interest in premixed
combustion because of the ability to control local
temperatures, which leads to reductions in NO_
emissions. Practical premixed combu._ors are
turbulent, however, and there are still a number of
unresolved issues related to turbulent premixed
combustion. This means that these types of reacting
flows are not accurately predictable 1. The overall
objective of this study is to increase our understanding
of turbulent premixed flames by characterizing their
behavior. Particular attention will be paid to flame
speeds, flame wrinkles, and flame thickness. This
experimental study is beingcarriedout in parallel with
a computational study by Menon and Chakravaxthy2.
A number of important factors have to be considered
when stutbing turbulent reacting flows. First of all it
is important to have access to all the scales involved
from L, the integral length scale, to r/, the Kolmogorov
1
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scale.Theirmagnituteschange,relativetoeachother,
gith ReL by the relation
L / r] = (Rez)TM (l)
This implies that for a given L, which is the case in
most experimental flog' fields, low Reynolds numbers
ensure relatively large Kolmogorov scales, making
them easier to measure. However, turbulence in
practical devices is usually associated with high
Reynolds numbers. An additional problem is
encountered when tr)ing to simulate a high P,_'nolds
number reacting flow by a /low with low Reynolds
number. At high Reynolds numbers large scale
turbulent stresses are responsible for momentum
transport. These stresses, hog_er, can be
ove_'helmed by buoyancy forces m lower Reynolds
number flows.
To remove the effect of buoyancy in a low Reynolds
number turbulent reacting flog' field a microgravity
environment is required. As stated by King_
microgravity has numerous benefits in combustion
science including, but not limited to: increased scalar
resolution by allowing the use of larger scales, truly
one dimensional geometries, or at least geometries not
deformed by buoyancy, and more uniform flames, since
buoyancy is temperature dependent, and thus affects
different areas of the fiarae differently. This enables a
more accurate study of the combustion processes,
which leads to an increased understanding of turbulent
combustion.
A Couette flow configuration was selected to generate
a turbulent flog' at relatively low Reynolds numbers for
this study. A Couette flow is a classical shear layer
flog' produced between two parallel plates moving in
opposite directions each at a fixed velocity U,,,:s. This
flog, has the benefit that the shear stress is constant
though-out the cross-section, and that the intensity of
turbulent fluctuation is constant for most of the cross-
f,ection. Due to these and other characteristics, Couette
flog' has been widely studied over the years4"s'_'_.In
addition, such a flow can be generated in the confined
space available in the drop tower facility described
below.
The NASA Lewis 2.2 Second Drop tower was chosen
as the site of the microgravity experiments. This
facility allows a 40.64cm by 96.52cm by 83.82cm
experimental rig to experience 2.2 seconds of ~ 10"4g
followed by 0.2 sec deceleration (at 15 to 30 g). Due to
the spatial and temporal restriction imposed by this
experimental facility s the diagnostic techniques of
choice, like laser Doppler velocimeuy (LDV), cannot
be used to stud), the flog' field. To interpret the results
from more basic diagnostic techniques, like OH
fluorescence and Schlieren imaging, it is essential to
fully understand the non-reacting flow field. Two
techniques were used to date to characterize the non-
reacting flow field. The velocity and shear flog' field
was mapped for different flow conditions using LDV.
In addition turbulent diffusion of passive species are
being visualized using acetone planar laser induced
fluorescence (PLIF). This technique is used to measure
the scales of the flow so as to determine the required
resolution for future combustion visualization
techniques. This paper will repon the results of the
cold flow study, and discuss the resulting requirements
for the combustion experiments.
]_,xperimental Facility
The experimental device used in this study is shown in
Fig. 1. The device consists of a continuos Mylar belt
which provides the "two parallel plates" moving in
opposite directions. The belt runs over a series of
rollers, two of which drive the belt while four are used
®/
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Figure 1- Current setup of the experimental device.
Call-outs described in the text.
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to adjust the spacing in the test section It is driven by
an adjustable DC motor @ connected to the drive roller
by a setof pulleysand a v-belt _. The rotationalspeed
of the motor is sensed by a magnetic proximity sensor
®. Knowing the pulley ratio and the roller diameter,
the speed of the belt can easily be. determined. To
prevent belt walking and to ease the insertion of a new
belt, a gt of tensioning ,¢cre_ ¢_ help position the far
roller. The Reynolds number for the device, Re,, can
be changed by either changing the speed of the belt,
Ub,i,. or by changing the belt spacing, h. The device is
surrounded by a Plexiglas box to prevent any external
influence on the flow without disturbing optical access
to the experiment.
Because of the restrictions of the drop tower the device
used in rids stud)' had to be more compact than those
used in other Couette flow studies. A survey by Aydin
et al. 4 shows that the current device has the smallest
gap spacing, 2.54cm versus 3 to 12cm, the smallest
length to gap ratio, 14 versus 30 to 158, and one of the
smallest width to gap ratio, 12 versus 7 to 28, of air
Couette devices. In addition, the current device
operates in a closed loop, i.e. turbulent fiow is forced to
reenter the test section. Most other studies were
carried in devices which, in essence, transition the flow
from laminar to turbulent. As a result the fiow field
generated by the d_'ice developed for this stud), had to
be extensively studied and the extent to which it
deviates from an ideal Couette floss, had to be
documented.
The velocity flow field ,_ mapped with a TSI 9100-7
two component laser Doppler velocimeter, which uses
the 514.5nm and 488nm wavelengths of an 5 _:att At"
laser. After going through an expander and focusing
using a 14ram aperture lens, with a 750mm focus, the
probe volume was 0.13ram in diameter and 1.3mm
long. The system was used in back scatteTmode. The
output signals were analyzed by a TSI IFA656 digital
burst correlator, which can cope with lower signal to
noise ratios than a traditional counter. One beam of
each pair was frequency shifted by a Bragg cell to
allow for measurement of negative velocities. Big
centra] glass windows _ were installed in the
enclosure because it was soon discovered that the
Plex/glas box absorbs too much light, and thus renders
the scattered signal too faint. In order to avoid cutting
off"one of the two beams used to measure the velocity
component norw,a] to the belt the device was dight]y
tilted. The tilt angle was measured by plain geometry,
using a HeNe laser as a pointer. Sub-micron TiO2
particles were used to seed the flow. After passing
though a fluidized bed, TiO: laden air is inserted into
the devicethrougha tube ®, which producesa cloud of
reed around the moving belts that is then entrained
into the Couette floss'.This eliminatesthe possibility of
biasing the data with artificial seeding velocities.
FIND sofh_are, from TSI, _ then usedto statistically
processthe 50,000 samplesobtained at each location.
Data was velocity bias corrected according to the
algorithmprovidedin FIND.
As discussed below early velocity data showed that the
fiow field between the belt is two dimensional.
However a spectral analysis of the velocity data showed
that the belt was vibrating. The vibrations were
minimized by adding plates ¢Don the outside of the
belt.
Acetone PLW is performed using a tunable Lambda
Physik excimer laser runn/ng with KrF, to produce a
laser pulse at a wavelength of 248nm. The beam is
used to create a sheet which enteres through the quartz
window ®. It penetrates in-between the Mylar sheets
through a cut in the frame ®, and is turned by a mirror
®, to run along the mean floss' direction. A micro-tube
0.254mm in diameter and with a hole cut in its side, is
positioned perpendicular to the floss'. Liquid acetone is
introduced through the tube into the center of the flow.
Here a droplet of acetone stays suspended in the floss'
while it vaporizes. When the excimer beam encounters
the acetone vapor the latter fluoresces broadband in the
blue (350-550nm), with peaks at 445nm and 480rim
The fluorescence is tracked with a Princeton
l_J'uments Inc. intensified camera with a resolution of
384x576 pixels. At this resolution the camera can
operate at a rate of two frames per second. The rate
can be increased by decreasing the resolution, yielding
10 frames per seconds with a resolution of 192x288
pixels, and 20 frames per second with a resolution of
96xl 44 pixels.
A 55ram macro glass lens is used on the camera in
order to absorb any s_,attered UV light from the beam.
Images are background corrected to remove noise
created by fluorescence due to UV scattering off parts
of the device. This fluorescence is very prominent close
to the belt and close to the needle. Therefore, these
regions are not imaged.
Vel_ity Field Maoving
Figure 2 shows the velocity distribution and, therefore
the two dimentionality of the flow. The z/w = 0
3
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Figure 2 - Velocity distribution sbowi•g two
dimesJonali_ of tbe flow. This test was performed at
the beginning of" the project at • Re, ,- 2100.
location corresponds to the edge of the belt. It cast be
seen that the velocity profile is constant for z/w up to
0.04, which corresponds to 1.2cm, from this edge.
This yields a usable, two-dimensional test area that is
28.0cm wide. As a result most velocity data were
obtained 2cm off-center, which gave better optical
8C_SS.
Figure 3 shows the velocity distribution across the flow
field. Careful inspection of this plot shows that the
velocity profile is not totally symmetric. The U
component of velocity should go through zero at y/h =
0.5, but in reality it does so at y/h = 0.45. It was
hypothesized that this was due to an asymmetry in the
end regions where the driving rollers are located. To
prove this the motor was set in reverse and, as
expected, the crossing moved to y/h - 0.55. This
feature does not seem to have any affect on the rms
velocity as seen in Fig. 4, and as long as it is kept in
mind while analyzing the combustion data, it is not
deemed to be a problem.
As mentioned in the experimental section, there was a
slight fluttering of the belt during early testing. This
flutter was not visible to the naked eye, but was
detected by f_quency analysis of the velocity spectrum.
A non-excited frequency spectrum should decay
smoothly. The excited frequency spectrum that v,_s
en_untered had peaks in the 100 Hz region, as shown
in Fig. 5. A microphone was placed in the flow to
check whether corresponding pressure oscillations
O.S- % • .., • , - ........... '
10 _
.1 ', ........... i ............
0 0.2 0.4 Fib 0.6 0.8
,o 1o _o
Figure 3- Velocity distribution across ,be flow ORe, ,, " -" ' F'mqu"ncy iHz) "-"
10,091, o Re, = 4,366.
F
 o,io,o.oo.ooooo1
/
% .... o" o" .... o'e ..... o'. , . , . .
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Figure 4 - Turbulent velocity fluctuatio• distribution Figure 6 - Frequency spectrum for worst case with plates.
across the flow: ere, - 10,091, o Rea = 4,366.
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were encountered at thal frequent', and the), were. so
These oscillation were increasing the turbulence
intensity, but their frequency was depcndenl on the belt 2s
tension, which could not be accurately measured or 20
reproduced Thus this situation was deemed
unacceptable. With the plates in position the _ Is
fiuauauon were almost stopped completely. Figure 6
show_ the worn case encountered where the 1o
oscillations re:re not fully damped.
5
0
To discuss the results further the following quantities
have to be introducod. The shear mess ru is given by
T4_
The first term represents the viscous stresses and the
second represents the Reynolds stresses. In a pure
Couette flog' the shear stress is constant; though the
Re)'nolds stresses arc mainly concentrated in the center
of the flow, and the viscous stresses are mainly present
near the wall. Another useful quantity is the shear
velocity U" _.s
u" = (3)
*|2.S
The velocity and positions in the flow field are _.: 2
common])' non-dimesionalized as follows: _,.s
U V
u*=_ v+=_ (4) ,
U" U"
u,., v,:,, v,,., (5) o.s
U:,, = U---c- = U'--;- o
y+ = yU.._:" (6)
V
Figure 7 shows U* as a function of f. The data
clearly show the expected behavior for a wall bounded
shear flow. The flow can be divided into two
regions '°, the viscoussublayer_+<5), and the inertial
sublayer(30<y+<lO00). The flow correlateswellwith m.s
the linear behavior at the wall in the viscous sublayer, s
The logarithmic behavior in the inertia] sublayer is
also dearly present. However the data at different ,,÷2.s
Reynolds numbers do not exacUy collapse into one _g 2
single line when non dimesionalized, as predicted by "_ _.s
theory and seen by others. This is probably due to the
smaller dimensions and re-circulating nature of the m
present device. 0.5
0
Figure 8 shows U,./and V._,* m functions of non-
dimensional distance fi'om the belt. As expected,
U,., + has a turbulence peak close to the wall before it
reaches a uniform distribution in the core, and V_,+
gradually increases to a uniform distribution in the
COre.
, . . , ..... • .... ._.
10 100 1000
y_
Figure 7 - Non-dimensionelized mean flow velocities and
their curve fits: ORe, = 10,091, o Re, - 4,366, -'" Y*"
U*, - /7" -5.4+ 3.41nY* and "" Lr'-3.9+ 3.31nF* for
present study; -- ff-S.2+ 2.5S!n)'* for El Telbiny
aft; -.- ff-5.6+ 2.431n1: for Robertson _t a_; and
U'=_.S+ 2.51nY* for Aydin a d'.
4
O
10 100
y÷
Figure 8 - Non- dimensionslized turbulent velocity
fluctuation for present study: ORe, - 10,091, o Re, =
4_,
4
/,.'
. ._i ., .... - - --
10 100 1000
Y÷
Figure 9 - Non-dimensionalized turbulent velocity
fluoctuatJon: -'- Aydin a _", -- Clark 9, ""E! Telbany ef d'
Figure 9 shows how velocity fluctuations vary -- Hussain _ at _, -" Robertson a _', -- present study.
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Figure I0 - Non-dimensionallzed Reynolds stresses for
present stud)-. : ORe, - 10,091,snd o Re, = 4,.366.
for different de_ices. Except for Clark's device, which
_ actually not a Couette, but a channel flow, it would
seem that the flow in this de_ice is more turbulent than
those in other devices. This feature is also seen by
looking at the Reynolds stresses.
It is convention to non-dimensionalize Reynolds
stresses by U"2. Inspection of Equations(2) and (3),
and the velocity profile, shows that in theory the non-
dimensional Re3molds stress should level out at a value
of 1. Figure 10 shows that in this flow' the turbulent
stresses are higher then expected in a pure Couette
flow. This is an advantage in this case since higher
turbulence is produced at lower Reynolds numbers. In
addition, a peak in Reynolds stress near the wall is
seen at the higher ReTnoids number. Such a peak has
not been reported anywhere in the literature.
A _y of quantifying the shear stresses is by meas_ng
the coefl3cienl of friction.
% (7)
U tmll
In general the coefficient of friction is more
meaningful at the wall, and thus usually represents the
viscous stresses. Since in pure Couette flow there is a
uniform shear, the coeflScient of friction measured at
the center is supposed to yield the same approximate
answer as the coe_cient of friction measu.,_ at the
wall. Figure 11 shows the coefficient of fl'iction
measured in this device compared to those in previous
investigated Couette flows. C/ calculated from the
center measurements of shear stress for this flow field
are higher than the ones calculated at the wall. This is
due to the higher than expected Reynolds stresses.
Deviations from more ideal Couette flow' are, once
again, probably due to the recirculatJng nature of the
flow in this compaa device.
A parallel computational study of this flow assumes the
existence of an inertial range in which the flow follow
the k"s°law. The experimentalvalidationof this
assumptionrequiresthe determinationof a wave
number spectra for this flow. Since LDV
measurements are single point, _ave number spectra
can only be obtained from frequency spectra using
Taylor's hypothesis u. One of the criteria for Taylor's
hypothesis to hold is that U/U,,,>>I. Th/s is clearly
not the case, in what can be considered the inertial
range of this device. However, it might still be
interesting to examine the wavelength spectra to obtain
some qualitative information, while keeping in mind
theassumptionsmade incalculatingthespectra.
001
0,008
0.006
0004
O002
0
I00
0
....... ! . , ,, i ..! . , . .....
Figure 11 - Coefficient of Friction: + Couette in
water y, X Couette in air y, A Robertson in air (center) y,
V Robertson in air (wall)Y, O Robertson and Johnson
in air 7, • present study in sir (wall), and o present
study in air (center).
Following Taylor's hypothesis a wave number can be
defined as followsg:
t, = 2# (s)
U
The absolute value of spectral density in wave number
space is given as:
f (f) (9)
#'. = U"
If one now plots _,, versus t_y, where y is the position
from the g_tll, one can look at spectra for different
regions in the flow and note which ones follow the k_
law.
Figure 12 shows _,,,(k 0 and _.=(k:) versus ky for
different regions in the flow'. These velocity spectra are
for the case of Reh=10,091. The U, and V spectra for
6
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Figure 13 - Wave number spectral analysis: -- 46_, (kj)
-- (*J),-.
the if= 207 location follow the inertial layer law, but
those for the y* = 10.5 location do not. As a matter of
fact the inertial behaxior can only be seen in spectra for
the y" > 60 locations, which correspond to the region
of constant U,,_. Thus the assumption of the existence
of an inertial layer necessary for the parallel
computational study is valid in the region of interest.
Vi_a01ization 0f T_'_ulent Diffusion
The hypodermic needle carrying the acetone drop was
placed below the centerline where the flog' runs from
right to left. The fluorescence of the acetone in the
region to the left of the needle w_ recorded. Flow in
the lower half of the picture is expected to be acetone
laden, while flow in the upper half of the picture is
expected to be free of acetone. Figure 13 shows a
snapshot of the resulting turbulent diffusion process.
The light marking correspond to the presence of
acetone. As expected high concentration of acetone is
seen in the lower half of the image. Some large scales
structures can be seen in this picture. It is not certain
whether these are Couette flow structures or whether
voices are shed off the acetone supply line. The
Reynolds number based on the diameter of the needle
is of the order of 10, thus it is safe to assume that the
needle does not produce structures. However the
Reynolds number associated with the droplet is of the
order of 150, thus making it very possible for it to shed
vortices.
For the feasibility study reported here, the fluorescence
measurements of acetone were carried out under steady
conditions. In order to better determine the influence
of turbulent passive scalar diffusion processes, it will
be necessary to observe the leading edge of the acetone
as it begins to diffuse into the flow. This will require a
higher framing rate and a more sophisticated timing of
the injector and camera, which are under preparation.
However, the test reported here did show that it is
possible to visualize diffusion in this flow using
acetone PLIF.
C._nsidfr_tio_ on the Rcs01p_on of Scales
One of the premises of this study was the need to have
access to a wide range of scales, to allow a better
understanding of the turbulent combustion process. It
is, therefore, important to consider the ability of the
cold flow study to resolve these scales. As mentioned
in the introdu_on L, the integral length scale, can be
approximated as the significant length scale in the
flow,which inthiscaseisthe beltspacing,h, and
equals 25.4mm. The Kolmogorov scale, r/, can be
calculated from Equation (1) where the Reynolds
number is determined from the turbulent velocities
measured in the core of the flow. They were found to
be 0.23ram for the Reh " 4,366 case and 0.13ram for
theReh = 10,091 case.
_0nsiderati0n,s for LDV: The integral length
scale can definitively be resolved by measuring full
traverses with the LDV. The Kolmogomv scale, on the
other hand needs to be more carefully considered. The
seed particle size is sub-micron, much smaller than r/,
while the LDV probe volume is of the order of the r/.
This implies that the scale can just be spacially
resolved during two point correlation measurements.
However smaller scales may be temporally resolved.
Since the scales are moving, residence time inside the
probe volume is a more accurate measurement of gale
resolution.The velocitTof thescalecan be estimated
by usingthe relationbetweenKolmogorov velocity
scaleand themagnitudeofturbulentvelocity:
u'Iv = (Real/' (10)
k_ _ .,
'_._.x ....:-._
ml_ m
Figure 12 - Picture of acetone PLIF signal. ]'be light
regions correspond to the presence of acetone in the flow.
To the right of the picture is acetone injection system
The arrows correspond to direction tbe belt Jsmoving in.
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Based on the probe volume dimensions and Equation
(10) a residence time and, therefore, a frequency can be
calculatedto be 590Hz for the Reh= 4,366 case and
1,030Hz for the Reh = 10,091 case. This meansthat
the data rate for the LDV should be grater than
2,060Hz to resolve Kolmogorov scales temporally.
Because of the high noise levels in the system, this is
difficult to achieve. It thus requires considerable
attention to alignment and u_eding to obtain
information on the smallest reales in the flow.
Consideration for PLW: Again the integral
length scale can be resolved without a problem. On the
other hand, the full resolution of the camera combined
with the macro lens used yields a pixel dimension of
0.05 mm squared. This results in approximately 3 x 3
pixels per Kolmogorov scale, for Bet = 10,091, and 5 x
5 pixels per Kolmogorov scale for Bet " 4,366.
Decreased resolution to achieve higher frame rates
would of course decrease these estimates. However,
reduced areas of interest can be viewed with higher
magnification lenses, which would increase the
resolution significantly.
investigated Couette flows. However, turbulence levels
and associated shear stresses were higher. "Ttus is
probably due to the confined re-circulation zone
reintroducing turbulence into the test section.
The feasibility of measuringturbulent scalar diffusion
in the Couette flow gas confirmed by suspending
dropletsofacetoneand visualizingtheiracetonevapor
as itdiffusesin the flow by planarlaserinduced
fluorescence. Turbulence scales were compared with
the spatial and temporal resolution of the experimental
techniques and it was determined that for Reynolds
numbers of about 10,000 structures down to the
Kolmogorov scale could be resolved.
This Research g_ sponsored by a grant (No. NAG 3-
1610) from the NASA Lewis Research Center,. The
authors wish to recognize the support provided by the
of the Aerospace Combustion Laboratory at
Georgia Tech, by Dr. J. Scitzman, and by Dr. P.K.
Yeung.
Coml_usti0nConsiderations
The wrinkledness of a turbulent premixed flame 1.
depends upon the ratio between the turbulent velocity
fluctuation and the laminar flame speed. In the Ret =
10,091 flow the core has a U,_ of 0.75 m/see, which is 2.
4 times bigger than the laminar flame speed for lean
limit methane air combustion. Since this Reynolds
number also lies at the limit of the Kolmogorov scale
resolution, most test gill be carried out under this flow
regime. 3.
Conclusions
A facilityin which Couettelike,non-reactingand
reactingflowscouldbe generatedina microgravity 4.
environmentwas designedand built.To fitintothe
NASA Lewis drop tower the device has to be very
compact. This means that edge effects and flow re-
circulation were expected to affect the flow. 5.
The flog' field gas thoroughly investigated using laser
Doppler velocimetry. The flow was found to be largely
two dimensionalwith constant turbulence intensities
near the core. Slight flow asymmetries are introduced
by the non symmetric re-circulation of the fluid outside
the test region. Belt flutter problems were remedied by
adding a pair of guide plates to the belt. In general the
flow field was found to be quite similar to previously
.
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kbstract
.arge eddy simulations in a wall bounded domain are con-
lucted in order to study the kinematic structure of pre-
nixed turbulent flame. The linear eddy model presents
L prospect of isolating the effects of each of the physical
nechanisms that underly turbulent combustion. In the
)resent study, we investigate the flame structure in the ab-
,ence ofthermodyamic effects such as heat release using this
node] and compare the results to predictions arrived at us-
ng Yakhot's mode]. The momentum transport is modeled
ising an eddy viscosity approach based on the dynamic sub-
_rid kinetic energy equation. The LEM approach is found
o be fairly accurate in non-homogeneous shear flows such
Lsthe Couette flow. It is found that the effects of turbulence
m the flame geometry" are modeled well using this approach.
['he model however, needs to modified for the limiting case
ff near laminar propagation in regions of space with little
)r no turbulence.
t Introduction
['hemain goal of largeeddy simulation (LES) isto simu-
ate the large scalestructureof the flow by accountingfor
he small scaleeffectsusing a model. Dissipationofkinetic
,nergyisthe only physicalphenomenon of importance in
ion-reactingflows that occurs at small scales.Separating
hese small scalesand the largescales(of the sizeof the
haracteristicgeometric length in the flow) isthe inertial
ange which actspurely as an energy cascade forsupplying
:ineticenergy to the small scalesfrom the largescales.The
_earuniversalbehavior of the inertialrange along with the
_ssumption of localisotropyin thisrange have been used
o model turbulent flowsusing the eddy viscosityassump-
t Associate Professor, Senior Member, AIAA.
! Graduate Research Assistant.
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tion. However, modeling of these small scale effects in scalar
mixing/reactions is more complicated than in momentum
transport, posing a bigger challenge in the field of contin-
uum studies. There are various forms of scalar spectrum in
the inertial and dissipative ranges depending on the local
Schmidt number (or Prandtl number). Similar parameter-
ization of scalar mixing using an eddy diffusivity, however,
often seems to fail especially if the scalar is not passive. If
the fluid is reacting, there are phenomena like the molecular
mixing and chemical reactions occuring at smallest of the
scales (Kolmogorov and Batchelor scales). These need to
be adequately modeled within the constraints of available
computational resources.
Computational approaches in mixing studies, in most
cases, can be classified into two groups: moment methods
and the probability density function(PDF) methods. In mo-
ment methods, the flow variables are decomposed into mean
and fluctuating components. The numerical procedure in-
volves solving for the mean values and a few lower moments
(correlations) of chemical and fluid dynamic quantities. A
comprehensive account on this method can be found in
Refill (Patterson, 1981). In the PDF approach, the ob-
jective is to arrive at the PDF of the chemical quantities.
This approach is outlined in Bef[2](Pope, 1985).
In moment methods, the reaction rate terms and the tur-
bulent stirring term need to be modeled. Because of the
nonlinearity of the reaction rate term, one needs a good
global mechanism to cut down on the cost. Fast kinet-
ics (infinite rate) further allow for reasonable approxima-
tions which seem to be valid for some hydrocarbon reac-
tions. The turbulent fluxesare modeled using a gradient
diffusionassumption. The turbulent diffusivityisobtained
using passive scalartransport theories,which do not ac-
count for thermodynamic effectslikeheat release.Hence,
the gradientdiffusionassumption, while adequate for pas-
sivescalartransport,failsin case of reactingflows. Fur-
thermore, in many practicalengineeringsystems, combus-
tion takes place in a regime of parameter space calledthe
corrugated flamelet zone. In this region of parameter space,
the flame is _'rinkled b.v turbulence but the local burning is
laminar. The turbulent flame is an ensemble of local lami-
nar flamelets whose size spans over several decades of length
scales. Hence, there are reaction zones float occur with char-
acteristic length scales extending to such small values that
molecular diffusion becomes very significant. The molecu-
lar diffusion is what causes the local laminar propagation.
However, in the moment methods, the effects of molecular
diffusion cannot be captured adequately. Further, the mo-
ments chosen that are used to characterize the chemistry
in a flow field are arbitrary. It cannot be based on numer-
ical values of these moments because some moments, while
insignificant in terms of quantities, need to be predicted
accuratel.v (eg. A'O_ emissions ).
In PDF methods, the solution is arrived at, in either of
the two ways: evoh'e a PDF in time using a d.vnamic equa-
tion or assume a specific form for the PDF in terms of a few
parameters and predict their values by modeling. The as-
sumed PDF method was extended for LES by Frankel et al.
(1993). Gao and O'Brien (1993) suggest solving the PDF
evolution equation (Pope 1990) for LES. Their work is far
from complete and needs further development. The PDF
methods have one main advantage that the chemical reac-
tion term is closed. Molecular diffusion needs to be mod-
eled and is usually done using variants of the coalescence-
dispersion models. This aspect is the subject of ongoing
research and at the present day greatly limits the capabil-
ity of the PDF models.
When the reaction system is dominated by one physi-
cal phenomenon, there are several models that work well.
Yakhot's model[6], Fractal models[7](for premixed com-
bustion with low or no heat release) that concentrate on
the kinematic structure of the flame and characterize the
model in terms of incoming turbulence, Fureby and Moller
model[8] which uses the turbulent reaction rate based on lo-
cal turbulent and chemical time scales, are a few examples.
Such models are far from representing the correct physics
in man)" cases and are approaches suitable for case based
model development studies.
A field equation for interface propagation [9] called the G-
equation is used in this scalar transport study. This model
was used earlier by several researchers to study the struc-
ture of a self propagating front in unsteady flow fields [9].
When the self-propagation speed is set equal to the laminar
flame speed, any level surface of this scalar in space could
be considered a cold flame. The primary advantage of the
G-equation approach is the explicit inclusion of the flame
speed in the equation, thereby avoiding the need for solving
the finite rate kinetics in multiple scalar equation.
Using the G-equation as representative of all the chem-
istry, the kinematic structure of premixed flames in a wall
bounded shear flow is investigated. A linear eddy model [18]
is used to model the subgrid combustion related processes
and a subgrid kinetic energy equation model with dynamic
evaluation of the model coefficients is used as the subgrid
model for momentum transport. A turbulent Couette flow
is chosen for the present stud)', because it has a wide core
region with near constant values of rms velocit)" fluctua-
tions. The turbulent intensity is then nearly constant in
this region and when the flames are contained in here, the
near constant value of the turbulence intensity can be used
as a reference value for characterization of the results. All
level G-surfaces enclosed fully in this region are considered
to be flames and this gives several realizations of the flame
to collect statistics over. The linear eddy model(LEM) is
capable of accounting for the thermodynamic effects such as
volumetric dilatation, viscosity variation with temperature
etc. Heat release and finite rate chemical kinetics can be
accounted for in this subgrid model in a deterministic way
which makes stochastic part of the algorithm more crucial.
So, we choose to investigate the LE.M predictions of the
kinematic structure of the flame using cold chemist)" model.
The results are compared to predictions from conventional
LES using the Yakhot's model (which is known to predict
reasonably correct values of the turbulent flame speed for
between 1 and 10). ttere, u' is the turbulent intensity
and St is the laminar flame speed.
An outline of the numerical and the LES model method
are provided in section 2 and section 3 respectively. The
linear eddy model is formulated in section 4. In section 5
are discussed the results from this stud)" and the possible
directions for future research are proposed.
2 Numerical method
The Navier-Stokes equations, on convolution with a spatial
filter, reduce to the following set of LES equations.
=o (z)
d-T= + +
where the overbar indicates a filtered variable, rq =
(U_ U¢ - [r;uj) is the subgrid stress. For a closed set of
_,,i-: _i_. _ :
quations , one needs to approximate the subgrid stresses
ising a model. The velocity variations in the scales below
he characteristic filter width A are unresoh'ed in a LES.
)ue to the nonlinear nature of the Navier-Stokes equations,
hese small scale fluctuations effect the large scale motions.
['his effect comes from the subgrid stress, which in the
,resent study is approximated as nj -- -_K6,., + 2ut_TU,
- '-.]there S,j = ½ + _t. is the resolved strain ten-
or. vt is subgrid eddy viscosity (to be defined later) and
i = -½(U, [:_ - U,U,) is the subgrid kinetic energy. Fil-
ered variables are also called supergrid variables because
hey carry information about a variables at all length scales
bore the filter width (grid spacing). The model equations
or the subgrid kinetic energy and the eddy viscosity are
,resented in the next section. The equations are discretized
,n a non-staggered grid (with spacing corresponding to the
haracteristic filter width A) and numerically integrated us-
ag a two step semi-implicit fractional step method. In this
nethod, all of the primitive variables are defined at the grid
,oints.The well known checker board type oscillations oc-
ur in velocity field due velocity-pressure decoupling when
,ne uses central finite difference schemes for approximating
he spatial derivatives. Use of QUICK scheme for caicu-
ation of velocity gradients that arise in the source term
,f the elliptic equation for pressure is found to effectively
ouple the velocity and pressure fields thus removing these
,scillations [10]. The convective terms are computed using
•third-order upwind biased finite difference approximation
_'hile ,.he viscous terms are computed using a fourth-order
entra] difference approximation. The Poisson equation is
oh'ed numerically using a second order accurate elliptic
olver that uses a four-level multigrid scheme to converge
he solution. The finite difference equations are integrated
n time using a second order scheme.
The G-equation discussed earlier, has the following form.
OG OG
.nd G lies between two constant values. When using
fakhot's model for LES, the advection velocity in the above
quation if replaced by filtered velocity and the laminar
lame speed by the turbulent flame speed. The Renormal-
zation Group theory [Yakhot,1988] provides the following
xpression for the turbulent flame speed ut.
tQ ILt2
_.here u_ here, is the rms of (incoming) subgrid velocity
field (can be estimated using the subgrid kinetic energy).
The numerical scheme used to calculate the gradient in the
propagation term ofeq.(3) is biased in the direction of max-
imum gradient.
3 LES Model
A K-equation model with dynamic evaluation of the model
coefficients based on the Germano's filtering approach [11],
is used as the subgrid model. The advantage of this model is
that it solves a single scalar equation for the subgrid kinetic
energy which characterizes the velocity scale of subgrid tur-
bulence. This velocity scale along with the length scale (grid
spacing or the filter width) provides a subgrid timescale
representing the non-equilibrium relaxation of the subgrid
scales. This is one level higher (in the direction of develop-
ing non-equilibrium models) than the equilibrium models
(algebraic or the zero equation models), wherein the pro-
duction and dissipation of the subgrid kinetic energy are
assumed to balance instantaneously.
Menon and Kim [11] recently suggested a dynamic mod-
eling approach using the K-equation. Only an outline of the
model is provided here, since a more comprehensive descrip-
tion, including the implementation issues, can be found in
Ref.11. The eddy viscosity and subgrid dissipation in phys-
ical space, for a characteristic filter width A, are given as
follows.
v, = C_I,'_A, (5)
e'g' = C,_- (6)
For the transport term, a gradient diffusion model based
on eddy diffusivity model (with unit eddy Prandtl number)
has been proposed and studied by Menon and Kim. This
approximation was found to adequately model the transport
terms. Hence this is used in a similar form in this study.
The dynamic equation for K can now be written as:
[OK OK O_ c,o, O v,_ (7)i -
C_ and C_ are the model constants that need to be speci-
fied. The_e constants, however, are not universal and differ
with flow fields in general. This suggests that these con-
stants also depend on the local (supergrid) structure of the
flog' field. It is, then appropriate to refer to them as coeffi-
cients rather than constants. A dynamic approach is applied
here to evaluale these coefficients, thus removing the arbi-
trariness in prescribing these coefficients. Tile approach is
based on the concept of subgrid stress similarity supported
by experiments in jets (Liu et al. [12]). In this approach, a
test fiher(similar to the LES filter) of characteristic width
2..X is defined and the corresponding filtered velocity field
is denoted by U,. This new velocity field is obtained by
convolution of the LES filtered velocity with the test filter.
': _ 'l'he subgrid stress corresponding to the scales in between
_ the grid filter width and the test filter width can be written
as [11]:
to = v_ u_- u_ U_ (8)
and the corresponding dissipation is defined as
!_.... : e=(v+v,) az, az.i az, Ozs (9)
i_ -Assuming stress similarity and the present model to be
valid for length scales between A and 2A (which imposes
a further restriction that the test filter width is also in the
.... inertial range of length scales), fi,i and e can be written as
[ollows.
2-
t,, = + (lo1
and
e=C T,']
,_-, (II)
_'here h" = -½_ii and _ is the eddy viscosity corresponding
:o the test filter of width 2A and is given by C_h'½(2A).
From eq.(ll), the value of Cc can be evaluated. There are,
aowever, six equations represented by eq.(10) using which
ff_ could be evaluated. This is a over-determined system
: _f equations and in the present formulation, is solved using
east-squares technique. These coefficients are then used for
-:..... waluation of eddy viscosity and to advance the dynamic
._quation for K in time, thus achieving complete closure.
Now, the turbulent flame speed needed for subgrid clo-
;ure of G-equation is computed using eq.(4). The value of
/ needed in this equation is computed using the subgrid
dnetic energy.
t Linear Eddy subgrid model
_, subgrid model should be able to account for all the rel-
evant physical phenomena and couple well with the super-
grid simulation. It should further allow for simulation of
real life physical problems efficiently within the constraints
of available computational resources.
A subgrid model based on Linear eddy mixing model
(Kerstein, 13-16) was proposed by Menon et al. (17-19).
This model treats separately the two basic physical pro-
cesses that govern the evolution of a reactive system: molec-
ular diffusion (accounted for in the present formulation by
prescribing the laminar flame speed) and turbulent stirring.
The physics involved in the modeling procedure is outlined
here and the mathematical detail is avoided.
The modeling is done on a representative one-dimensional
spatially linear domain (contained in each LES cell). The
effect of three dimensional eddies is accounted for, on this
one dimensional domain using turbulent scaling laws [19].
This reduced representation was found to be fairly accu-
rate for the purpose and leads to a substantial reduction in
computational cost. The physical sense of the one dimen-
sional domain depends on the investigation at hand. For
example, it is a radial line while investigating the radial
dispersion in circular jets, it is an axial line in studies in-
volving axial tranport. In homogeneous turbulence, it is a
space curve aligned with the local scalar gradient. In LES,
it is an arbitrary curve contained within each finite volume
cell.
On the one-dimensional domain, the propagation and
stirring are carried out as follows. Propagation is imple-
mented by numerical simulation of G-equation without the
convective term, using a finite volume approach on the lin-
ear domain. The G-equation now has the following one
dimensional form.
OG
_- = S_IVGI (12)
This equation replaces the one dimensional diffusion-
reaction equation in the original formulation (for the finite
rate kinetics). G = 0 corresponds to an unburnt state and
G = 1 corresponds to a fully burnt state. Any surface in
between can be considered to be the flame. The subgrid do-
main has no particular orientation (no directional informa-
tion is included) and hence, periodic boundary conditions
can be prescribed at the boundaries. The length of the do-
main is fixed to be the characteristic filter width used in
the LES. The way to prescibe the number of cells needed
for a finite volume implementation of the above equation is
explained later. So the linear domain is a periodic curve of
length A with arbitary orientation and is fully contained in
the LES cell. The convective term is dropped as the effect
of subgrid fluid turbulence (stirring) is modeled separately.
Moredetails are given elsewhere (Menon et a]. 1993).
The turbulent stirring is modeled by a stochastic process.
The sense of subgrid field is, hence, statistical. It is one re-
alization of the field. A Lagrangian rearrangement is chosen
as a means to model the effect of fluid dynamic eddies on
the scalar gradient. The size of the eddy (needed to de-
temine the size of the segment in which rearrangement is
to be done) and the frequency of occurance is determined
using scaling laws characteristic of the inertial range. The
rearrangement mapping can be chosen arbitrarily. It should
mimic the effect of an eddy on scalar rearrangement in tur-
--:- bulence and also should be conservative (total species con-
centration should remain unaltered after the mapping). A
triplet map [16] is chosen for the present study. In this map-
ping, the given segment of the linear domain is divided into
_.hree equal parts. The spatial gradients (of all properties)
in the left and the right segments are increased by a factor of
three. The middle segment is reversed and then the scalar
gradients are scaled by a factor of three. As illustrated in
_he fig.l, the scalar field remains continuous and the map-
ping is conservative. Size of the subgrid finite volume cell
is so chosen that a stirring event at the smallest relevant
length scale could be executed using this mapping. In the
present case, the smallest significant length scale is the Kol-
mogorov length scale and one need atleast six points to be
:ontained in this length to perform stirring. So the number
:ells turn out be 6-_. This mapping causes a particle dis-
_ersion with mean square displacement of _i 2, where l is
:he length of the segment. The diffusivity associated with
:his process can be determined to be _M 3, where )_ is the
"requency per unit length. The diffusivity associated with
.he eddies of length scale I is given by inertial range scaling
aws as:
D, - _ (13)
_'here )7 is the Kolmogorov length scale. Let f(1) be the
)robability density function of the length scale chosen for
! he mapping event. By equating the diffusivity associated
vith the length scale I to the expression in the previous
_quation, the form of the PDF can be arrived at as:
5 t-!
f(z) = 3 ,_-t - L-! (14)
: vhere L is the largest scale for stirring. In the present
:ontext of LES, it would equal A (all the eddies larger than
_. stir the scalar field at the supergrid level). Solving for A
,eilds
A = 54 vR_L - I (15)
5 L3 1-
where ReL = _' (the subgrid Reynolds number in the
present case).
Heat release causes density gradients in the subgrid lin-
ear domain. When the density changes in a finite volume
cell, the size of the cell is increased to conserve the mass in
each cell. The domain is regridded to a uniform domain for
computational ease. In the present case, these is no heat re-
lease or density variation, so this procedure is not required.
For details on issues regarding heat release, see Smith and
Menon[20].
Advection due to the supergrid velocity field brings about
transport of the chemical species into the neighbouring LES
cells. This is modeled using a procedure called "splic-
ing'(Menon et al., 1993). The scalar flux across each LES
cell face is computed using the supergrid velocity field. The
number of cells that need to be transferred from one cell
(donor cell) to it's neighbouring cell (receiver cell) across
this face is computed using this flux and the LES timestep.
A segment with this number of cells is picked at random
from the donor cell and inserted at a randomly chosen lo-
cation on the linear domain in the receiver LES cell. This
introduces discontinuities in the scalar concentration in the
subgrid field. While this seems unphysica], splicing is rare
event compared to the subgrid processes and any spurious
effects of splicing on subgrid field is minimal. For further
details on the implementation, see McMurtry et al. [21].
For each value of _, simulations are conducted using
various different realizations of a statistically stationary flow
field as initial conditions. The flame is activated in a similar
way in all the simulations. This is done by instantaneously
changing the value of G from 0 to 1 in a cubical domain at
the centre of the domain.
5 Results and discussion
LES of turbulent Couette flow at Re = 5200 (chosen due
to availability of accurate data in literature) was conducted
on two different grid resolutions. A streamwise length of
z'H and span-wise length of ½rH, where H is the width of
the channel, are used in these simulations. No slip bound-
ary conditions are used in the wall normal direction and
periodic boundary conditions are used in the other two di-
rections. A 49x33x33 grid reproduces rms of fluctuating
_'elocitiesfavorablywith DNS due to Bech et al.[22].The
grid isclusterednear the wallsand a V+ of 0.3 isused as
minimum wallnormal resolution.These singlepointstatis-
ticsareshown infig.2.There issignificantamount ofkinetic
energy"in the subgridscalesat thisresolution,so rms val-
ues of fluctuatingvelocitieshould be underpredicted.As
can be seen, urms isoverpredictedby the LES. This isa
well noted [23]fact that istrue when the axialresolution
isinadequate. This overpredictionisnot expected to alter
greatlythe flame evolution. The resultscorresponding to
the 25x17x17 LES are presentedinfig.3.The trendsinpre-
diction,in terms ofsinglepoint statistics,are as expected.
The predictionsdiffersignificantly,possiblydue to a broad
range ofenergeticscales(subgridkineticenergy'isfound to
--be quitesignificant).The cutoffscalein thesesimulations
borderson dissipationrange ofscales.Hence, for the sake
of implementing LEM (which requiresthe cut offscalein
the inertialrange),a higher Re (=12000) ischosen. The
LES resolutionisincreasedaccordinglyto 65x49x49. The
25x17x17 gridishowever retained.The subgridkineticen-
ergy'predictionsby LES on thesegrid resolutionare shown
inrigA.The finergridresolvesthe shear layerand captures
the kineticenergy"peak near the wall.The coarsegriddoes
not have adequate resolutionnear the wall. A V+ of 4.0
was used forwallnormal resolutionnear the wall.The sim-
ulationretainsstability'but the near wall resultsare not
expected to be correct.Since the focus here,ison the core
region,thisfactisnot ofmuch concern.
The variationofthe model coefficientswith the wallnor-
mal coordinatein thissimulationisshown infig.5.While
the valuesare ofthe same orderofmagnitude asinconstant
coefficient]x'-equationmodels, they are found to be lower
by a few times. The Cf values are closeto it'ssuggested
value of 0.916,but C, valuesare about three times lower
than recommended constant value of 0.0854.
While implementing LEM in LES, the laminar flame
U #
--_speed isfixedby prescribing_, where u' isbased on core
reglon turbulentintensity(which isnearly a constantover
_a_0cide region).
For the 65x49x49 grid,the volume occupied by the burnt
gases(volume integralofG over the whole domain) isplot-
ted againsttime for three differentvaluesof _: I,4 and
8,in fig.6.The corresponding predictionsfrom LES using
Yakhot's model are also presented for comparison. This
givesthe quantitativemeasure of the flame growth. The
0
comparison isfavorablefor _ of 4 and 8, but the flame
growth seems to be faster in case of Yakhot's model for
tl a
of 1. This perhaps could be attributed to the incorrect
flame propagation across the supergrid cells brought about
by' splicing. Splicing is a stochastic algorithm which works
in the statistical sense (when averaged over several realiza-
tions). Further, the splicing should retain the same number
of linear eddy' cells in each of the LES cells since the fluid
is incompressible. However, it is found that this is not the
case. The number of cells in each LES cell is found to change
by two cells in the worst case. The number of subgrid cells
used in each LES cell is 50, which corresponds to the max-
imum subgrid Reynolds number (18.0) encountered in this
LES. This is a conservation error that needs to be corrected
in the future.
As mentioned earlier, each G-surface is considered a
flame. Here iso-surfaces of G between 0.1 and 0.9 have
been used as flames to collect flame statistics. The analy-
sis of all geometric properties is considered next at a non-
dimensional time of 0.4 (non-dimensionalized using channel
width and laminar flame speed). Since the flow field is not
stationary, several realizations corresponding to large eddy
simulations with different initial fluid dynamic states (real-
izations of a statistically' stationary" fluid dynamic state) are
used in calculation of these statistics.
A measure for characterizing the flame shape called the
shape factor is defined as the ratio of smaller to higher
eigen-values of the curvature tensor (Ashurst, 1993). It is
bounded between -1 and 1. These extreme values corre-
spond to a saddle and a spherical nature of the flame at
a point, respectively . The value of 0 indicates a cylindri-
cal structure. This value is computed at several points and
t/I
a PDF is plotted for the three values of K in fig.7, fig.8
and fig.9. The figures indicate a cylindrical propagation of
the flame, which is expected due to the shearing effect of
Couette flow. There however, seem to be more locations
on the flame predicted by LEM with locally" spherical or
saddle-type structure. This indicates more flame wrinkling
by' LEM. The Yakhot's model however is implemented us-
ing a supergrid field equation and wrinkling is based on the
front propagation algorithm. It is di_cult to distinguish be-
tween flame wrinkling due to turbulence and the spurious
oscillations that are a characteristic of numerical methods
used to capture scalar fronts using field equations. A DNS
using G-equation with a more accurate numerical method
for capturing scalar fronts would perhaps give the correct
nature of the flame.
The mean curvature PDF is plotted for the three _ val-
ues in fig.10, flg.ll, and fig.12. This gives us a measure
of local curvature of the flame. Predominant positive cur-
vature indicates a convex flame growing outwards. In the
_resent study the PDF has a peak in the postive region.
there however, are several points where the mean curva-
ure is negative indicating that the flame shape is locally
:oncave (and hence that the flame is wrinkled). Except for
he lower value of _,', the results compare favorably to the
t'akhot's model predictions.
The data from LES is now used to estimate the flame
tretch (in the plane of the flame) which is defined as the
ateofchangeofa Lagrangianflamesurfacelement.Itcan
)eexpressedinterms oflocaltangentialstrainrate,flame
'urvatureand flamespeedas (Cande]and Poinsot,1990):
Si
= --niei./nj -- _. (16)
_'here K is the stretch, eij is the resoh'ed scale strain tensor,
n the plane of the flame and R is the mean priciple radius
_f curvature. Positive stretch tends to decrease the flame
peed and replanarize the flame, while negetive stretch wrin-
ties the flame and increases propagation rate. The PDFs
J
or flame stretch for the three _ values are shown in fig.13,
ig.14 and fig.15. As in the case of curvature, the results
Or the lower value of _ do not compare well with Yakhot's
nodel.
tj I
In case of _ equal to 1.0, the laminar flame speed is a
Iominant factor in flame propagation. Turbulence effects
.... Lre less slgmficant m this case. The capability of a model
uch as LEM for predicting the correct propagation would
__ lepend greatly on the advection (splicing) algorithm. Since
_-_ihe present algorithm is stochastic, it perhaps is not suited
ii br prediction of a near laminar (deterministic) propagation
i!ii!f the flame. An improvement to correct this inadequacy
_i_uld be the objective of the future research, before the
_hermodynamics effects such as heat release are included.
z::: The results from 25x17x17 grid are plotted against LES
esults obtained using Yakhot's on a 65x49x49 grid. It is
..... •cry unlikely that the 25x17x17 grid would resolve the fine
_:_,_ain turbulent structure of the flame, but the large scale
_-t_aracteristics like the growth in size of the flame could turn
_i_:_t to be reasonably accurate, iqowever, since the grid is
_ii_:oarse, if there exists an inertial range in Couette flow at
_ii_e = 12000, it is likely that the grid spacing would lie in
_ he inertial range. Furthermore the subgrid Reynolds num-
_! i:'er in the core region is found to of the order of 100 as
i i _ _gainst 20 in the 65x49x49 LES. The LEM was designed as
!!!:::i_igh Reynolds number model, so it is better to have a high
_:-:-_ubgrid Reynolds number. The volume occupied by burnt
_T_s versus the time is plotted in fig.16. The pdfs for the
:° at_o of curvatures and flame stretch are plotted in fig.17
E t_
J
and fig.18 respectively. In all these plots, the correspond-
ing results from 65x49x49 LES using Yakhot's model are
presented for comparison. It is seen that net growth of the
flame is predicted fairly well. Also the pdf for the ratio of
curvatures compares favorably with results from Yakhot's
model. It is surprising that this prediction is more accurate
than in the high resolution simulation. A higher Reynolds
number in the subgrid could be one of the reasons for this.
The statistics from the low resolution are not expected to
be veryaccuratesincethe)'arebasedon numericalderiva-
tiveswhich can onlyaccountforthe largescalestructures
and not the wrinklingatsmallscales.As can be seenin
fig.18,thepdf offlamestretchisnot asaccurateasinthe
caseofhigherresolutioncase.The accuratepredictionof
mean curvaturepdf couldpurelybe heuristic.
6 Conclusions
The Linear eddy model is found to capture all the trends
in the evolution of the flame structure. For the two higher
cases of _, the results are found to be close predictions
obtained using Yakhot's model. The only issue of concern
seems to the difference in the prediction of the shape factor.
This obviously is due to difference between the two methods
in accouting for the advection due to supergrid velocity.
In LES using Yakhot's model, the correct evolution ofthe
sharp flame front is not captured in the earl)" stages (due to
reasons stated earlier). And in case of LEM, there is some
randomness involved in the approach. There is no reason to
believe one is more correct than the other. But the random
nature of splicing is also the reason why the prediction of the
flame structure in the case of near laminar (deterministic)
propagation (_=1) is found to be different. The splicing
procedure may need to be modified in such cases.
The accurate prediction of flame growth in 25x17x17 is,
however, very encouraging, a fact that warrants further
research on LEM implementation in LES on grids coarse
enough to be computationally efficient.
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Figure 1: Illustration of triplet mapping
Figure 3: Rms velocities (non-dimensionalized b.v u., the
friction velocity) in LES of Couette flow(Re=5200) on
25xlTx17 grid. Solid line: urms. dashed line: vrms, dotted-
dashed line: wrms. Corresponding thinner lines indicate
DNS data due to Bech et a1.[22]
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'igure 2: Rms velocities (non-dimensionalized by u*, the
fiction velocity) in LES of Couette flow(Re=5200) on
9x33x33 grid. Solid line: urms, dashed line: vrms, dotted-
ashed line: wrms. Circles indicate DNS data due to Bech
t ai.[22].
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Figure 4: Subgrid kinetic energy in LES at Re = 12,000.
So]id line: 25xlTx17 grid, dotted-dashed line: 65x49x4g
grid
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Figure 7: Pdf of the shape factor for K = 1. Solid line:
LEM, dashed line: Yakhot's model
Figure 5: Variation of model coefficients computed using
filtering approach. Solid line: C_, dashed line: C_
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Figure 6: Temporal variation of volume occupied by burnt
tJ
fluid in LES on a 65x49x49 grid. Solid line: _ = 1,dashed
UI _t
line: _ = 4, dotted-dashed line: _ = 8. The thinner lines
indicate corresponding predictions from LES using Yakhot's
model.
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Figure 8: Pdf of the shape factor for _ = 4. Solid line:
LEM, dashed line: Yakhot's model
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Figure 9: Pdf of the shape factor for _ = 8. Solid line:
LEM, dashed line: Yakhot's model
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Figure 10: Pdfofthe mean curvature for _ = 1. Solid line:
LEM. dashed line: Yakhot's model
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Figure 13: Pdf of the flame stretch for _ = 1. Solid line:
LEM , dashed line: Yakhot's model
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?igure 11: Pdf of the mean curvature for _ = 4. Solid line:
:EM, dashed line: Yakhot's model
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Figure 14: Pdf of the flame stretch for _ = 4. Solid line:
LEM , dashed line: Yakhot's model
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"igure 12: Pdfofthe mean curvature for _ = 8. Solid line:
.EM, dashed line: Yakhot's model
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Figure 15: Pdf of the flame stretch for _ = 8. Solid line:
LEM , dashed line: Yakhot's model
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Figure 16: Temporal variationofvolume occupied by burnt
fluidin LES on a 25xl7xl7 grid. Solid line:LEM on a
25xlTx17 grid,dashed line:Yakhot's model on a 65x49x49
grid.
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Figure 17: Shape factorof the flame predictedby LES on
25XI7XI7 grid. Solid line:LEM, dashed line:LES using
Yakhot's model on 65x49x49 grid.
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Figure 18: Pdf of flame stretch predicted by LES on
25X17X17 grid. Solid line: LEM, dashed line: LES using
Yakhot's model on 65x49x49 grid.
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